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The effect of grammar instruction on second language acquisition continues to be 

a source of debate in SLA research.  Previous studies have shown that input-based 

instruction such as Processing Instruction (PI) is more effective than traditional grammar 

instruction (TI) for the acquisition of grammatical structures such as object pronouns in 

Spanish, the Spanish preterite, the simple present vs. the present progressive in English, 

and the ser/estar contrast in Spanish (VanPatten and Cadierno, 1993; Cadierno, 1995; 

Buck, 2000; Cheng, 2004).  This quasi-experimental, classroom-based study examines 

the effects of output-based instruction (OB) and PI on the acquisition of the 

perfective/imperfective aspectual distinction in French, shown to be difficult to master by 

English-speaking learners due to its linguistic and pragmatic complexity.  Specifically, 

the research design investigates whether OB instruction and PI have significant effects on 

the learners’ performance involving the interpretation and production of the passé 
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composé and the imparfait in narration.  Two second semester university level French 

classes at the University of Texas at Austin were randomly assigned to one of the two 

groups: an output-based instruction group (n=18) and a processing instruction group 

(n=17).  A distinct instructional treatment was developed for both groups, and a 

pretest/posttest procedure was used to assess the effect of instruction.  The two posttests 

were administered one day and one month after instruction.  All tests except the pretest 

included a written interpretation task, a controlled written production task, and a written 

composition. 

The findings show that both the OB and the PI groups improved their 

performance significantly on the assessment tasks and that there was no statistical 

difference between the groups on any of the tasks.  These results differ from those of 

previous PI research and suggest that either type of instruction, output-based or 

processing, may have had a significant impact on the learners’ developing system.   

The type of output-based instruction used in this study differs from TI in that it 

does not include a mechanical component.  The results of the present study are consistent 

with Farley (2004b) in showing that approaches to grammar instruction that are meaning-

oriented may bring about significant effects on SLA.   
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION 

 

'I wish life was not so short,' he thought. 'Languages take such a 

long time, and so do all the things one wants to know about.'  

J. R. R. Tolkien 

 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

In the field of Second Language Acquisition (SLA), the relationship between 

theory and practice continues to be a central issue, even if in recent years there has been 

an increased focus on classroom-based research that investigates processes by which 

instructed learners acquire a foreign or a second language (L2). 

One major point of contention raised by classroom SLA researchers in the 

literature on the effects of instruction on language acquisition is the role of input and 

output.  Some research demonstrates that input is the most important factor in SLA, while 

other research emphasizes that output is essential.  This dissertation will present a 

discussion of the roles of input and output in second language acquisition and will 

include a study designed to investigate the effects of instruction of output-based 

instruction versus a type of input-based language instruction, i.e., processing instruction, 

on the learners’ developing interlanguage (IL) and metalinguistic knowledge of the 

French perfective/imperfective aspectual distinction as encoded in the passé composé and 

the imparfait. 

In the following sections, I will briefly summarize key issues and theoretical 

constructs: (1) the role of input in SLA; (2) the role of output in SLA; (3) an account of 

traditional grammar instruction; (4) an overview of processing instruction; (5) the 
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purpose of this study; (6) a glossary of important terms.  This section ends with an outline 

of the dissertation. 

 

1.1 THE ROLE OF INPUT IN SLA 

Many researchers (Ellis 1990; Doughty; 1991, Larsen-Freeman & Long 1991, 

Gass, 1997; VanPatten, 1995, 1996, 2002b, 2004b, among others) argue that acquisition 

of both the first language and a second language is dependent on the processing of input.  

Krashen’s (1982, 1985) influential Input Hypothesis contributed largely to this focus.  

The Input Hypothesis explains how the learner acquires a second language and states that 

acquisition takes place subconsciously and that learners improve and progress along the 

‘natural order’1 by receiving second language ‘input’ that is one step beyond their current 

stage of linguistic competence.  For example, if a learner is at a stage 'i', then acquisition 

takes place when he/she is exposed to ‘comprehensible input’ that belongs to level 'i + 1'.  

Thus Krashen’s Input Hypothesis contends that input is both necessary and sufficient for 

successful language acquisition. 

In contrast to Krashen’s Input Hypothesis, a growing number of SLA researchers 

have argued that acquisition is largely a conscious process (Gass, 1988; Schmidt, 1990, 

1993, 1995; Ellis, 1994, 1997; Shekan, 1998, among others) and that conscious attention 

to form is essential to acquisition.  They have emphasized the importance of 

‘consciousness raising’ and ‘noticing’ for language learning and  have asserted that 

noticing a feature in the input is the first stage of language acquisition.  The term 

‘consciousness raising’ refers to the drawing of learners' attention to the formal properties 

                                                 
1 The natural order hypothesis states that "the acquisition of grammatical structures proceeds in a 
predictable order" (Krashen, 1981). In acquiring a second language, some grammatical structures will be 
acquired earlier than others, regardless of the speaker’s  L1. 
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of language (Rutherford et al., 1985).  Schmidt (1990, 1995) contends that instruction 

may be beneficial as it attempts to make learners focus on formal characteristics and 

proposed the Noticing Hypothesis, which states that noticing is a necessary condition for 

L2 acquisition and “what learners notice in the input is what becomes intake for learning” 

(1995, p. 20). Intake is the subset of input, the linguistic data that is noticed and 

processed from the input and held in working memory where it may undergo additional 

processing.  Schmidt notes that even though incidental learning is possible, attention to 

form is often necessary if language learners
 
 are to acquire redundant grammatical 

features.   

With the advent of communicative language teaching (CLT), there has been a 

growing need to define which type of input may successfully help L2 learners to make 

form-meaning connections that lead to language acquisition.  At the same time, in today’s 

communicative classrooms, learners have been found to use nontargetlike morphology 

and syntax to communicate in the second language, even advanced learners in immersion 

classes.  Consequently, L2 professionals have been advocating the necessity for more 

focus on grammatical accuracy to move learners toward nativelike proficiency (Swain, 

1991, 1998; Harley, 1992). 

What, then, can be done to improve the learners’ ability to process the input so 

that it is integrated into their L2 interlanguage? Researchers have used psychological and 

psycholinguistic models to answer that question.  Describing instruction in terms of input 

processing,  Skehan writes, “instruction can work in a more complex way by making 

salient the less obvious aspects of the input, so that it is the learner who does the 

extraction and the focusing” (Skehan, 1998, p.49).  Instruction may provide a type of 

structured (as opposed to authentic but unstructured) input that focuses learners’ attention 
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and enhances their awareness of language features (Schmidt, 1990; Ellis, 1997; Skehan, 

1998).  

The Input Processing framework attributes an essential role to input and has its 

roots in cognitive psychology and psycholinguistic approaches to SLA.  Input processing 

has investigated how L2 learners process and utilize input to create form-meaning 

connections in order to structure their developing linguistic system.  Researchers in this 

line of research have examined the strategies L2 learners use to process input.  

VanPatten’s model of input processing (VanPatten 1984, 1985, 1990, 1996, 2002a, 

2004a) explains “how learners derive intake from input regardless of the language being 

learned and regardless of the context (i.e., instructed, non instructed)” (VanPatten, 2002a, 

p. 757).   

Chomsky (1965) introduced the hypothesis that all children are born with an 

innate knowledge of the basic grammatical structure common to all human language and 

of the range of parametric variation across languages, referred to as universal grammar 

(UG).  According to the notion of UG, this innate set of linguistic principles guides 

language acquisition and explains that, despite the limited available input and the lack of 

negative evidence, language learners manage to infer a linguistic system that in a number 

of ways is highly structured and complex (Chomsky, 1981, White, 1989).  In UG, 

language acquisition is also dependent on input, which in combination with the UG 

principles and mechanisms cause learners to reset parameters when necessary. 

As opposed to UG, connectionism (also known as PDP, Parallel Distributed 

Processing) states that language acquisition takes place with no preexisting knowledge 

and that knowledge is built up with exposure to exemplars presented in the input.  

Connectionism has is roots in cognitive science. The connectionist model is a 

computational approach based on what is known of the architecture of the brain, i.e., 
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learning is established by strengthening connections between neuron-like processing 

units, the nodes which form interconnected networks.  Within the connectionist 

framework, frequency and input are the basis of language learning, as learning is viewed 

as either recognition of patterns in the input or readjustment of the network to 

accommodate  new information when a gap between pre-existing knowledge and new 

input is noticed.  Those patterns become stronger in the learner’s brain through repeated 

activation (Sokolik & Smith, 1992; Ellis, 2002, 2004). 

In brief, despite the differing theoretical approaches to SLA (input processing, 

universal grammar, connectionism), it is widely accepted that language acquisition is 

dependent on input.  Gass (1997) clearly stated  this position:   

The concept of input is perhaps the single most important concept of second 
language acquisition. It is trivial to point out that no individual can learn a second 
language without input of some sort.  In fact, no model of second language 
acquisition does not avail itself of input in trying to explain how learners create 
second language grammars. (p.1) 

 

1.2 THE ROLE OF OUTPUT IN SLA 

 Traditionally, output production has often been viewed as the product of 

existing knowledge or acquisition but not necessarily as a means to gain new knowledge.  

Although SLA researchers agree that input is an essential requirement for acquisition, 

many researchers ascribe a fundamental role to output in SLA.   

The Comprehensible Output Hypothesis (Swain, 1985, 1993 1995, 1998; Swain 

& Lapkin, 1995) has received much recognition. This hypothesis states that there are 

roles for output in second language acquisition that are independent of comprehensible 

input.  Swain (1985) reviewed the language output of learners in a French immersion 

program in Canada.  She found that the students who had received generous amounts of 
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input in the L2 had managed to achieve a superior proficiency in listening comprehension 

and reading in French.  However, despite their strong receptive skills, they continued to 

use non-nativelike forms in their writing and their speaking.  These results led Swain to 

dispute the Input Hypothesis and conclude that learners need output opportunities to 

continue their language development.  The Comprehensible Output Hypothesis posits 

that although input is essential to SLA, output, or production practice, may generate 

mental processes that affect acquisition.  Output practice is necessary for acquisition as it 

pushes learners to make use of their linguistic resources to communicate.  “Pushed” 

output production thus prompts learners to move from “semantic, open-ended, 

nondeterministic, strategic processing prevalent in comprehension to the complete 

grammatical processing needed for accurate production” (Swain, 1985, p.128).  Swain 

further claims that L2 production is “the trigger that forces the learner to pay attention to 

the means of expression needed in order to successfully convey his or her own intended 

meaning” (1985, p.249). Thus, output practice contributes significantly to SLA as it may 

prompt learners to undertake some restructuring of their interlanguage by promoting 

hypothesis-testing, noticing, and the development of morphology and syntax.  Research 

which has investigated the Output Hypothesis, has shown results that contradict the claim 

that input alone can directly affect the L2 developing system and suggests that output is 

also crucial for interlanguage development and L2 learning (Izumi, 2002; Izumi et al., 

1999; Swain, 1995; Swain & Lapkin, 1995).  Similarly, other research supports Swain’s 

output hypothesis.  DeKeyser (1997, 2001) and  DeKeyser & Sokalski (1996) have 

suggested that input is necessary to develop comprehension skills while output is 

necessary for production skills (see Chapter 2). 
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Within an interactionist framework2 (Vygotsky,1962), Gass (1997, 2004) and 

Ellis (1990) provide support for the ouput hypothesis and expand on it.  Gass (1997, 

2004) states that output has a central role in language acquisition, claiming that producing 

output requires greater attention to the structure of the L2 than processing input and that 

it contributes to the building of the learner’s developing system in promoting fluency and 

accuracy.  Gass concludes her article by stating that although input is crucial, “interaction 

plays an important role for acquisition because it facilitates the attention link that is 

crucial to understanding how learners extract information from the environment and use 

it in the development of their second language grammars.” (Gass, 2004, p. 87). 

Another interactionist, Long (1981, 1983, 1989, 1996) ascribes a crucial role to 

comprehensive input.  Building upon the Input Hypothesis proposed by Krashen, Long 

argues also in favor of the importance of the role of output in L2 acquisition.  Long 

introduced the Interaction Hypothesis, which emphasizes the significance of modified 

interaction which occurs in negotiations of meaning as communication problems arise.  

Long (1996) states that “Negative feedback obtained during negotiation work … may be 

facilitative of L2 development, at least for vocabulary, morphology, and language-

specific syntax, and essential for learning certain specifiable L1-L2 contrasts” (p.414).  In 

other words, during negotiations for meaning, L2 learners adjust their interlanguage 

production based on the feedback that they receive such as clarification requests or 

comprehension checks.  Consequently, they are pushed to form comprehensible output 

that  is crucial for interlanguage development.  

                                                 
2 According to Vygotsky (1962), social interaction plays an important role in the learning process and 
proposed the zone of proximal development (ZPD), where learners construct the new language through 
socially mediated interaction. 
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Influential research on form-meaning connections and acquisition in SLA such as 

VanPatten’s has offered some counterevidence to the Output Hypothesis. VanPatten 

agrees that “output may play a number of important roles in language development” and 

that “output helps learners become better communicators and…may help them become 

better processors of input” (VanPatten, 2002a, p. 762). However, VanPatten does not 

believe that output plays the same sort of role as input in the second language acquisition 

process and does not agree with the claim that “somehow acquisition—in the specific 

case of making form-meaning connections—is output dependent” (VanPatten, 2004b, p. 

42).  Instead, VanPatten contends, on the basis of current evidence, that although output 

is essential in skill building such as fluency and accuracy, input alone has been shown to 

be sufficient for acquisition (VanPatten, 2002a, 2004b). 

To summarize, while SLA researchers unanimously agree that input plays a major 

role in L2 acquisition, many contend that output has a similarly essential role as it 

promotes accuracy and fluency, leads to restructuring of the learners’ interlanguage 

through feedback, and helps develop communicative skills through interaction and 

negotiation of meaning.  However, some SLA researchers (Ellis, 1994; Gass, 1997; Izumi 

and Bigelow, 2000; Shehadeh, 2002, VanPatten, 2004b) have pointed out that there is a 

paucity of empirical evidence showing evidence that acquisition is output dependent and 

have called for more research to be conducted on the role of output in L2 acquisition. 

 

1.3 TRADITIONAL GRAMMAR INSTRUCTION 

Although SLA theories have long placed a special emphasis on the major role of 

input in language acquisition, many researchers have recently pointed out the discrepancy 

between theory and practice as L2 classroom instructional practice does not often reflect 

this position.  Thanks to the discussion in the second/foreign language literature on the 
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effects of instruction on classroom L2 acquisition and the efficacy of grammatical 

instruction, the output-based nature of traditional grammar instruction has recently been 

questioned.  Output-based instruction is currently the predominant approach to grammar 

instruction in most foreign language classrooms and textbooks in the U.S.  This approach 

combines structural practice with meaningful language based on Paulston’s taxonomy of 

practice types (1971) that emphasizes immediate oral production and the use of a 

sequence of mechanical, meaningful, and communicative drills.  Mechanical drills are 

solely focused on form, and comprehension of the words or sentences themselves is not 

required in order to produce a correct response.  For example, a typical mechanical drill 

is a transformation drill or a substitution drill such as the following: 

 

Instructor:  “I have a pen.  He…” 

Student:  “He has a pen.”   

 

Meaningful drills are activities for which an understanding of the vocabulary used 

in the sentences is necessary in order for the student to produce a correct response. 

Furthermore, meaningful drills have only one correct answer that constitutes given 

information.  For example in a meaningful drill, students might be shown pictures and 

then be prompted to answer questions such as the following: 

 

Instructor:  “Is John tall or short?”  

Student:  “John is tall.” 

 

Communicative drills require attention to meaning, but unlike meaningful drills, 

there is no single correct answer.  Communicative drills require an exchange of new or 
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unknown information.  For example, the instructor might ask an open-ended question that 

students answer freely. 

 

Instructor: “What are you going to do this weekend?” 

Student: “I am going to go to the movies.” 

 

SLA researchers interested in the efficacy of traditional output-based grammar 

teaching have pointed out that it is “typically mechanical and lacking in meaning and in 

context” (Lee & VanPatten, 1995, p. 94) or that it has students “utilize structures they 

have not yet acquired, under demanding conditions” (Krashen, 2003).  On the other hand, 

many SLA specialists have advocated the use of more comprehensible input and 

meaningful communication in grammar instruction (Krashen, 1985; 2003, White, 1989; 

Larsen-Freeman & Long, 1991; Ellis, 1994; Schwartz, 1993, VanPatten, 1984, 1985, 

1990, 1996, 2002a, 2004a).  In the next section, I will present Processing Instruction (PI), 

one pedagogical approach that focuses on both form and meaning in order to facilitate the 

form-meaning connections that have been shown to be necessary for language acquisition 

to occur. 

 

1.4 PROCESSING INSTRUCTION 

VanPatten proposes a type of grammar instruction labeled Processing Instruction 

(PI) in which output production is the last stage of the process.  PI is based on a model of 

input processing (VanPatten 1984, 1985, 1990, 1995, 1996, 2002a, 2004a) which gives 

an account of how intake is derived from input.  The model also attempts to describe the 

strategies and mechanisms the L2 learner uses during the act of comprehension.  PI offers 

an account of how exposure to comprehensible meaning-bearing input promotes language 
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acquisition by helping the learners to make form-meaning connections that in turn 

become part of the developing system.  VanPatten’s input processing theory states that 

successful processing of input is essential for acquisition.  Figure 1.1 illustrates the sets of 

mechanisms involved in language acquisition in the input processing model. 

 

 

Figure 1.1 Three Sets of Processes in Second Language Acquisition (VanPatten, 1996) 

  
 I      II    III 

Input � Intake    � Developing System � Output 
 
I = input processing: the conversion of input to intake 
II = accommodation, restructuring: incorporation of intake into developing system 
III = access 

 

Input processing, the first process, converts input into intake.  As noted earlier, 

Intake is “the subset of the input that has been processed in working memory and made 

available for further processing” (VanPatten, 2004a, p. 7) and from which form-meaning 

connections are made.  From intake, a form must still make its way into the developing 

system.  VanPatten emphasizes the role of working memory during the first set of 

processes since some forms may be noticed but not assigned a meaning or function since 

“learners can only do so much in their working memory before attentional resources are 

depleted and working memory is forced to dump information to make room for more 

(incoming) information” (VanPatten, 2002a, p 757).  The second set of processes 

incorporates the potential intake completely or partially into the learners’ developing 

system (accommodation).  When a set of input data is accommodated, it may cause 

changes in the developing system resulting in some kind of restructuring (Wong, 2004).  
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Finally, during the third set of processes, the linguistic data are internalized into the 

learner’s developing system and may be accessed for output production (Wong, 2004). 

It would be pertinent here to underline the contrast between a traditional output-

based grammar model and the PI model of acquisition.  As discussed earlier, traditional 

grammar instruction is carried out by having learners produce a grammatical structure or 

form.  Given the fact that the development of the linguistic system has been shown to be 

input-dependent, the value of grammatical instruction as output practice is questionable.  

Figure 1.2 illustrates the instructional approach in traditional grammar instruction. 

 

Figure 1.2 Traditional Practice in Grammar (Lee & VanPatten, 1995) 

 
Input � Intake    � Developing System � Output 

���� 
Focused practice 

 

As noted by Lee and VanPatten (1995) “becauses it focuses on output, traditional 

grammar instruction engages those processes involved in accessing a developing system 

rather than those involved in forming the system” (p. 95).  As second language 

acquisition research has shown, output practice is not a direct path to acquisition and 

therefore traditional grammar instruction “is akin to putting the cart before the horse 

when it comes to acquisition; the learner is asked to produce when the developing system 

has not yet had a chance to build up a representation of the language based on the input 

data” (p. 95).  Rather, PI is a type of instruction that seeks to alter the way that input is 

noticed and processed by the learner.  This approach is described in Figure 1.3.  
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Figure 1.3 Processing-Oriented Grammar Instruction (Lee and VanPatten, 1995) 

 
Input � Intake    � Developing System � Output 

���� 
Processing mechanisms 

���� 
   Focused practice 

 

 

In order to further the efficacy of the PI approach to grammar instruction, PI 

research has investigated how input is processed by the learners.  VanPatten (1996, 2004) 

has identified specific processing strategies that L2 learners use during input processing 

and systematized them in the form of two principles with respective subprinciples. 

 
Principle 1. The Primacy of Meaning Principle. Learners process input for meaning 
before they process it for form. 
 

P1a.  The Primacy of Content Words Principle.  Learners process content words 
in the input before anything else. 
P1b.  The Lexical Preference Principle.  Learners will tend to rely on lexical items 
as opposed to grammatical form (e.g., morphology) to get meaning when both 
encode the same semantic information. 
P1c.  The Preference for Nonredundancy Principle.  Learners are more likely to 
process nonredundant meaningful grammatical form before they process 
redundant nonmeaningful form 
P1d.  The Meaning-Before-Nonmeaning Principle.  Learners are more likely to 
process meaningful grammatical forms before nonmeaningful forms irrespective 
of redundancy. 
P1e.  The Availability of Resources Principles.  For learners to process either 
redundant meaningful grammatical forms or nonmeaningful forms, the processing 
of overall sentential meaning must not drain available processing resources.  
P1f.  The Sentence Location Principle.  Learners tend to process items in sentence 
initial position before those in final position and those in medial position. 
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Principle 2.  The First Noun Principle.  Learners tend to process the first noun or pronoun 
they encounter in a sentence as the subject/agent. 
 

P2a.  The Lexical Semantics Principle.  Learners may rely on lexical semantics, 
where possible, instead of word order to interpret sentences. 
P2b.  The Event Probabilities Principle. Learners may rely on event probabilities, 
where possible, instead of word order to interpret sentences. 
P2c.  The Contextual Constraint Principle.  Learners may rely less on the First 
Noun Principle if preceding context constrains the possible interpretation of a 
clause sentence. 

 

According to VanPatten’s set of processing principles, when L2 learners are 

driven to comprehend the input data, they attend primarily to meaning before form, 

lexical items before grammatical items, and items in sentence initial position before any 

other items. In addition, learners tend to process the first noun in a sentence as the 

subject.  Specific principles relevant to this study will be discussed later in Chapter 2. 

The purpose of PI is to alter the way in which learners process input and 

especially to “push learners away from the nonoptimal processing strategies” (VanPatten, 

2002a, p. 764) described earlier.  Structured input (SI) activities (Lee and VanPatten, 

1995, VanPatten, 1996, 2002a) are communicative activities designed to direct learners’ 

attention to the target form in the input to encourage correct form-meaning connections 

that will create better intake.  In SI activities, the input has been manipulated to present a 

concentration of a particular language feature and learners are expected to notice the form 

in focus and demonstrate comprehension in some linguistic or nonlinguistic way.  At no 

time during an SI activity are learners required to produce the targeted forms as during 

the instructional phase: “the learner’s job is to process sentences and interpret them 

correctly while attending to form as well” (VanPatten, 2002, p. 764).   

PI should be conducted in three stages:  (1) Learners are given explicit 

information about a particular grammatical feature;  (2) Learners are made aware of a 
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particular processing strategy that may lead them to incorrect interpretation and 

processing of the target form; and (3) Using structured input activities, learners are 

required to process the target form or feature so that learners have to attend to the form or 

feature to be able to interpret and process the sentence or utterance. 

Based on PI research (Lee and VanPatten, 1995; VanPatten, 1996), six guidelines 

on which PI should be based have been developed.  These principles are essential for the 

successful design of structured input activities: 

(1) Present one thing at a time.  If there is more than one way that a verb is used, teach it 

in one context first; then move to the next context. 

(2) Keep meaning in focus.  The learner should have to attend to each utterance for a 

message that it contains and the learner should not be able to successfully complete the 

activity unless they have understood the content of each utterance. 

(3) Have the learners do something with the input.  This is what differentiates PI from 

just giving learners input (i.e. input flood techniques).  Learners are pushed to make 

choices based on meaning and form.  In binary option activities, learners must indicate if 

statements are true or false or likely or unlikely.  Matching activities may require learners 

to make a logical connection between a phrase and a photo or drawing or match items or 

sentences in between two columns.  Information gap activities require learners to supply 

information related to the input they are given without producing the targeted form itself. 

Finally some activities are multiple-choice and provide three or more possible responses 

(Farley, 2004a, p. 15). 

(4) Use both oral and written input.  Given individual differences in acquisition, some 

learners benefit more from oral input while others benefit from written input.  A 

combination of oral and written input provides for different styles of learning. 
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(5) Move from sentence to connected discourse.  During the initial stage of exposure, 

activities in a sequence should focus on isolated sentences but connected discourse 

should appear later in the sequence. By starting with sentences, learners have a better 

opportunity to perceive and process the grammatical item in focus. Longer utterances 

tend to exhaust learners’ working memory and should be introduced progressively in the 

activities sequence. 

(6) Keep the learners’ processing strategies in mind.  This guideline serves to ensure that 

learners’ focus is directed toward the relevant grammatical items by taking into account 

processing strategies that learners may use. 

  

1.5 PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY 

The present study was designed to investigate the role of input and output in the 

use and development of the French tense/aspect system, namely the passé composé vs. 

the imparfait, by English-speaking learners in a foreign language classroom environment.  

It focused on how processing instruction impacts L2 learners’ ability to interpret and 

produce perfective and imperfective verbal morphology.  This study investigated the 

effects of instruction as a manipulation of output-based instruction versus instruction as 

input processing.  Specifically, this study examined the impact of the two different kinds 

of instruction on the learners’ developing interlanguage and knowledge system of the 

French aspectual distinction between the passé composé and the imparfait in narration.  

Although the French tense/aspect system has been shown to be difficult to master by 

English-speaking learners due to its linguistic and pragmatic complexity, this study 

argued that input-based instruction can lead to acquisition of this particular grammatical 

feature.  
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1.6 DEFINITION OF TERMS 

The following is a list of terms as it is used throughout this study: 

 

Acquisition / learning:  The process of internalizing the rules of the second language and 

developing a mental representation of a linguistic feature. 

 

Input: “the raw linguistic data (oral or written) to which learners are exposed.  Learners 

attend to input in order to get meaning from it” (Farley, 2004a). 

 

Intake: “subset of filtered input that the learner actually processes and holds in working 

memory during on-line comprehension” (VanPatten, 2002a). 

 

Output: “oral or written language that a learner produces to express meaning” (Farley, 

2004a). 

 

Interlanguage: “the linguistic knowledge of second/foreign language learners at any 

particular stage of development” (Odlin, 1994). 

 

Developing system: “the place where a learner’s form-meaning connections are stored; 

the internalized representation of language that is developed either consciously and/or 

unconsciously  in a language learner: the terms developing system, mental representation 

of language, and linguistic system are interchangeable” (Farley, 2004a). 
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1.7 OUTLINE OF THE DISSERTATION 

This dissertation is organized in the following manner.  The second chapter 

presents a review of the SLA literature that is relevant for the present study, including the 

past tense/aspect system of French.  It will also present a discussion of the research on L1 

and L2 acquisition of tense/aspect, the role of instruction in the acquisition of 

tense/aspect, processing instruction, and the teaching of tense/aspect.  The research 

questions and hypotheses conclude this chapter. The third chapter describes the 

methodology used in this study such as subjects, materials, assessment, scoring and 

analysis.  The fourth chapter presents the results from the data collection and provides a 

discussion of those results.  Finally, in the fifth chapter some conclusions are made 

regarding the findings of the present study, theoretical and pedagogical implications are 

discussed, and future directions for research are suggested. 
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CHAPTER 2 - LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Le passé, c'est la seule réalité humaine. Tout ce qui est, est passé 

Anatole France 

 

2.0 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter reviews the SLA literature related to the variables under study: 

definitions of the constructs of tense and aspect, tense and aspect in French, L1 and L2 

acquisition of tense and aspect, the role of instruction in the acquisition of tense and 

aspect, and processing instruction and the teaching of tense/aspect. 

 

2.1 DEFINITION OF ASPECT : ASPECT VS. TENSE 

The interaction between tense and aspect in language use has been investigated by 

many linguists (Binnick, 1991; Comrie, 1976; Dahl, 1985; Smith, 1983, 1991; Vendler, 

1967 among others).  It is important to distinguish between the terms ‘tense’ and ‘aspect’ 

since some language textbooks do not mention aspect at all while some others confuse 

these terms, using them to mean the same thing.  The English aspectual distinctions are 

based on perfective aspect vs. progressive aspect and perfect aspect vs. non-perfect (also 

called simple) aspect while the French aspectual distinction is based on perfective vs. 

imperfective. For instance, In English, the contrast between the present he plays and the 

present progressive he is playing or the simple past he played and the past progressive he 

was playing is one of grammatical aspect, viz. the non-progressive vs. the progressive 

aspect, and not of tense.  The contrast in English between the simple past I ate and the 
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present perfect I have eaten is also one of aspect, viz. non-perfect vs. perfect aspect.  In 

the same manner, in French the difference between il a dansé (he danced) and il dansait 

(he danced or he has danced vs. he was dancing) is one of aspect as well.  In fact, in most 

languages, there are only three tenses, the past tense, the present tense and the future 

tense and two aspects, perfective and imperfective.   

Tense is a deictic category that locates an event on the time line in relation to the 

time of the speech act or some other time (Andersen and Shirai, 1995; Comrie, 1976; 

Dahl, 1985).  In contrast, grammatical aspect indicates “the internal temporal 

constituency of one situation; one could state the difference as one between situation-

internal time (grammatical aspect) and situation-external time (tense)” (Comrie, 1976, p. 

5).  In other words, ‘aspect’ refers to perceptions of an event at a particular time.   

This definition presents the semantic distinction between reference to the internal 

constituency of a specific event (e.g., the imperfective) vs. reference to the entirety of that 

event (e.g., the perfective) (Binnick, 1991).  Aspect provides different ways of viewing 

situations (Comrie, 1976) and refers to the internal structure, i.e., the beginning, middle 

and end of a situation, as opposed to the time it takes place, as in tense (Dahl, 1985; 

Smith, 1983, 1991).  Smith (1991) compares grammatical aspect to the way a camera lens 

focuses on a scene.  The lens determines the particular angle in which a situation is 

presented in a similar way to how grammatical aspect operates in language.   

The difference between she dances and she danced is one of tense as captured by 

the contrast between the present tense and the preterit.  In other words, these two tenses 

indicate different locations on the time line.  The following examples illustrate the 

contrast between the perfective and the imperfective aspect. 
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(1) She danced all night long. 

(2) She was dancing with her husband.  

 

In English, the two verbal forms (1) ‘she danced’ and (2) ‘she was dancing’ 

indicate differences in how the speaker construes the action of dancing.  In (1), the 

perfective grammatical aspect presents the situation as a whole, that is, a totality with 

endpoints (Comrie, 1976).  In (2), the imperfective grammatical aspect presents a 

situation as an interval, with no endpoints (Smith, 1991). With the imperfective aspect 

“the situation is viewed from within” (Comrie, 1976, p. 24), treated as an internal process 

with no reference to defined chronological limits, its beginning, middle and end being 

irrelevant for the speaker.  

The perfective/imperfective aspectual distinction does not exist as a grammatical 

category in all languages. In languages in which the aspectual system has been 

grammaticalized, aspect is organized in different ways.  In English for example, the 

progressive aspect can occur with all tenses and is the main imperfective aspect 

expressing continuousness (Comrie, 1976), as shown in (3-5). Note that in these 

examples, the tense changes but the aspect does not; the use of the progressive verbal 

form in English expresses the meaning “in progress at the time referred to.” 

 

(3) The boy is studying right now. 

(4) The boy will be studying tomorrow at the same time. 

(5) The boy was studying yesterday when his mother left. 

 

The perfect aspectual distinction in English encoded in the present perfect (“I 

have danced”) expresses “current relevance” (Comrie, 1976) as the continuing relevance 
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of a past situation” (p. 52).  Dowty (1979) notes that “the perfect serves to locate an event 

within a period of time that began in the past and extends up in the present moment” (p. 

341), defining the present perfect as having both a present and a past meaning. 

In French the formal distinction between perfective and imperfective grammatical 

aspect is found in the past tense.  The verbal paradigm used to encode the perfective 

aspect (and the perfect aspect which is not marked in French) is the passé composé Il a 

joué du piano (He played the piano / He has played the piano) or the passé simple in 

literary French Il joua du piano.  The verbal paradigm that encodes imperfective aspect in 

French is the imparfait (e.g., Il jouait du piano. He was playing the piano).  In French, the 

contrast between the perfective and the imperfective aspects are expressed only in the 

past tense of the indicative mood, and there is no similar morphological distinction in 

other tenses. 

 

2.2 LEXICAL ASPECT VS. GRAMMATICAL ASPECT  

Whereas grammatical aspect refers to the encoding of aspect via morphological 

means, lexical aspect, or inherent aspect, refers to the inherent semantic properties of the 

predicates used to present situations including aspectual distinctions.  The term ‘lexical’ 

means that each verb or lexical item has some type of aspect associated with it, whether it 

be a state or a dynamic situation.  For example, the verb ‘run’ denotes an action and is 

durative in aspect.  In contrast, while the verb ‘break’ is also an action, it is inherently 

non-durative.  Vendler (1967) proposed a four-way classification that distinguishes the 

aspectual categories of states, activities, accomplishments and achievements which are 

defined according to semantic features that allow categorization of verbs into four major 

groups.  Linguistic tests can be used to categorize predicates.  For example in French, the 

use of the time phrase pendant deux heures (“for two hours”) is possible with all durative 
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verbs, whose meaning expresses a duration: j’ai dansé pendant deux heures (“I danced 

for two hours”).  On the other hand, it is not allowed with punctual verbs, whose meaning 

describes a momentary event as shown in the following example: 

 

(6) Je suis entré pendant deux heures (I entered for 2 hours).  

 

Using Vendler’s (1967) classification of verbal categories, Andersen (1991) has 

divided lexical aspect into various classes.  Each category has particular characteristics.  

States are situations that may continue without change. If a state is interrupted, then a 

new state begins (Binnick, 1991). Stative predicates include for example be (as in be 

young, small, red) have, seem, know, want and need.  As seen in a previous example, 

activity verbs have inherent duration, like dance, rain or sleep and have no definite 

endpoints. Activity verbs include play, run and talk.  Accomplishments have both an 

endpoint and inherent duration such as paint a picture, bake a cake and grow up.  

Achievements express the beginning or the end of an action as in The race began or The 

game ended (Bardovi-Harlig, 2000, p. 215), and can be reduced to a single temporal 

moment (Andersen, 1991).  Achievements include arrive, lose, realize, and recognize.   

The Vendlerian categories are further defined by three features: [+/- punctual], 

[+/- telic], and [+/- dynamic] (See Table 2.1 below).  The feature [+ punctual] 

distinguishes achievements from all other predicates and characterizes verbs that can be 

perceived as representing a single moment in time from those with duration (begin to 

read vs. read a book).  The feature [+telic] distinguishes predicates with endpoints (sing 

a song) from those without an endpoint (sing) (Bardovi-Harlig, 2000, p. 216).  Binnick 

(1991) attributes to Garey (1957) the coining of the term telic “for expressions which 

have natural culmination” and atelic for those “which do not have to wait for a goal for 
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their realization” (Binnick, 1991, p. 189).  The feature [+ dynamic] distinguishes dynamic 

verbs like activity, accomplishment and achievement predicates (play, read, kiss) from 

stative predicates (like, desire, know).   

 

Table 2.1 Semantic Features of Predicates (Andersen, 1991, p. 311) 

Features State Activity Accomplishment Achievement 

Punctual - - - + 
Telic - - + + 
Dynamic - + + + 

 

Although grammatical aspect and lexical aspect are two distinct linguistic 

categories, they readily combine as the distribution and interpretation of grammatical 

aspect are influenced by lexical aspect and the semantic properties of predicates affect the 

use of verbal forms.   

 

2.3 ACQUISITION OF TENSE AND ASPECT  

2.3.1 First Language Acquisition of Tense and Aspect 

In L1 language acquisition, a line of research examining the interaction between 

tense and aspect began in the 1970’s (Bronckart, 1976; Bronckart and Sinclair, 1973; 

Ferreiro, 1971).  These L1 studies showed that children tend to rely on lexical aspect to 

encode past events.  Central to the research on the development of verbal morphology in 

first and second language acquisition is the Aspect Hypothesis, also referred to as the 

Defective Tense Hypothesis (Andersen, 1991; Weist et al., 1984) or the Primacy of 

Aspect Hypothesis (POA) (Robison, 1990).  Cross-linguistic studies have shown that in 

L1 acquisition, children learning are more likely to use inflectional morphology 
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according to the semantic features carried by the meaning of verbs.  Andersen (1991) 

summarizes this notion stating that “verbal morphology initially develops to encode 

aspect but not tense” (p. 306).  The Aspect Hypothesis predicts that perfective 

morphology is first used with verbs which are inherently punctual, namely achievement 

verbs, before gradually spreading first to accomplishment verbs, then to activity verbs, 

and finally to stative verbs.  As regards imperfective morphology, Andersen proposes the 

opposite development pattern: stative verbs are marked first, next activity verbs, then 

accomplishment verbs, and finally achievement verbs.  In the same manner, the Defective 

Tense Hypothesis states that: “In beginning stages of language acquisition only inherent 

aspectual distinctions are encoded by verbal morphology, not tense or grammatical 

aspect” (Andersen, 1991, p. 307).  In particular, children tend to encode activity and state 

verbs with past imperfective morphology, while encoding accomplishments and 

achievements with past perfective tense.  Andersen & Shirai (1994) show that for 

languages with a perfective/imperfective aspectual distinction, such as French, Italian, 

and Spanish, perfective forms emerge before imperfective forms.  To summarize, L1 

research shows that children respond to the atelic/telic distinction when they assign 

inflectional morphology.  Thus, the current formulation of the Aspect Hypothesis predicts 

the following sequences: (1) Learners first use the perfective past with achievement and 

accomplishment verbs then extend its use to activity and state verbs.  (2) In languages 

that encodes the perfective/imperfective perfective distinction such as Romance 

languages, the imperfective appears later than the perfective past, and the use of the 

imperfective appears first with states then extend to activity verbs, and finally to 

accomplishments and achievements verbs.  (3) In languages that have progressive aspect, 

such as English and Spanish, the use of progressive forms begins with activity verbs and 

then extend to accomplishments and achievements.  (4) The use of progressive forms is 
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rarely overextended to statives. (Andersen and Shirai, 1996 as cited in Bardovi-Harlig, 

2000, p. 227).  Table 2.2 shows the developmental order of past tense morphology for the 

different categories of verbs among learners of Spanish and Portuguese. 

 

Table 2.2 Developmental Order of Tense Morphology by Aspectual Class with L1 
learners of Spanish and Portuguese (Andersen and Shirai, 1994, p. 136) 

________________________________________________________________________ 
Acquisition 

Verb Class Early Late Native Adult Use 

State Uninflected Imperfective Imperfective 
   Perfective 
Activity Progressive Progressive Progressive 
  Imperfective Imperfective 
   Perfective 
    
Accomplishment 
Achievement 

 
Perfective 

 
Perfective 

 
Perfective 
Imperfective 

   Progressive 

 

The majority of L1 studies of tense and aspect acquisition point to the validity of 

the Aspect Hypothesis.  Bronckart & Sinclair (1973) reported that the use of inflectional 

morphology by 74 French children (ages: 2;11 to 8;7) was consistent with the Aspect 

Hypothesis.  The analysis of the children’s oral productions based on a retell-task show 

that the children used mostly the present tense for state and activity verbs and the passé 

composé (past perfective) for accomplishments and achievements.  Bronckart and 

Sinclair suggested that before the age of 6 the aspectual distinction “between the 

perfective and imperfective events seems to be of more importance than the temporal 

relation between action and the moment of enunciation” (p. 126).  After the age of 6, as 

the use of past perfective forms spreads to all verbs, the past imperfective forms emerge 

and children use inflectional morphology to encode “the same temporal relationships as 
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adults” (p. 126).  A longitudinal study based on naturalistic data, Antinucci and Miller 

(1976) reported the same results as in Bronckart and Sinclair.  They recorded the 

conversations of one English-speaking child and seven Italian-speaking children (ages 

1;6 to 2;5) and reported that the children’s early use of past tense inflections was 

restricted to accomplishment and achievement verbs.  In contrast, stative verbs and 

activity verbs were used with the present.  Antinucci and Miller concluded that in Italian 

and English, “the child is able to make reference to and encode past events only when 

their character is such that they result in a present end-state of some object” (p. 182). In 

other words, children are likely to express events in the past when those events have 

observable results. 

Bardovi-Harlig (2000) notes that according to the two last studies described 

above, the interpretation of “distribution of verbal morphology in L1 acquisition is 

cognitive as well as linguistic because the child’s system is said to lack the concept of 

temporal location, a concept that is necessary for tense” (p. 194). 

In contrast with Sinclair & Bronckart (1973) and Antinucci & Miller’s (1976) 

theory of L1 tense/aspect acquisition, Weist et al. (1984), a study of child acquisition of 

Polish tense/aspect morphology, claims that from the earliest stages, children use their 

tense morphology correctly and properly distinguish tense and aspect.  Weist et al.’s 

show evidence that both tense and aspect (which is grammatically encoded in Polish) are 

encoded in Polish children’s early speech.  The naturalistic study was a longitudinal 

observation of children (n=6, aged 1;7 to 2;2) while the experimental study was cross-

sectional (n=18, aged 2;5 to 3;5) in which elicitation procedures were used.  Weist et al 

showed that “the earliest instances of past tense inflections are used deictically, 

independent of aspect” (quoted in Robison, 1995, p. 347), thus rejecting the theory that 

children’s defective use of tense morphology is due to a limited concept of time.  Weist et 
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al. formulated the Defective Tense Hypothesis which states that : “(a) only telic verbs 

will receive past tense inflections, (b) tense distinctions will be redundant and only 

accompany aspectual distinctions, and (c) only references to immediate past situations 

will be made” (p. 348).  However, both Andersen (1993) and Robison (1995) argue that 

Weist et al. provide general support for the Aspect Hypothesis as the past perfective 

forms in their data were used mainly with accomplishment and achievement verbs.   

In sum, the review of the literature on L1 acquisition of tense/aspect shows some 

disparities in the findings from one study to the next.  Bardovi-Harlig (2000) outlines the 

importance that the distribution of verbal morphology has on interpreting the data and 

explains that “without understanding how the distribution of verbal morphology has been 

measured and then interpreted, it is very difficult to determine whether there is support 

for the stages hypothesized by Andersen (1991) or the four hypothesis which constitute 

the Aspect Hypothesis.” (p. 251)  

2.3.2 Second Language Acquisition of The Tense/Aspect System 

Second language acquisitional research on tense/aspect morphology reported the 

same findings as described in L1 research in supporting the Aspect Hypothesis.  Klein 

(1998) notes that studies investigating of the Aspect Hypothesis in adult SLA has given 

the opportunity to test and dispute the cognitive deficiency claim in L1, since adult L2 

learners, as opposed to children, have complete cognitive competence during the learning 

process.  Table 2.3 summarizes the empirical research on the Aspect Hypothesis in SLA, 

both in the naturalistic and instructed environment.  Many of the early studies examined 

L2 acquisition of tense/aspect for individual untutored adult learners in a naturalistic 

environment.  Following Meisel’s (1987) who argued that “citing isolated examples will 

not suffice and quantification is indispensable” (p. 220) to examine the development of 

the aspectual system in L2 interlanguage, later researchers have begun to investigate 
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larger groups of learners and include instructed learners.  For example, Bardovi-Harlig 

and Bergström conducted studies on second language acquisition of tense/aspect with a 

larger number of participants (1992, 1995, 1998; Bardovi-Harlig & Bergström, 1996, 

Bergström, 1995), thus providing a better testing of the hypotheses generated in the early 

research. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2.3 Studies on Tense/Aspect Development in SLA (adapted from Bardovi-
Harlig, 2000) 
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Target Language N Learner Characteristics L1 

Dutch 
Housen (1993, 1994) 

 
1 

 
DFL 

 
American 
English 

 
English 
Flashner (1982) 
 
Kumpf (1984) 
 
Robison (1990) 
 
Bardovi-Harlig (1992) 
 
Robison (1993) 
 
Robison (1995) 
 
Bardovi-Harlig & Reynolds 
(1995) 
 
Dietrich, Klein & Noyau  (1995) 
 
Bardovi-Harlig & Bergström 
(1996) 
 
Bardovi-Harlig (1998) 
 
Collins (2002) 
 

 
 
3 
 
1 
 
1 
 
135 
 
26 
 
26 
 
182 
 
 
 
 
20 
 
 
51 
 
70 

 
 
2, 3 and 4 years in USA 
 
28 years in the USA 
 
Less than 3 years in USA 
 
Intensive ESL 
 
1

st
 year college students 

 
1

st
 year college students 

 
Intensive ESL 
 
 
Uninstructed 
 
Intensive ESL 
 
 
Intensive ESL 
 
Intensive ESL 

 
 
Russian 
 
Japanese 
 
Spanish 
 
Mixed 
 
Spanish 
 
Spanish 
 
Mixed 
 
 
Mixed 
 
Mixed 
 
 
Mixed 
 
French 

French 
Kaplan (1987) 
 
Bergström (1995) 
 
Bardovi-Harlig & Bergström 
(1996) 
 
Howard (2004) 
 

 
16 
 
117 
 
20 
 
 
18 

 
FFL 
 
FFL 
 
FFL 
 
 
FFL 

 
English 
 
English 
 
English 
 
 
English 
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L2 Acquisition of Tense/Aspect in the Naturalistic Environment 

Results in SLA research in a naturalistic environment generally match those 

discussed in the section on first language acquisition of tense/aspect.  L2 English studies 

of uninstructed learners are the most comprehensive. Most L2 English research on 

tense/aspect development, with both individuals or larger groups of subjects, show that 

learners generally tend to first use perfective past marking on accomplishments and 

achievements (events) and later extending use to activities and statives (Flashner, 1982; 

Kumpf, 1984; Robison, 1990). 

Andersen investigated the Aspect Hypothesis in the L2 naturalistic environment 

by investigating children’s acquisition of Spanish.  Andersen developed a model of L1 

and L2 acquisition which functions according to four operating principles that operate in 

conjunction (Andersen 1991, 1993): 1) Relevance Principle; 2) Congruence Principle; 3) 

One-to-One Principle; and 4) Subset Principle.  He contends that these principles apply to 

both L1 and L2 acquisitional processes.  The first principle called the Relevance Principle 

predicts that “a grammatical morpheme…will be placed closer to the verb stem the more 

relevant the meaning of the morpheme is to the meaning of the verb” (Andersen, 1993, p. 

328).  It means that learners tend to use an aspectual morpheme closer to the verb stem 

than a tense morpheme.  The so-called Congruence Principle states that “a grammatical 

morpheme is used by learners according to how congruent the meaning of the morpheme 

is with the meaning of the lexical item to which it is attached” (Andersen, 1993, pp. 328-

329).  In other words, learners tend to use tense-aspect morphemes which are 

semantically similar to the lexical aspect of the verb: for example, learners are likely to 

first attach perfective inflections to accomplishment and achievement verbs.  The One-to-

One principle which states that learners will assume that  each new morpheme has only 

one meaning and function, i.e., when learners make form-meaning connections, they will 
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expect that one form matches one meaning.  Finally, the Subset Principle predicts that the 

L2 learners’ grammatical system will be more restricted that the native speaker’s as 

learners assign a more conservative form-meaning relation to a morpheme (Andersen, 

1993, p. 329).  In the case of tense/aspect development, learners will be constrained by 

the Subset Principle to use lexical aspect and verbal morphology more prototypically in 

the early stages and later extend to non-prototypical contexts (Shirai and Andersen, 

1995).  As Andersen (1993) notes past tense morphology is often redundant as the 

aspectual information is already encoded in the inherent meaning of the verb and 

inflectional morphology encodes more information when it is combined in non-

prototypical uses (Andersen, 1993, p. 332), i.e., a perfective form with a stative verb.   

Dietrich et al. (1995)1, from the European Science Foundation study (ESF) is a 

significant study contradicting the Aspect Hypothesis.   The ESF study is the largest  

study to date on the naturalistic acquisition of temporality in L2, including both 

longitudinal and cross-linguistic designs.  The authors contend that SLA research should 

not only emphasize tense/aspect morphology, referred to as the “inflectional paradigm 

bias” (Dietrich et al., 1995, p.18), but should also include other linguistic and pragmatic 

devices such as temporal adverbials.  They argue that the expression of temporality in 

natural languages goes from pragmatic to lexical to grammatical devices.  Pertinent to 

this study is the chapter on the acquisition of oral French by four adult Moroccan 

immigrants (Noyau et al., in Dietrich et al, 1995).  The authors point out the difficulty the 

learners experience to discriminate verbal forms in oral French versus written French.2  

They point out that French “categorizes mainly temporal relations, with aspectual 

                                                 
1 

Dietrich et al.’s study, Second Language Acquisition of Adult Migrants includes  five target languages: 
French, English, German,  Dutch, and Swedish. 
 
2 For example, the difficulty to distinguish the /e/ sound of the infinitive or the past participle from the /e/ 

of the imparfait. 
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distinctions restricted to the past” (p. 184).  The findings of the study summarize the 

development of temporal notions in the learners’ narratives. (1) Narratives are first 

organized in a strict chronological order3;
 
 (2) Learners show that they differentiate plot 

from background information; and (3) Narratives evolves from a paratactic to an 

articulated structure using adverbials and connectives.  The results suggest that temporal 

information is first implicit in the early acquisitional stage and then becomes explicit 

using lexical devices.  At the last stage, verbal morphology develops, however, the data 

show that the advanced learners did not exhibit the ability to use the tense/aspect past 

morphology in the past.  Dietrich (1995) concludes that “our results clearly contradicts 

the ‘grammatical aspect before tense’ hypothesis” (p. 270) and that when L2 morphology 

combines both tense and aspect, “a clear preference is given to tense over aspect” (p. 

262).  Dietrich sums up the results of the studies as being “inconclusive” in relation with 

the Aspect Hypothesis (p. 271) which, he argues, is too restrictive and only examines L2 

inflectional morphology.  In regards to Dietrich’s conclusions, Bardovi-Harlig (2000) 

argues that “the emergence of tense contrasts does not constitute a problem for the Aspect 

Hypothesis in its current formulation” (p. 271).  She adds that “the Aspect Hypothesis 

predicts the influence of lexical aspect, but not the exclusion of tense” (p. 271).  Bardovi-

Harlig concludes that although Dietrich et al. use a different methodology than other 

studies investigating the Aspect Hypothesis, the results are essential as they significantly 

advance the knowledge of the acquisition of temporal expression (p. 269). 

 

L2 Acquisition of Tense and Aspect in the Instructed Environment 

Similar findings are found in SLA research on the past aspectual distinction in the 

instructed environment as those shown in SLA in a naturalistic environment.  learners 

                                                 
3 Also called the principle of natural order (PNO; Klein, 1986) or serialization (Schumann, 1987). 
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first use past perfective morphology with punctual and telic predicates (achievements and 

accomplishments) and then extend this morphology to activities and statives.  In contrast, 

the imperfective past appears later than the perfective past and begins with statives, 

extending to activities, then to accomplishments, and finally to achievements (Bardovi-

Harlig & Reynolds, 1995; Robison, 1995; Bardovi-Harlig & Bergström, 1996; Bardovi-

Harlig, 1992a, 1994, 1995a, 1998; Collins, 1997, 1999, 2002).  In the next sections, I will 

discuss the studies of aspect in the instructed environment with a particular emphasis on 

English and French. 

Many studies have been conducted to test the Aspect Hypothesis.  For English 

interlanguage, Robison (1995) investigates 26 university learners of English at four levels 

of proficiency.  Strongly supporting the aspect hypothesis, Robison’s data from oral 

interviews revealed that achievements and accomplishments had the highest use of 

perfective past (simple past) of all categories.  Furthermore, the use of simple past tense 

increased with proficiency across all semantic aspectual categories. 

In her early study, Bardovi-Harlig (1992a) examines the Primacy of Aspect 

Hypothesis and how learners can make appropriate form-meaning connections.  One 

hundred thirty-five ESL learners from various L1 backgrounds at six levels of proficiency 

were tested on a cloze-test and her results show that in the learners’ interlanguage is 

demonstrates that achievements have the highest accuracy rates in the preterit, and that 

activity verbs have the lowest rates . 

Similarly, Bardovi-Harlig and Reynolds (1995), a large cross-sectional study of 

182 learners of English at 6 levels of proficiency, used a series of cloze passages that 

generated 8,200 predicates.  The study focused on the acquisition of the simple past. 

Learners were given 32 short passages containing 62 test items and 26 distractors as 

shown in the sample below. 
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Sample from Bardovi-Harlig & Reynolds (1995)  

Last night, John (work) ___________________very hard. He (write)__________ 

two papers and (finish) _______________all his grammar homework. 

 

Passages varied in length from one to five sentences and verbs were distributed 

among the four aspectual classes with the achievements being the most numerous in 

comparison to the other categories.  The effect of adverbs frequency was tested on nine 

additional activity verbs and six stative verbs in order to examine if the effect of lexical 

aspect was altered by the use time adverbials.  A distributional analysis4 was conducted 

on each item and aspectual class.  Results showed that achievements and 

accomplishments exhibited the highest rate of use of simple past across all levels and 

activity verbs and state verbs showed lower appropriate use. The rates of simple past 

increased with proficiency level.  Results also showed that participants used mostly 

progressive forms with activity verbs and used non-past forms with stative verbs.  Results 

confirmed the Aspect Hypothesis in the instructed environment by suggesting that lexical 

class and proficiency level affect the acquisition of the tense/aspect system.   

Bardovi-Harlig & Bergström (1996) conducted a cross-sectional study of the 

acquisition of tense/aspect in both ESL and FFL (French as a foreign language).  Written 

narratives based on a film retell-task from 23 ESL learners from a mixed L1 background 

were analyzed.  The authors contend that the acquisitional sequences found in the 

development of tense/aspect “may be influenced less by instruction than by verbal 

semantics” (Bardovi-Harlig and Bergström, 1996, p. 309).  Three major findings were 

                                                 
4 “A distributional analysis classifies all the verb forms the learners supply for each context and gives the 
percentage of the responses for each form supplied at each level” (Bardovi-Harlig & Reynolds, 1995,p.113) 
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presented in the ESL results: (1) The past spread from achievements and 

accomplishments to activities as proficiency level increased; (2) Progressive forms spread 

from activities to achievements; (3) The progressive form did not overextend to states.5  

Although, the results of this study are significant for the Aspect Hypothesis research, the 

study could not control for the types of predicates used by the learners resulting in some 

occurring more frequently than others, as the data derived from a free-production task  

Collins (1997, 1999, 2002) replicated Bardovi-Harlig and Reynolds (1995) while 

investigated a group of 70 French-speaking learners of English.  The three studies 

supported the predictions of the Aspect Hypothesis and showed the same patterns of 

acquisition regarding the use of the simple past across lexical aspectual categories as the 

learners studied in Bardovi-Harlig & Reynolds (1995).  The results showed that the 

learners used the simple past at a higher frequency rate with achievements and 

accomplishments than activities and states.  The results also showed the use of present 

perfect as a non-target alternative to the simple past for telics.  Collins hypothesized that 

the use of present perfect may be influenced by the similarities of forms with the passé 

composé in French, representing an example of first language influence.  

Bardovi-Harlig (1992b, 1994, 1998) was one of the first SLA studies to use a 

cross-sectional designs and controlled tasks to investigate the acquisition of L2 

tense/aspect in the classroom environment.  She was also one of the first researchers to 

identify two “conspiring factors”, viz. lexical aspect and narrative structure, that account 

for the developmental patterns of past tense morphology in SLA (Bardovi-Harlig, 1998).  

Her research examines both the Aspect Hypothesis, and the Discourse Hypothesis 

(Bardovi-Harlig, 1994).  The Discourse Hypothesis is based on the theory that narratives 

                                                 
5  Although most studies on progressive show that L2 learners rarely overextend the use of progressives, 
Robison (1990) reported overgeneralization of the progressive with states by untutored ESL learners..  
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share common structures across natural languages (Dahl, 1984; Hopper, 1979; Longacre, 

1981) and “that the distinction between background and foreground is a universal of 

narrative discourse” (Bardovi-Harlig, 2000, p. 278).  Bardovi-Harlig (1992b) argues that 

“the development of tense use in interlanguage cannot be understood apart from the 

structure of the narrative” (p. 144).  The notion of background vs. foreground is 

fundamental to understand how learners use tense/aspect morphology in narratives.  The 

foreground of a story consists of clauses that move the story forward (Bardovi-Harlig, 

1998) and any event in the foreground is understood as following the preceding one. 

(Bardovi-Harlig, 2000).  In Romance languages, the perfective past, namely the preterito 

in Spanish, the passato prossimo in Italian and the passé composé in French, are 

associated with foreground information.  In contrast, the background includes all the 

supporting material and are out of sequence with respect to the foreground (Hopper, 

1979, Bardovi-Harlig, 2000).  It often contains evaluative commentaries about events in 

the foreground. A background clause may provide information about an event by 

mentioning a prior event, predict the outcome of an event or evaluate an action reported 

in the foreground (Bardovi-Harlig, 2000, pp282-283).  In Romance languages 

imperfective past morphology, namely the imperfecto in Spanish, the imperfetto in Italian 

and the imparfait in French, is generally found with background information.  In contrast 

with Romance languages, English does not rely significantly on tense or aspect 

morphology to provide a distinction between foreground from background (Bardovi-

Harlig, 1992b, p. 146).  Bardovi-Harlig states the Interlanguage Discourse Hypothesis 

which predicts that: “Learners use emerging verbal morphology to distinguish foreground 

from background” (Bardovi-Harlig, 1994, p. 43). 

Bardovi-Harlig (1992b) investigated the Discourse Hypothesis and studied the 

oral and written narratives from 16 ESL learners from a variety of L1 backgrounds at the 
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intermediate level.  The narratives were based on a retell-task of a Hawaiian tale.  The 

study found that most learners distributed verbal morphology according to the foreground 

and the background.  Each verb in the narratives was coded for its verbal form and its 

type of grounding (foreground vs. background).  The results revealed that 12 of the 16 

learners showed a greater use of past in the foreground than in the background.  Nine 

learners used both higher rates of past forms in the foreground and higher rates of 

nonpast forms in the background (mostly present forms), and three learners showed 

greater use of past in the foreground than in the background with no significant difference 

in other forms (Bardovi-Harlig, 2000, p. 291).  She concludes that ESL learners first use 

past tense morphology in the foreground and then generalize past tense to the 

background.  Bardovi-Harlig (1992b) notes that level of proficiency is an important 

factor in the distribution of tense/aspect morphology relative to grounding as the rates of 

appropriate use of past morphology at the low intermediate level vary according to 

individual variation and became more consistent at the intermediate level..   

Bardovi-Harlig (1995a) examined the role of grounding in English L2 

tense/aspect use and acquisition.  Her study was cross-sectional and used the film-retell 

task also used later in Bardovi-Harlig & Bergström (1996).  The study analyzed the oral 

and written narratives from 37 ESL learners based on excerpts of the silent movie 

Modern Times.  The learners were from a mixed L1 background.  Bardovi-Harlig (1995a) 

examined the role of grounding in past tense distribution, the range of past tense forms 

used in the foreground vs. background, and the importance of the level proficiency in the 

use of tense/aspect morphology.  Overall, foreground verbs showed a higher rate of use 

than the background verbs in both the written and oral narratives.  Written narratives, 

since they display more use of the past than oral narratives, provided more information 

about the development of tense/aspect morphology at the higher level of proficiency than 
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oral narratives.  The use of the simple past was found to emerge first in the foreground 

along with unmarked forms at the lowest level of proficiency.  The use of the past 

extended later in the background and exhibited a broader variety of verb morphology.  

The present was significantly more used in the background in the lowest level of 

proficiency.  The present and past progressive and pluperfect emerged later but only in 

the written narratives.  Bardovi-Harlig (1995a) points out that the background is 

functionally more complex than  the foreground.  In this study, Bardovi-Harlig did not 

analyze the data according to lexical category and contends that although both the Aspect 

Hypothesis and the Discourse Hypothesis can provide distinctive predictions on a given 

data set, the distinction can be considered as “too-fine grained for a study of 

interlanguage” (p. 286).   

Bardovi-Harlig (1998) used the data from the previously discussed study and 

investigated L2 tense/aspect development in the classroom environment from the 

perspective of both the Aspect Hypothesis and the Discourse Hypothesis.  According to 

her, both hypotheses can be supported by the same data as they rely on “shared features 

of temporal semantics” (Bardovi-Harlig, p. 477).  Bardovi-Harlig used Reinhart’s (1984) 

temporal criteria for the foreground , namely sequentiality, punctuality, and completeness 

and argues that two of the criteria which also apply to verbal semantic categories.   

 

 

As discussed earlier, punctuality is the primary semantic feature of achievements 

and completeness relates to both achievements and accomplishments.  Sequentiality, also 

referred as narrativity by Reinhart, is not related to aspectual class directly, but “only 

events which are reported as completed can be sequenced, and what can be sequenced 

can be foregrounded” (Bardovi-Harlig, 2000, p. 300).  Bardovi-Harlig’s findings show 
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that both aspectual class and narrative structure work jointly in the L2 development of 

tense/aspect.  Her results support the Aspect Hypothesis as they reveal a progressive use 

of the preterit from achievements to accomplishments to activities.  Notably, 

accomplishments and achievements had a different pattern in the oral narratives, showing 

a use of simple past with achievements that was 30% higher than with accomplishments.  

In contrast, this difference did not appear in the written narratives of the same study in 

which achievements and accomplishments had a similar pattern.  Her results also support 

the Discourse Hypothesis as they show that achievements showed a high rate of 

inflection regardless of grounding (background vs. foreground).  In contrast, 

accomplishments and activities were sensitive to both lexical aspect and grounding.  In 

the foreground, activities and accomplishments received five times as many past tense 

forms than in the background, with accomplishments receiving a higher rate of 

appropriate use of the past.  Conversely, activities and accomplishments received a higher 

rate of progressive use in the background than in the foreground, with activities receiving 

the highest rate of progressive use. 

For L2 French, Kaplan (1987) specifically investigated the Aspect Hypothesis and 

studied the development of past tense morphology by English learners of French.  Ten 

minute-long semistructured interviews were collected 16 learners enrolled in 1
st
- and 2

nd
-

year college courses.  In the data of the 1
st
 year students, only six past tenses uses (four 

passé composé and two imparfait) were found.  In the data of the 2
nd
 year students, a 

higher rate of use of both tenses was found with and accuracy rate that was higher for the 

passé composé than for the imparfait (64% to 29%).
6 

 For the passé composé, an higher 

                                                 
6 Responses were scored for (a) correct form, correct temporal-aspect choice; (b) correct form, incorrect 
temporal-aspect choice; (c) incorrect form, correct temporal-aspect choice; and (d) incorrect form, incorrect 
temporal-aspect choice.  Only the first, correct form, correct temporal-aspect choice, was counted as 
“accurate”.  
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rate of errors were found for form than for use but the pattern was reversed with the 

imparfait, which appears to include non-uses of the imparfait, i.e., contexts in which the 

present was used instead of the imparfait.  Kaplan points out that “82% percent of all 

errors in distribution for the imperfect are in fact the result of the learners’ supplying a 

present tense form in an imperfect slot” (Kaplan, 1987, p. 54).  Kaplan’s results show that 

the learners use less imparfait forms than passé composé forms, which led her to 

conclude that “the passé composé is acquired before the imparfait” (p. 54) in learners’ 

developing system, even though it is morphologically more complex.  Kaplan partially 

explained the patterns she found using the order of grammatical morpheme acquisition, 

along with the distribution of teacher input biased toward a higher use passé composé 

verbal forms. 
  
According to

 
Kaplan, a combination of factors may explain the higher use 

and accuracy rate of the passé composé.  First, in a typical pedagogical syllabus, the 

passé composé is usually presented first.  Second, the passé composé is more salient in 

form (compound verb) than the imparfait.  Third, the semantic complexity of the 

imparfait, which includes several aspects (habitual, durative, iterative, etc.), makes it 

more cognitively difficult to process than the passé composé.  Fourth, many instances of 

the use of passé composé occur in ready-made phrases or fixed expressions.  Fifth, the 

passé composé is used more often than the imparfait in classroom discourse.  Kaplan 

computed the number of instances that participating teachers used passé composé versus 

imparfait in all contexts requiring past tense marking and 84% of the time the instructors 

used passé composé.  The latter reference to tense distribution follows Andersen (1990, 

1991), who introduced the term distributional bias to describe the distribution of 

inflectional morphology with respect to lexical aspectual categories in the speech of 

native speakers.  Andersen (1993) “exhibit in relative quantitative terms the same 

distributional bias found in more absolute terms in the acquisitional data” (Andersen, p. 
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320).  Andersen found a much higher frequency of the imperfective verb forms with 

states and a much higher frequency of perfective verbs forms usage with achievement 

and accomplishment verbs.  The Distributional Bias Hypothesis was formalized by 

Andersen (1990) which claims that L2 learners reflect the distributional bias of native 

speakers’ input as to lexical class.  He concludes that the predominant use of a particular 

inflection with certain types of verbs in the input leads the learners to adopt a restricted 

hypothesis in regarding of that inflection.  Bardovi-Harlig (2000) notes that Kaplan 

(1987) advanced research on tense/aspect acquisition by contending that rather than 

investigation order alone (e.g., passé composé before imparfait), a deeper understanding 

of the development of temporal systems is achieved by considering these forms to be part 

of a single system (p. 124). 

Bergström (1995) studied 117 English-speaking learners of French as a foreign 

language enrolled in first-, second-, and third-year college courses and tested the Aspect 

Hypothesis in their interlanguage using the same excerpt from the silent film Modern 

Times as used in Bardovi-Harlig (1995a) and Bardovi-Harlig and Bergström (1996).  The 

data was based on narratives and then cloze passages.  In the narrative retell task, learners 

showed a strong use of passé composé with achievements and accomplishments (above 

55%) regardless of level, exhibiting a highly marked distinction between stative verbs 

and activities, achievements and accomplishments.  The results for the cloze passage 

retell task showed strong support for the Aspect Hypothesis as the 2
nd

- and 3
rd

-year 

production of passé composé clearly distinguished achievements from accomplishments 

and activities.  Bergström found that the imperfect emerged with states in the 2
nd

 year and 

spread to dynamic verbs in the 3
rd

 year.  Bergström notes that the data “show firm use of 

the passé composé not only with accomplishments and achievements but with all three 

dynamic verbs (activities, accomplishments, achievements) regardless of level” (p. 153) 
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In their cross-sectional study of the acquisition of tense/aspect in FFL, Bardovi-

Harlig & Bergström (1996) collected written narratives based on a film retell-task from 

23 FFL learners (L1 English).  FFL learners’ results differ from the ESL learners’ results.  

Two main effects were found: (1) The past spread from telic verbs to activities, and then 

accomplishments and achievements as the learners’ level of proficiency increased as it 

did for the English narratives; and (2) The imperfect spread from states, to activities, to 

accomplishments and achievements but the rate of appropriate use of imparfait with 

stative verbs remained lower than the rates of use of passé composé with achievements. 

The authors hypothesized that one reason why the imperfect may not spread is the limited 

stative vocabulary of most learners. They also point out the use of the present does not 

seem to depend on lexical class but is used as the default form. 

Howard (2004) investigated the acquisition of French by Irish speakers of English 

instructed learners.  The study was designed to test the Aspect Hypothesis and The 

Discourse Hypothesis and the researcher collected 18 interviews from advanced learners 

of French.  The results confirmed the general relevance of the Discourse Hypothesis by 

showing that (1) the perfective past, the passé composé, occurred to a greater extent in 

the foreground than in the background with different lexical types of predicates;  (2) The 

imperfective past, the imparfait, demonstrated the reverse tendency, occurring to a greater 

extent in the background; and (3) The present showed a similar tendency as the imparfait, 

by occurring more frequently in the background than in the foreground.  The results also 

supported the Aspect Hypothesis as they revealed that the learners varied their use of 

each past tense across the different verb types. In the foreground, while the passé 

composé was the dominant tense, it occurred mostly with achievement verbs whereas 

stative verbs “resisted marking with this form” (Howard, p. 329). Similarly, the use of the 

imparfait, although more frequent in the background, varied according to the verb types. 
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The imparfait occurred mostly with stative verbs but not with achievement verbs.  The 

present tense showed the same pattern as the imparfait.  Howard contends that past tense 

marking varies not only between discourse grounds but also within each discourse ground 

as a function of the lexical verb to be marked.  He suggests that one factor does not 

dominate the other but rather “the factors interact in their effect on the learners’ use of 

aspectual-temporal morphology” (Howard, p. 329).  The features ‘achievement 

verb/foreground’ together constitute the most prototypical features of use of the 

perfective marker.  In contrast, the perfective marker is rejected in a context in which 

‘stative verb/background’ is predominantly present, since these features are the least 

prototypically conducive to its use.  Similarly, the use of imparfait and present is 

considerably higher in a context containing their most prototypical features, namely 

‘stative verb/background’ in contrast with a context containing their least prototypical 

features of ‘achievement verb/foreground’.  Howard reached the same conclusion for L2 

French as Bardovi-Harlig (1998) did for L2 English, stating that both the Aspect 

Hypothesis and the Discourse Hypothesis are found to interact; the occurrences of each 

past marker varies not only according to the foreground/background categories but also 

across the verb types in each discourse category.  Howard discusses Adamson et al. 

(1996) for L2 Spanish, Bayley (1996) and Langman and Bayley (2003) for L2 Chinese 

and Hungarian, which investigated the effect of a number of linguistic factors on 

tense/aspect marking such as phonetic saliency and verb irregularity.  Those studies 

found an effect for verb (ir)regularity as irregular verbs were more frequently marked for 

past time than regular verbs.  Howard emphasized the need for further research and fine-

grained analyses to investigate the interaction between the inherent aspect of verbs, 

discourse grounding and verb (ir)regularity in L2 French. 
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2.4  THE ROLE OF INSTRUCTION IN THE CLASSROOM ACQUISITION OF TENSE 
AND ASPECT 

2.4.1   The Tense and Aspect system: an Instructional Challenge 

The tense/aspect system is often referred to as a ‘problem’ in SLA literature, 

especially for English-speaking learners of a Romance language (Blyth, 2005).  Kaplan 

(1987) notes that the perfective/imperfective aspectual distinction is defined by language 

teachers as “particularly problematic for English-speaking learners of French” (p. 53). 

Liskin-Gasparro (2000) states that the obvious “imperviousness” of aspect “to repeated 

instructional intervention” constitutes a frequent source of frustration for teachers and 

learners. As discussed earlier, students who have received intensive instruction still have 

difficulty selecting the correct past tense in a narrative.   

Following Ellis (1997, 2002), Blyth (2005) explains why the French aspectual 

distinction is highly resistant to instruction by examining seven factors affecting the 

teachability and learnability of the tense/aspect system in L2 French: 1) Linguistic 

complexity; 2) Reliability of the grammar rules; 3) Metalanguage used to capture the 

rule; 4) L1/L2 contrast; 5) Frequency in the input; 6) Redundancy or communicative 

load; and 7) Perceptual saliency.  Blyth argues that some criteria are intrinsic to the 

linguistic system and cannot be altered (e.g., formal/functional complexity), whereas 

others can be “manipulated by instruction” such as frequency in the input and the 

pedagogical rules themselves (e.g., metalanguage) (p.219). 

(1) Linguistic complexity.  Linguistic complexity comprises two categories, 

formal complexity and functional complexity.  The French tense/aspect is formally 

complex because of the multiplicity of morphological forms that must be learned.  French 

past tenses require the learners to select the correct auxiliary verb in forming the passé 

composé (avoir vs. être) and to know the correct form of the regular and irregular past 
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participles.  Moreover, the learners need to master the conjugation of the imparfait as 

they have to select the correct verbal stem and the correct ending.  Blyth emphasizes that 

the functional complexity of the French tense/aspect system also makes it difficult to 

master.  For example, the imparfait has three different aspectual meanings: imperfective 

(on-going action in the past with out-of-focus endpoints), iterative (habitual events as 

well as repeated events) and durative (state and activity verbs) (p. 217).  Learners must 

also understand the distinct discourse functions: perfective for the foreground (important 

and salient events) and imperfective for the background (less essential, descriptive 

elements). 

(2) Reliability of the grammar rules.  Dansereau (1987) states that textbook rules 

used to teach aspect are generally not reliable, given all the possible exceptions.  

Dansereau claims that most textbook rules are “vague, incomplete and somewhat 

contradictory and generally poor explanations” (p. 35).  She contends that learners are 

misled and confused by the grammatical terminology used in textbooks (e.g. durative 

action, repeated action, continuous action, completed action, etc).  Blyth argues that the 

complexity of the French tense/aspect system is more easily understood by learners when 

teachers employ methods that enhance learner attentional focus (p. 214). 

(3) Metalanguage used to capture the rule.  Swan (1994) points out the difficulty 

involved in communicating linguistic information to learners: “In order to communicate 

effectively, it can be important to take into account the conceptual framework available to 

one’s reader or listener, and to try to work within this as far as it is reasonable.  If the way 

in which one analyses a topic is too far removed from the analysis which one’s audience 

initially brings to it, communication is likely to break down” (p.50).  Blyth emphasizes 

the importance of having effective pedagogical rules which are “clear, well-demarcated, 
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and conceptually parsimonious” and the necessity for teachers to use a more transparent 

metalanguage as opposed to linguistic or grammatical jargon (p. 215). 

(4) L1/L2 contrast.  A mentioned earlier, there is an asymmetrical relationship 

between the English and French aspectual systems as the French aspectual distinction is 

based on perfective vs. imperfective, whereas that of English is based on perfective (“I 

ran”) vs. progressive (“I was running”) (Smith, 1997).  While English-speaking learners 

of French L2 tend to equate the English past progressive with the imparfait, which is a 

case of positive transfer, it is problematic to systematically equate the English preterite 

with the passé composé, especially with stative verbs used in the background (“I was 

happy”) (p.216). 

(5) Frequency in the input.  Researchers have noted the infrequency of narrative 

discourse in classrooms which consequently results in the students’ lack of exposure to 

the perfective/imperfective contrast (Liskin-Gasparro, 2000).  The issue of frequency in 

the input is related to the Distributional Bias Hypothesis (Andersen 1990, 1991) 

discussed earlier.  Andersen argues that a distributional bias in the input may lead 

learners to form simplistic and thus erroneous form-meaning connections (i.e., 

imperfective aspect = stative verbs and perfective aspect = achievement verbs).  

Furthermore, Blyth notes that many studies have shown that learners have difficulty with 

non-prototypical uses, particularly with stative verbs in the perfective aspect to express a 

sudden change of state.  He argues that teachers must supply students with input that 

contains more nonprototypical usage (p. 217). 

(6) Redundancy or communicative load.  Blyth defines redundant grammatical 

features as “those which contribute little or no meaning to the message in which they 

occur” (p. 217). Redundancy is also referred to in SLA literature as “communicative 

load” or “communicative value” (Lee & VanPatten 1995, VanPatten 1996, 2002). For L2 
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learners, past tense-aspect morphology becomes redundant once the narrative timeframe 

has been established at the beginning of the story (Blyth, 2005, p. 217) 

(7) Perceptual saliency. Saliency refers to how easy it is to perceive a 

grammatical feature in the input.  Blyth points out that “perceptually salient items are 

presumably noticed in the input by learners more readily and thus become better 

candidates for intake” (p. 217).  Intake is the input that is noticed and assimilated, 

triggering a restructuring in the learners’ interlanguages.  Intake is defined as the 

linguistic data actually processed from the input and held in working memory for further 

processing (Lee and VanPatten, 1995; VanPatten, 1996).  Harley (1986) claims that in 

French, the morphological forms of passé composé and imparfait lack perceptual saliency 

given the phonetic similarity between the mid-vowels [schwa, e, e] – J’ai mangé vs. Je 

mangeais. 

 

2.4.2 The use of video for teaching tense/aspect morphology 

The use of video in the teaching of aspect has been shown to be effective in 

several studies (Connor 1992; Blyth, 1997).  Lunn (1985) states that “the existence and 

comprehensibility of metaphors linking aspect and perception are meant to be taken as 

evidence that the aspect-perception link is real.” (p. 52).  Reinhart (1984) described the 

link between aspect and perception: 

 

[…] [narrative] organization is a temporal extension of the principles governing 
the spatial organization of the visual field into figure and ground, proposed by the 
gestalt theory, and […] there is a striking correlation between the perceptual 
criteria determining the narrative foreground. (p. 779) 
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The same claim is made by Andersen (1993) in his description of the distribution 

of verbal inflections in Spanish interlanguage: 

 

The perceptual systems of humans and other animals allow or perhaps we might 
say force us to distinguish an important or foregrounded entity or event from all 
the unimportant or less important events… According to this basic notion of 
distinguishing figure from ground, we would say that the learner perceives the 
punctual or telic events as key, important, foreground, and learns to mark them as 
such and to not mark the background events or situations. (p. 328) 

 

The use of video in the teaching of aspectual distinctions is based on the premise 

that aspectual choice is closely connected to visual perception and that the teaching of 

aspect must be “phenomenologically grounded such that the percepts of a given event 

(the impression of the event as perceived by the senses) must be linked to concepts of 

perfectivity and imperfectivity (the abstractions derived from specific instances)” (Blyth 

1997, p. 62).  Hopper (1979) and Hopper and Thompson (1980) contend that the need to 

distinguish foreground events from background events is a communicative universal for 

narrative discourse which gives rise to the aspectual distinction of perfective and 

imperfective. 

Blyth (1997) contends that the use of visual input such as films and video appear 

effective in helping learners “establish their own pragmatic mappings between the visual 

concepts of figure and ground, the discourse concepts of foreground and background, and 

the grammatical concepts of perfectivity and imperfectivity.” (p. 62).  The advantage of 

this technique is that it allows the instructor and the learners to circumvent textbook rules 

that are often unreliable.   

The use of video also provides the teacher with a metalanguage (background, 

foreground, plot, descriptions) that is more transparent than the grammatical jargon found 
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in most textbooks.  Blyth (2005) also argues that “traditional pedagogical approaches to 

aspect that rely heavily on cloze passages (fill-in-the-blank texts) without any visual 

component, require students to guess what the narrator must have visualized.  Such a 

pedagogical approach forces students to make guesses about aspectual usage based 

largely on probability and prototype which all too often reinforces erroneous 

hypotheses.” (p. 224) 

 

2.4.3  The Role of Input and Output in the Acquisition of Tense and Aspect 

Classroom-based SLA researchers have investigated the role of input and output 

in the classroom acquisition of tense and aspect.  Bardovi-Harlig (2000) notes that 

“instruction may be viewed as doing at least one of four things.  It may provide input that 

is otherwise unavailable (or not salient); it may provide opportunities for interaction that 

are otherwise lacking; it may provide form-focused instruction; or, it may enhance a 

learner’s desire to speak and write in targetlike manner” (p. 340).  Bardovi-Harlig (2000) 

also notes show that instruction affected “rate, but not route” (p. 395) as instructed 

learners show the same acquisition order than non-instructed learners, but also enter the 

morphological phase of tense/aspect acquisition, the third stage of temporal expression, 

earlier than L2 non-instructed learners.  

Harley (1989) studied the effect of instruction in the acquisition of the French 

passé composé and imparfait using an approach that focused on discourse.  The research 

designed an 8-week instructional program including input and as output activities.  Three 

hundred and nineteen six-graders in the Canadian early-immersion participated in the 

study.  Six classes formed the experimental group, and another six formed the control 

group and learners were tested with a pretest, an immediate posttest, and a delayed 

posttest administered three months after the immediate posttest.  Three tasks were used to 
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assess interlanguage development: A cloze test, an oral interview, and a composition.  

Results from the cloze test and oral interview show that the experimental students were 

significantly superior on the immediate posttest compared to the control group.  

However, there was no significant difference between both groups on the delayed posttest 

ad the control group’s performance improved to the level of the experimental group..  

The composition results revealed no effect for instruction.  Harley reported some 

methodological issues as the control group received some incidental instruction on tense-

aspect morphology.  Even though, some of the results appear to be  inconclusive, learners 

in the experimental group showed signs of morphological development five months 

ahead of the control group.  It can be thus argued that instruction on tense/aspect 

morphology had an effect on the development of the learners’ interlanguage.   

 

2.4.4 The Role of Form-Focused Instruction in the Acquisition of Tense and 
Aspect 

 Researchers investigating L2 tense/aspect acquisition often examine the 

role of form-focused instruction within the broader question of the role of grammar 

instruction.  Leeman et al. (1995) investigated the effect of form-focused instruction on 

the use and acquisition of the aspectual distinction in L2 Spanish using Focus on Form 

techniques.  The aim of Focus on Form techniques is to simultaneously develop language 

learners’ communicative competence and improve their grammar by drawing their 

attention to form in a communicative setting.  In Focus on Form, the aim is to keep the 

primary focus on meaning as opposed to traditional grammar instruction that limits itself 

to ‘focus on formS’ (Long, 1991) which always entails the isolation of linguistic features 

from the context or from the communicative activity.  Leeman et al. (1995) start with the 

premise that “the most effective type of attention to form occurs in a communicative 
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meaning-based context” (Leeman et al., 1995, p. 223).  Twenty-two students of L2 

Spanish college students enrolled in a sixth-semester course made up two groups and 

received a two-day instructional treatment focused on tense/aspect verbal morphology in 

Spanish.  One group received a communicative focus-on-form treatment while the other 

group received their communicative instructional treatment.  Both groups received a 

reading about Spanish history with comprehension questions, but for the focus-on-form 

group of the passage was enhanced, with the preterit and the imperfect underlined and 

highlighted, each tense receiving a different color.  The experimental learners also 

received implicit negative feedback for nontargetlike forms related to the preterite and the 

imperfect, as well as explicit instruction to draw attention to the way temporal relations 

were expressed in Spanish.  Four elicitation tasks were used in a pretest and a posttest: an 

in-class debate, an in-class composition, an grammaticality judgment task, and a cloze 

passage.  Results show that the focus-on-form group significantly improved on all tasks 

from pretest to posttest, while the purely communicative group showed improvement 

only on the composition task.  The focus-on-form group also showed a higher rate of 

appropriate use of preterit and imperfect in required contexts.  For both groups, scores 

showed higher accuracy “when the intended meaning was preterit than when it was 

imperfect” (Leeman et al., 1995, p. 246).  The present tense was often used for the 

imperfect, but there was hardly any present forms used for the preterite.  The focus-on 

form group appeared to overgeneralize the use of the imperfect in contexts in which 

preterite was required.  

2.4.5 Processing Instruction in SLA 

As already discussed in Chapter 1, Processing Instruction (PI) is an attempt to 

bridge the gap between language instruction and what is known about the role of input 

and input processing.  PI is a type of instruction based on VanPatten’s (1996, 2002a, 
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2004a) model of second language acquisition and use.  It is a deliberate attempt by the 

language teacher to intervene in the acquisition process by giving the learner explicit 

grammatical information concerning the target item and structured input activities, both 

oral and written, that force the students to attend to the target item.  PI is designed to help 

the learners make better form-meaning connections than they would if left to their own 

devices.  According to VanPatten (1996, 2002a, 2004a), a good input activity should 

require the students to attend to the form of the target item while they are focused on the 

meaning of the input.  The learners should not be asked to produce the new form but 

rather to simply process its meaning.  Unlike traditional grammar teaching (output-based 

instruction), PI requires that input activities precede all output activities.   

VanPatten and Cadierno (1993) studied the acquisition of word order and object 

pronouns in Spanish within a processing instruction framework.  Three groups of 80 

learners were divided into 3 groups: a processing instruction group, a traditional 

instruction group (TI), and a control group.  The treatment involved a typical explanation 

of object pronouns, the complete paradigm of the forms, followed by mechanical, then 

meaningful, then communicative, practice.  At no time did the PI group engage in any 

interpretation activities. Both experimental treatments were balanced for tokens, 

vocabulary, and other factors that could affect the outcome. In addition, all instruction 

was performed by one instructor and lasted two days.  The control group did not receive 

instruction on the target structure and instead read an essay and discussed it in class.  

Assessment consisted of two tests: a sentence-level interpretation test and a sentence-

level production test. These were administered as a pre-test, an immediate post-test, a 

two-week delayed post-test and a four-week delayed post-test with various versions used 

in a split block design.  The results on the pretests showed no differences among the 

groups on the two tests prior to treatment. In the post-testing phase, the processing group 
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made significant gains on the interpretation test while the traditional and control groups 

did not. The gain was maintained for the month that post-testing was conducted.  On the 

production test, both the traditional and processing groups made significant gains but 

were not significantly different from each other.  These gains were maintained over the 

month post-testing phase. The control group did not make significant gains.  

Cadierno (1995) investigated the effects of processing instruction on the 

acquisition of the preterit tense in Spanish and shows the benefits of PI over 

communicative and traditional methods of instruction.  Her study was designed to test the 

processing principle (P1b), discussed in Chapter 1, stating that when a lexical item and a 

grammatical form encode the same semantic information, the learner will process the 

lexical item and ignore the grammatical form.  Because learners use the lexical adverbs to 

assign tense to an utterance, all adverbs of time were removed from all structured input 

activities thereby forcing learners to attend to the verb endings in order to assign tense.  

Sixty-one college students in nine classes of third-semester Spanish were divided into 

three groups: (1) a control group that received no instruction; (2) a group that received 

traditional instruction (TI) which focused on production alone.  The traditional instruction 

presented the paradigm for regular preterit formation followed by the paradigm for stem-

changing preterit formation, with appropriate oral practice for both and (3) a group that 

received processing instruction (explanation and structured input activities). The 

processing instruction focused learners’ attention on preterit endings and provided 

practice in identifying the tense in both present and past utterances.  Both conditions 

received two consecutive class days of instruction.  The elicitation tasks included an 

interpretation task and a production task (a cloze passage) administered at four different 

times, a pretest, the first posttest immediately after instruction, a second posttest one 

week after instruction, and a final posttest one month after instruction.  Verbal forms 
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were given two points where the correct preterit form was provided, one point if there 

was incorrect spelling or incorrect past-tense form, and zero points for all other forms. On 

the interpretation task, the results showed that the PI group improved significantly and 

maintained the gains on the delayed posttest, but the other groups did not.  There was no 

significant difference in the traditional or no instruction groups, which were not different 

from one another.  The results of the production task showed that both experimental 

groups improved significantly in comparison to the control group, but not different from 

each other even though the processing instruction group was never asked to produce any 

preterit forms during the treatment.  The PI group was able to recognize and use 

appropriately the Spanish preterit without relying on any adverbials.  PI showed to have 

helped the learners to successfully make form-meaning connections regarding the preterit 

tense and encode the past tense accurately.   

Buck (2000) compared the effects of processing instruction and traditional 

grammar instruction on the acquisition of the simple present vs. the present progressive in 

L2 English by Spanish learners.  Her elicitation tasks included an interpretation task 

consisting of sentences such as Bill is smoking a pipe and Bill smokes a pipe as well as a 

production task with sentences such as I ______ to music every day [listen] and We 

_____ the new schedule this week [prepare] (as cited in VanPatten, 2002a, p. 773).  The 

results revealed that on the interpretation test the PI group improved significantly more 

than the TI group and the gains that were maintained over time.  Gains made by the 

traditional group were not maintained.  On the production task, both groups improved 

similarly and their gains were maintained on the delayed posttest. 

Farley (2004b) examines the effects of PI in comparison to Meaning-Based 

Output Instruction (MOI) on the development of the Spanish subjunctive.  This study 

differs from the aforementioned PI studies in that the output-based treatment entirely 
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meaning-bearing and communicative as it did not contain any mechanical drills.  The 

other goal of the study was to investigate the effects of PI and MOI on the acquisition of 

a functional and linguistic complex structure, namely the Spanish subjunctive.  One 

hundred and twenty-nine college students were divided into two treatment groups, MOI 

and PI.  No control group was included in the study.  Both groups received the same 

explicit information.  Two assessment tests including an interpretation task and a 

production task were administered 5 days and 2 weeks after instruction.  The results on 

both posttests showed that both groups made significant gains on both tasks with no 

significant difference in improvement between the PI and the MOI groups.  Farley argues 

that, although MOI had similar effects on the way learners interpret and produce the 

Spanish subjunctive, the results of PI in this study is still in line with previous PI research 

which has shown that PI has significant effects on both interpretation and productions 

tasks.  Farley concludes that the meaningful nature of MOI, as opposed to TI, may 

explain the similar performance between the groups. 

Overall, the research on processing instruction has proven that it is more 

beneficial than the traditional production-focused instruction found in most foreign 

language classrooms. However, in addition to the aforementioned studies, experimental 

studies on the differential effects of PI and traditional instruction have been limited so far 

to object pronouns in Spanish (VanPatten and Cadierno, 1993), the preterit tense in 

Spanish (Cadierno, 1995), the ser/estar contrast in Spanish (Cheng, 1995), the French 

causative faire construction (VanPatten and Wong, 2003), the Italian future (Benati, 

2001) and the simple present vs. present progressive present in English (Buck, 2000).  No 

study has investigated the effects of PI and TI on the acquisition of tense/aspect in 

French, nor in any other Romance language.  Existing studies only draw conclusions 

concerning the effects of instruction type on one particular grammatical structure, but the 
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complexity of these grammatical structures does not compare to the complexity of the 

tense/aspect system in French.  Therefore, it cannot be inferred from these studies what 

effects processing instruction and traditional output-based instruction might have on a 

more complex grammatical structure, such as the past aspectual distinction.  The research 

presented in VanPatten and Cadierno has been widely cited and has generated 

considerable discussion (see, for example, Doughty and Williams, 1998; Ellis, 1998; 

Jordens, 1996; Skehan, 1998; among others). 

 

2.4.6 Counterevidence to PI research 

Recent research has refuted the efficacy of PI.  With the publishing of the 

VanPatten and Cadierno (1993) study, several researchers have questioned the 

generalizability of the findings to other structures as well as the claim that PI is superior 

to TI.  Four studies claiming to be replications have been published that report findings 

different from those of the original VanPatten and Cadierno study (VanPatten, 2002a, p. 

775). 

DeKeyser and Sokalski (1996) was designed as a replication study of as in 

VanPatten and Cadierno (1993) and investigated the effect of output-based and  input-

based activities on the acquisition of object pronouns and word order in Spanish, as well 

as the conditional tense.  In this study, input and output experimental groups were 

compared to a control group.  The instructional treatment for the input group included an 

explicit grammar explanation and input-based activities, whereas the instructional 

treatment for the output group include the same grammar explanation and output-based 

activities.  Assessment was made with a comprehension test and a production test which 

contained a translation and fill in the blank task.  Results showed that the input group 

performed better on the comprehension test after treatment, but that the output group 
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performed better on the production test.  However, this difference was not maintained on 

a delayed posttest, and there was no significant difference between the control group and 

the two experimental groups on the delayed posttest.  DeKeyser and Sokalski concluded 

that PI was not superior to TI and that more research on PI was required.  VanPatten 

(2002a) and Wong (2004) disputes DeKeyser and Sokalski’s conclusions and argues that 

the input-based treatment used by this study was not processing instruction as the input 

activities were not meaning-based and therefore did not qualify as structured input 

activities.   

Salaberry (1997) also conducted a replication study on the acquisition of object 

Spanish clitics that compared processing instruction with output processing which also 

refuted the results reported by VanPatten and Cadierno (1993).  Thirty-three learners 

were divided into one of the three treatment groups, input processing, output processing, 

and a control group with no instruction.  A pretest and two posttests were given using 

three assessment tasks: a comprehension test, a production test, and a written narrative 

production test based on a silent video.  The results showed that both experimental 

groups improved significantly on all tests and no difference was found between them.  

The results revealed that one instruction type was no better than the other on the 

assessment tasks.  From these results, Salaberry concluded that output practice have the 

equally beneficial effects than  processing instruction.  Wong (2004) notes that the input 

treatment used by Salaberry “did not contain structured input activities that attempted to 

push learners away from the faulty processing strategies” (p. 55) and  that therefore the 

study is not a true replication of VanPatten and Cadierno (1993).   

VanPatten (2002) and Sanz and VanPatten (1998) contends that DeKeyser and 

Sokalski (1996) and Salaberry (1997) cannot be seen as replication studies because they 

did not appear to follow the guidelines in designing structured input activities and that 
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their research questions, methodology and treatments differed from the ones in VanPatten 

and Cadierno (1993).  VanPatten (2002) also claims that even if the output processing 

instruction resembles TI in Salaberry (1997), the PI treatment and some procedural and 

assessment variables differed from VanPatten and Cadierno (1993).   

Collentine (1998) compared two types of instruction, PI and output-oriented instruction 

for the acquisition of the Spanish subjunctive in adjectival clauses involving indefinite 

antecedents.  The means of assessment were a comprehension task and a production task 

used in a pretest and an immediate posttest.  The results revealed that both the 

performance of both the output-oriented instruction and the input-oriented group 

improved on the two tasks compared to the control group, and that there was no 

significant difference in improvement between the groups.  Collentine concluded that 

output-oriented instruction is equally effective as PI.  Although Collentine claims that his 

study compared processing instruction with output-oriented instruction, Van Patten 

(2002a) claims that in Collentine’s study “learners had to hold a good deal of information 

in working memory and process a significant amount of the L2 before indicating 

comprehension” (p. 784) thus arguing that Collentine did not follow some basic 

guidelines in designing processing instruction materials as some of the PI activities 

involved sentences that were far more complex to process than recommended in the PI 

framework. 

2.4.7 Limitations of Classroom Form-Focused Studies 

Following the Aspect Hypothesis claiming that the semantic properties of verbs 

influence learners’ representation and use of tense and aspect morphology, the majority 

of form-oriented studies point to the important role of inherent semantic aspect in the 

formation of tense/aspect development.  Although most form-focused studies suggest that 

increased input, Focus of Form and processing instruction techniques has an effect on 
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acquisition, few systematically isolate what features of the input facilitate form-meaning 

connections.   

Only a few form-focused classroom studies have explored the role of input in 

relation to the Distributional Bias Hypothesis (DBH) although it is the one hypothesis 

that emphasizes  the role of input in the acquisition of the tense/aspect system.   

Furthermore, no processing instruction studies to date have focused on the 

acquisition of the French aspect/tense system. 

 

2.5 INPUT PROCESSING THEORY AND THE ACQUISITION OF TENSE/ASPECT IN 
FRENCH. 

Based on the previous discussion, it can be concluded that the role of input and 

the superiority of PI over output-based instruction has not been fully challenged.  It is 

thus necessary to conduct a study that investigates whether or not processing instruction 

will be more beneficial than output-based instruction when the target item is formally and 

functionally complex.  The complexity of the French past aspectual distinction was 

discussed in earlier sections from linguistic and discursive perspectives, hence it is 

clearly a prime candidate for such an investigation.   

As discussed earlier, VanPatten’s model of input processing (VanPatten 1984, 

1985, 1990, 1995, 1996, 2002a, 2004a) is concerned with the conversion of input into 

intake.  PI focuses on identifying learners’ invalid or misleading processing strategies and 

altering them by designing an appropriate pedagogical intervention to push learners to 

process input correctly.  Among the processing principles stated by VanPatten (see 

Chapter 1), four processing strategies are particularly relevant to the present study.  The  
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Primacy of Meaning Principle states that learners process input for meaning before they 

process it for form. This principle comprises two subprinciples: (a) the Primacy of 

Content Words Principle stating that learners process content words in the input before 

anything else; (b) the Lexical Preference Principle stating that learners will tend to rely 

on lexical items as opposed to grammatical form (e.g., morphology) to get meaning when 

both encode the same semantic information; (c) the Preference for Nonredundancy 

Principle stating that learners are more likely to process nonredundant meaningful 

grammatical form before they process redundant nonmeaningful form.  (VanPatten, 1996, 

2004).  The construct of communicative value (VanPatten, 1985, 2002a) is therefore also 

important for processing instruction.  Communicative value refers to the meaning that a 

form contributes to overall sentence meaning and is based on two features: [+/-inherent 

semantic value] and [+/-redundancy].  If meaning can be retrieved elsewhere and not only 

from the targeted grammatical form, then the communicative value of the form is 

diminished.  Forms with [-semantic value] regardless of redundancy are said to contain 

no communicative value.  However redundancy of past tense morphology is not absolute 

given that most past tense markers do not always co-occur with a temporal expression in 

an utterance.  As discussed earlier, research on tense/aspect morphology has shown that 

at an early stage of development, learners use lexical markers in the input to identify the 

temporal reference of events rather than verbal morphology.  L2 learners will primarily 

rely on lexical items such as adverbials before past tense verb morphology and the verbal 

morphology will not be noticed and processed if lexical items have already set the 

temporal frame.  As cited in Bardovi-Harlig (2000), a number of input processing studies 

such as Musumeci (1989) show that L2 learners of Spanish, French, and Italian 
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performed better in “assigning temporal reference to sentences on a recall test when the 

stimulus sentence contained a time adverb plus verbal morphology than when it 

contained verbal morphology alone” (p. 43).  In Sanz and Fernandez (1992), the findings 

demonstrated that learners of L2 Spanish tend to rely on the time reference encoded by 

the adverb when presented with sentences in which an adverb and a tense conflicted. 

(Bardovi-Harlig , 2000, p. 43).  Bardovi-Harlig also mentioned two additional significant 

studies learners L2 strategies in processing temporal reference.  Lee, Cadierno, Glass, and 

VanPatten (1997) reported that at the discourse level, learners of L2 Spanish who listened 

to a passage containing time adverbials performed significantly better at recalling the 

events of the narrative than the learners who listened to the passage without any 

adverbials (p. 43).  Lee (1999) studied the processing of the Spanish preterit, using a 

comprehension and processing task and demonstrated that learners prefer to rely on the 

adverbials rather than the verbal morphology to encode the past reference.  Bardovi-

Harlig (2000) points out that the comprehension strategies of  “learners may focus their 

attention away from processing the information carried by the verbal morphology, even 

though processing the verbal morphology is necessary in the acquisition of the form-

meaning association” (p.44). 

As discussed earlier, in the early development stages of distinguishing the 

perfective and imperfective aspect in the past, L2 French learners adopt a strategy of 

assigning tense (passé composé or imparfait) with little knowledge of the aspectual 

distinction.  They are more likely to use the perfective past with achievement and 

accomplishment verbs before they can extend their use to activity and state verbs.  In 

languages that morphologically distinguish imperfective tenses from perfective tenses 
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such as Romance languages, the use of the imperfective appears later than the perfective 

past.  The use of the imperfective appears first with state and activity verbs, and spreads 

to accomplishments and achievements verbs.  In this study, explicit grammar instruction 

in an input processing approach attempts to alter the learners’ aspect marking strategy.  

 

2.6 THE PRESENT STUDY 

The present study was designed to investigate the role of input in the use and 

development of the French tense/aspect system by English-speaking learners in a foreign 

language classroom environment.  It focuses on how processing instruction impacts L2 

learners’ ability to interpret and produce perfective and imperfective verbal morphology. 

The implications for processing instruction suggest that explicit instruction and 

structured input activities can help in making redundant and non-salient grammatical 

form-meaning relationships such as tense/aspect morphological markers more salient in 

the L2 learners’ input. The current study is essentially a replication of the original 

research carried out by VanPatten and Cadierno (1993).  This study differs from 

VanPatten and Cadierno’s in four principal ways: (1) a different linguistic structure is 

examined, i.e., the aspectual distinction between the use of the passé composé and the 

imparfait in narratives; (2) no control group was used and only two groups were 

compared, a processing instruction group and a output-based group; (3) data were 

collected on an interpretation test (retell task), a production test (guided retell task), and a 

semi-guided composition.  The assessment tests were administered as a pretest, an 

immediate posttest, and a month delayed posttest; and (4) there are no mechanical or 

purely form-oriented activities in the instructional packets.  The instructional packets (see 

Section 3.3 and Appendix B and C) used in the current study were based on the above 

guidelines for processing instruction (see Chapter 1 section 1.5). 
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The current study was designed to accommodate the Distributional Bias 

Hypothesis that emphasizes the role of input as reinforcing learners’ restrictive mapping 

of tense/aspect, that in turn derives from their reliance on inherent lexical aspect for tense 

assignment.  Following Blyth’s recommendation (2005, p. 217) for teachers to supply the 

students with input that contains more nonprototypical uses of passé composé and 

imparfait (e.g. the passé composé with stative predicates and the imparfait with 

achievement predicates), the instructional packets and the assessments tasks provided the 

learners with non prototypical combinations of tense and aspect such as stative verbs in 

the perfective aspect to express a sudden change of state. 

Based on previous processing instruction research and theory, this study proposed 

the following research questions and hypotheses: 

 

Research questions: 

1. Will different instructional treatments—processing instruction (PI) and 

traditional output-based instruction (OB)—significantly affect how learners interpret the 

passé composé and imparfait? 

 

2. Will different instructional treatments—processing instruction (PI) and 

traditional output-based instruction (OB)—significantly affect how learners produce the 

passé composé and imparfait? 

 

3. If there is an effect for instruction, will it hold on a delayed posttest? 

 

Hypotheses:  
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1.  On the interpretation task, both the PI group and the OB group will improve 

from pretest to immediate posttest, but the processing group will improve more and the 

differential gains between the groups will be significant. 

 

2. On the production task, both the PI group and the OB group will improve from 

pretest to immediate posttest, and there will be no significant difference between the 

differential gains of each group. 

 

3. On the composition task, both the PI group and the OB group will perform 

similarly on the immediate posttest, and there will be no significant difference between 

the differential gains of each group. 

 

4. On the interpretation task, the gains of the PI group will be maintained over 

time, but not the gains of the OB group.  On the production task and the composition 

task, gains of both groups will be maintained over time.  
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CHAPTER 3 - METHODOLOGY 

3.0 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter presents a description of the experiment designed to investigate the 

differential effects of output-based instruction and processing instruction on English 

learners’ use of the tense/aspect system in French, as described by the hypotheses 

presented in Chapter 2.  Chapter 3 is structured in the following manner: overview of the 

experimental design; description of the participants; description of the materials used in 

the instructional phase of the study; description of the assessment materials; description 

of the instructional procedures and the data collection; an overview of the scoring 

criteria; and description of the analysis of the data. 

 

3.1 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 

To prepare for the present study, I conducted a full-scale pilot study during the 

Spring semester 2003.  The goals of the pilot study were to test the adequacy of my 

research instruments, to identify potential logistical problems in the research procedure, 

to collect preliminary data, to develop research questions and to improve the overall 

experimental design of the main study. 

The present study investigated and compared the effects of output-based 

instruction as compared to an input processing approach.  There were two groups of 

students: (1) the output-based instruction group (OB)and  (2) the processing group (PI).  

The output-based group (OB) received instruction that focused on an explicit grammar 

explanation of the aspectual distinction between the passé composé and the imparfait in 

French followed by oral and written production exercises and activities.  The input 
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processing group (PI) also received the same explicit grammar explanation of the 

aspectual distinction in French, but rather than focusing on production, the emphasis was 

on interpreting, i.e., comprehending the input.  I was the regular instructor for one of the 

two groups.  I administered the instructional treatments for both groups and during the 

whole conduct of the study with the other group, the regular instructor was not present.  

To further control for the instructor effect, I substituted at least once a week for the other 

group during the time that preceded the beginning of the study and until after the second 

posttest, thus allowing the students to get to know me and get used to my teaching style. 

As the aspectual distinction was part of the second semester syllabus, it was 

taught in the same time period in all second semester French classes.  This explains the 

reason why a control group could not be included in the study as all students had to be 

instructed at the same time. 

 

3.2 SUBJECTS 

Two second semester university-level French classes at the University of Texas at 

Austin were selected from those available in the Fall 2003 semester for inclusion in the 

present study.  One of the classes was regularly taught by the researcher, and the other 

class was randomly selected.  Most of the students in the second-semester level were 

traditional, undergraduate students taking the course in order to fulfill a foreign language 

requirement.  Each intact class was randomly assigned to one of the two treatment 

groups.  The output-based group consisted of 25 participants, and the processing 

instruction group (PI) was made up of 22 participants.  

All participants were enrolled in a French as a Foreign Language program using a 

communicative methodology, where emphasis is placed on developing communicative 

skills.  Classes met five times a week for fifty minutes. Grammar instruction of the 
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regular curriculum in these two classes was based on a course packet, online grammar 

explanations, and exercises done as homework.  Throughout the treatment period, the 

participants in both groups did not receive explicit instruction on the formation of French 

past tenses as this grammar topic had been covered during the previous semester. 

With regards to the regular instructional materials, the same syllabus, course 

packet, online grammar program, and exams were used in both classes. The regular 

course packet and online grammar explanations and exercises were Français Interactif 

(http://www.laits.utexas.edu/fi/) and Tex’s French Grammar 

(http://www.laits.utexas.edu/tex/), an integrative program developed by the French 

Department at the University of Texas at Austin.  In order to control for certain 

sociolinguistic characteristics, such as native language and language experience, 

participants completed a background questionnaire after the last posttest (see Appendix 

A).  All participants who were not native speakers of English, who had a high proficiency 

in a Romance language or reported any learning disabilities were removed from the data 

pool.  The final pool consisted of 35 participants with 18 participants in the OB group 

and 17 in the PI group.  The experimental period began in September 2003 and ended in 

October 2003. 

 

3.3 INSTRUCTIONAL PACKETS 

The experimental materials used in this study consisted of two distinct 

instructional packets, one for the output-based treatment and one for the processing 

instruction.  There were also three instruments used for evaluation, one pretest and two 

posttests.  Each of these items will be discussed in the corresponding sections that follow. 

Most materials used in both packets were taken from the regular course packet 

used in all sections of second semester French Français Interactif and Tex’s French 
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Grammar.  Two activities were based on college first-year French textbooks, namely, 

Horizons First Edition (Manley, Smith, McMinn, Prévost, 1998) and English Grammar 

for Students of French (Olivia & Hill Press, 1997) which were adapted for this study.  

The output-based (OB) instructional packet and the processing instruction (PI) 

instructional packet both included an explicit explanation in English of the aspectual 

distinctions between the passé composé and the imparfait when used within the same 

sentence and when used in narrative discourse.  Each packet consisted of two versions of 

the same activity, one following the output-based instruction model and one following 

the processing instruction model.  All the tasks in both packets contained identical subject 

matter, vocabulary items, numbers of tokens visuals, and videos.  On the first day of 

treatment, the first activity in the OB instructional packet presented the participants with 

two sets of questions, one using the passé composé and one using the imparfait.  Students 

were required to ask each question to another student.  They were then prompted to 

explain the use of each particular tense . Below the output-based activity #1 is presented.  
 

Activity #1 for Output-Based Instruction 

A.  Questions. Ask the following questions to a partner. Take notes and report his/her 
answers to the class. 
1. Quand vous étiez petit(e), est-ce que vous regardiez Sesame Street à la télé? 
2. Est-ce que vous surfiez souvent l’internet au lycée (in highschool)? 
3. Quand vous aviez 5 ans, est-ce que vous aimiez les films d’épouvante? 
4. Quand vous aviez 10 ans, est-ce que vous aimiez les dessins animés? 
5. Hier soir, est-ce que vous êtes sorti(e) avec des amis? 
6. Est-ce qu’il a plu la semaine dernière à Austin? 
7.  Est-ce que vous êtes allé(e) en France l’été dernier? 
8.  Est-ce que vous avez acheté des livres récemment? 
 
B.  Look at the questions again and explain why the imparfait is used in the first 4 
questions and the passé composé in the last 4 questions. 
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Instead of requiring students to use finite attentional resources to produce forms, 

the PI instructional packet instead requires participants to process and comprehend the 

forms in context.  The main assumption behind this procedure is that learners are better 

able to attend to the formal properties of the input when freed from production. 

In the PI instructional packet, instead of requiring the participants to produce the 

targeted forms, the participants are prompted to process the input and focus full attention 

on the input.  Consistent with processing instruction theory, all tasks were designed to 

focus the subject on interpreting the input to promote form/meaning connections during 

comprehension.  Processing instruction focuses on the input which triggers the processing 

mechanisms needed to convert input into intake.  It attempts to change the way that input 

is perceived and processed by the learner.  In the first activity, the participants were 

presented with statements instead of questions and were asked to decide if those 

statements were true or false for them.  Below the processing instruction activity #1 is 

presented. 
 

Activity #1 for Processing Instruction 
 
A.  Vrai ou faux?  Are those statements true or false for you? With a partner read the 
following statements and decide if they are true or false for you. 
 
1. Quand vous étiez petit(e), vous regardiez Sesame Street à la télé. 
2. Vous surfiez souvent l’internet au lycée (in highschool). 
3. Quand vous aviez 5 ans, vous aimiez les films d’épouvante. 
4. Quand vous aviez 10 ans, vous aimiez les dessins animés 
5. Hier soir, vous êtes sorti(e) avec des amis.  
6. Il a plu la semaine dernière à Austin. 
7.  Vous êtes allé(e) en France l’été dernier. 
8.  Vous avez acheté des livres récemment. 
 
B.  Look at the questions again and explain why the imparfait is used in the first 4 
questions and the passé composé in the last 4 questions? 
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In the second activity of both packets, the researcher provided explanations on the 

use of the passé composé and the imparfait in one sentence using conjunctions such as 

‘quand’, with an action expressed with passé composé that either happens or interrupts an 

ongoing action expressed in imparfait.  This construction was outlined and corresponding 

examples were provided.  In the OB packet, the participants were asked to complete a 

task using a visual which gave them the opportunity to produce sentences using both 

tenses.  Below the output-based activity #2 is presented. 
 

Activity #2 for Output-Based Instruction 

Quand ils sont rentrés, … 
Two couples left their children with a new baby-sitter last week-end.  When the parents 
got home, what was happening?   
A. With a partner, look at the picture and say who was doing the following things 
Modèle:  porter les vêtements de sa mère. 
  Quand ils sont rentrés, Annick portait les vêtements de sa mère. 
 
1. embrasser (to kiss) son petit ami  5. dormir sur le canapé 
2. parler au téléphone    6. jouer à des jeux vidéo 
3. fumer     7. manger quelque chose sur la table 
4. jouer dans l’escalier   8. dessiner (to draw) sur le mur 
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B. Now, with a partner, answer the following questions. 
1. Quelle heure est-ce qu’il était quand les parents sont rentrés? 
2. Comment étaient les parents quand ils sont rentrés? (adjectifs) 
3. Combien d’enfants est-ce qu’il y avait dans la maison? 
4. Qui était avec la baby-sitter? 
 

In the PI instructional packet, the second activity was designed to focus on 

interpretation and not production. The participants were asked to match the two clauses 

of a sentence according to the visual aid and then to complete information about the 

scene presented in the visual.  Below the processing instruction activity #2 is presented. 
 

Activity #2 for Processing Instruction 

Quand ils sont rentrés….. 
Two couples left their children with a new baby-sitter last week-end.  When the parents 
got home, what was happening?  
A. With a partner, look at the picture and say who was doing what.  Match the sentences 
in column A with the sentences in column B. 
 
Modèle:  
 

 Quand ils sont rentrés, Annick…  portait les vêtements de sa mère 

 

A B 
1. Quand ils sont rentrés, Julie… a. fumait avec son ami 

2. Quand ils sont rentrés, la baby-sitter… b. mangeait quelque chose sur la table. 

3. Quand ils sont rentrés, Marc .. c. jouait à des jeux vidéo 

4. Quand ils sont rentrés, le chien.. d. jouait dans l’escalier 

5. Quand ils sont rentrés, Brigitte… e. dessinait sur le mur 

6. Quand ils sont rentrés, le chat… f. dormait sur le canapé. 

7. Quand ils sont rentrés, le bébé.. g. embrassait son petit-ami 

8.  Quand ils sont rentrés, Tri… h. parlait au téléphone 
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B.  Now, with a partner, look at the scene and complete the sentences. 
1. Quand les parents sont rentrés, il était __________________________ (l’heure). 
2.  Les parents étaient __________________________________________.(adjectifs) 
3. Il y avait _____________________ enfants dans la maison. 
4. La baby-sitter était avec _____________________________________. 
 

In the last section for the first day of instruction, I explained in English to both 

groups the distribution of the passé composé and the imparfait in French narration.  

Subjects were given an explanation of the aspectual distinction using a three-paragraph 

narrative to examplify the various uses of the passé composé and the imparfait in a story, 

that is, that passé composé verbs move the storyline forward and describe events that 

belong to the foreground while imparfait verbs describe events belonging to the 

background that suspend forward temporal movement. In sum, the passé composé is plot-

oriented, and the imparfait is background-oriented.  Following these explanations, the 

participants in the OB group watched a short video clip of a French commercial for a 

famous car brand that had a clear plotline.  Next they were asked to complete a 

recounting of the story as homework for the following class meeting.  For the recounting 
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activity, the verbs were provided in the infinitival form and the participants were asked to 

determine the appropriate aspect of the verb and supply its proper conjugated form.  The 

recount activity was assigned for homework for the next class meeting. Below the 

processing output-based activity #3 is presented. 
 

Activity #3 for Output-Based Instruction 

Narration in the past: une histoire triste.  You are going to watch a video of a French 
commercial for a Renault and then tell the story as if you witnessed it last night.  With a 
partner, decide which tense is appropriate to use in each sentence between the passé 
composé and the imparfait and then complete the sentences with the correct form of the 
verb. 
 

1. Ce/C’_________________ (être) une nuit d’hiver à Paris. 
2. Il ______________________ (pleuvoir).  
3. Il ______________ froid. (faire) 
4. Il ___________ (être) une heure du matin.  
5. Un couple ____________________ (rentrer) d’une soirée élégante. 
6. Ils ______________________(être) très bien habillés.. 
7. Le monsieur _______________(conduire) et ________________ (chanter). 
8. Il n’y _______________(avoir) pas beaucoup de traffic sur la route. 
9. La femme __________________ (trouver) une barrette dans la voiture. 
10. Il y ___________________ (avoir) un cheveu blond dans la barrette. 
11. Elle ______________________ (se fâcher) 
12. Il _________________________ (arrêter) la voiture. (arrêter = to stop) 
13. Elle _____________________(sortir) de la voiture furieuse. 
14. Il ____________________ (la regarder). 
15. Elle ____________________(fermer) la porte de la voiture.  
16. Elle __________________ (rayer) (rayer=to scratch ) la voiture avec la barrette. 
17. Elle ______________________ (donner) un coup de pied à la voiture. 
18. Elle ____________________ (cogner = to knock) sur la vitre (une vitre=window ) 
19. Il ______________________________ (baisser) sa vitre. 
20. Elle _________________________(prendre) les clés de la voiture. 
21. Elle ________________ (faire) semblant (to pretend) de jeter (to throw) les clés dans 
la Seine. 
22. Il ____________________ (sortir) de la voiture pour chercher ses clés. 
23. Quand il  __________________ (regarder) dans l’eau, elle ______________ (monter) 
dans la voiture. 
24. Elle ________________ (partir)  toute seule avec la voiture et il _______________ 
(rester) tout seul sur le pont. 
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Again in the PI instructional packet, the activity was designed differently. In order 

to practice the distribution of the passé composé and the imparfait in a narrative, the PI 

participants watched the same video as the one presented in the OB packet, but instead of 

producing the passé composé or imparfait verbal forms, the participants were asked to 

choose the appropriate form between the two provided.  The recount activity was also 

assigned for homework for the next day.  Below the processing instruction activity #3 is 

presented. 

 
Activity #3 for Processing Instruction 

Narration in the past: une histoire triste.  You are going to watch a video of a French 
commercial for a Renault and then tell the story as if you witnessed it last night. For each 
sentence, decide which tense is appropriate between passé composé and the imparfait and 
circle the corresponding verbal form.  
 

1. C’a été  /  c’était  une nuit d’hiver à Paris. 
2. Un couple est rentré  /  rentrait d’une soirée élégante. 
3. Ils ont été  /  étaient très bien habillés. 
4. Le monsieur a conduit  /  conduisait et a chanté  /  chantait. 
5. Il a été  /  était une heure du matin. 
6. Il n’y a pas eu  /  n’y avait pas beaucoup de traffic sur la route. 
7. Il a plu  /  pleuvait. 
8. Il a fait  /  faisait froid. 
9. La femme a trouvé  /  trouvait une barrette dans la voiture. 
10. Il y a eu  /  y avait un cheveu blond dans la barrette. 
11. Elle s’est fachée  /  se fâchait. 
12. L’homme a arrêté  /  arrêtait la voiture. (arrêter = to stop) 
13. La femme est sortie  /  sortait de la voiture furieuse. 
14. Elle a fermé  / fermait la porte de la voiture violemment. 
15. Elle a rayé  /  rayait la voiture avec la barrette. (rayer=to scratch ) 
16. Elle a donné  /  donnait un coup de pied à la voiture.(donner un coup de pied=to 

kick) 
17. Elle a cogné  /  cognait sur la vitre. (cogner sur la vitre =knock on the window ) 
18. Il a baissé  /  baissait sa vitre.  
19. Elle a pris  /  prenait les clés de la voiture. 
20. Elle a fait  /  faisait semblant (to pretend) de jeter (to throw) les clés dans la Seine. 
21. Il est sorti  /  sortait de la voiture pour chercher ses clés. 
22. Quand il a regardé  /  regardait dans l’eau, 
23. elle est montée  /  montait dans la voiture. 
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24. Elle est partie  /  partait toute seule avec la voiture. 
25. Il est resté  /  restait seul sur le pont. 

 

On the second day of treatment, the recount activity was discussed as a class in 

both groups and corrections were provided about the choice of aspect and the verbal 

forms. Next, as a review activivity, the participants in both groups were presented with an 

English narrative and requested to determine the corresponding French tense that would 

be used if the narrative were to be translated. Below activity #4 is presented. 
 

Activity #4 for Output-Based Instruction and Processing Instruction  

Read the following story.  Circle  the verbs that would be in the l’imparfait in a French 
translation.  Underline the verbs that would be in the passé composé. 

 
Last summer, I went to France with my family.  Everyone was very excited when 

we arrived at the airport.  While my mother checked the luggage and my father handled 
the tickets, my little sister Mary ran away.  My parents dropped everything and tried to 
catch her, but she ducked behind the counter.  Finally, a manager grabbed her and 
brought her back to us.  She was crying because she was sad she was leaving her dog for 
two weeks.  Everyone comforted her and she went on the plane and left with a smile. 

 

The second task used a French oral narrative read by the researcher.  In the OB 

packet the students first answered comprehension questions, then determined the most 

appropriate aspect of the verbs that should be used and finally completed the narrative by 

providing the correct form of the verbs.  Below the output-based instruction activity #5 is 

presented. 
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Activity #5 for Output-Based Instruction 

Un événement important dans la vie d’Olivier.   
I.  On identifie les événements principaux.  Listen to the following story which describes 
an important event in a young man’s life. First, identify the main event in each of the four 
paragraphs. 
 
 
First paragraph    Second paragraph 
a.  The narrator got his first job.  a.  His grandfather gave him some money. 
b.  He bought a car.    b.  He bought a brand new car. 
c.  He won the lottery.    c.  He quit his job. 
 
Third paragraph    Fourth paragraph 
a.  Someone stole his car.   a.  He walked to his father’s office. 
b.  His car broke down.   b.  He drove home. 
c.  He had a wreck.    c.  A girl stopped and picked him up. 
 
 
II.  Anticipate the tenses of the verbs for this story. 

Verbs Passé composé Imparfait 
1. acheter   

2. avoir dix-huit ans   

3. travailler   

4. gagner (to earn money)   

5. donner   

6. décider   

7. être   

8. faire   

9. aimer   

10. être   

11 tomber en panne (to break down)   

12 pleuvoir   

13. avoir   

14. s’arrêter (to stop)   

15. être   

16. conduire (to drive)   

17. raconter   

18. téléphoner   
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III. With a partner, complete the following sentences with the appropriate verbs 
conjugated in passé composé or the imparfait.  Refer to the chart above to see which 
tense you had anticipated. 
 
Je me souviens du moment où je/j’____________ 

1
 ma première voiture.  Quand 

je/j’_____________ 
2 

dix-huit ans, je/j’ _______________ 
3 

pour mon père et je/j’ 
_______________ 

4 
très peu d’argent. 

Mais pour mon anniversaire, mon grand-père m’ _______________
5
 huit mille francs. 

Donc, je/j’ _______________ 
6 

d’acheter une vieille Renault. Elle _________ 
7
 blanche 

et elle _______________ 
8 

beaucoup de bruit (noise), mais moi, je/j’ l’ _____________
9 

bien. 
Deux jours après, quand je/j’ ______________ 

10 
en route pour l’université, ma voiture 

_______________
11

 en panne)! Il _____________ 
12 

et il y _____________
13 

beaucoup 
de voitures sur la route. Heureusement, une jolie jeune fille _______________ 

14 
pour 

m’aider.  Elle ______________ 
15 

très sympathique.  Elle me/m’ ______________
16

 
jusqu’au bureau de mon père. Je/J’ __________

17
 mon aventure à mon père et nous 

___________________
18

 à un mécanicien.  Quelle journée! 
 

The PI packet used the same French oral narrative, but whereas the first two 

sections of  the task were similar to the ones in the OB packet, namely answer 

comprehension questions and anticipate the most approriate tense of the verbs that should 

be used, the third part differed as the participants were asked to choose the appropriate 

form of the verbs between the two provided.  Below Part III of the processing instruction 

activity #5 is presented. 

 
Activity #5 for Processing Instruction (Part III) 

III. With a partner, recount Olivier’s story and for each sentence circle the appropriate 
form of the verb.  
 
Je me souviens du moment où j’ai acheté / j’achetais ma première voiture.  Quand j’ai 
eu / j’avais dix-huit ans, j’ ai travaillé / je travaillais pour mon père et j’ai eu / j’avais 
très peu d’argent. 
Mais pour mon anniversaire, mon grand-père m’ a donné / me donnait huit mille francs.  
Donc, j’ai décidé / je décidais d’acheter une vieille Renault.  Elle a été / était blanche et 
elle a fait / faisait beaucoup de bruit (noise), mais moi, je l’ai aimée / je l’aimais bien. 
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Deux jours après, j’ai été / j’étais en route pour l’université, et ma voiture est tombée / 
tombait en panne! Il a plu / pleuvait et il y a eu / il y avait beaucoup de voitures sur la 
route.. 
Heureusement, une jolie jeune fille s’est arrêtée / s’arrêtait pour m’aider.  Elle a été / 
était  très sympathique.  Elle m’a conduit / me conduisait jusqu’au bureau de mon père. 
J’ai raconté / je racontais mon aventure à mon père et nous avons téléphoné / 
téléphonions à un mécanicien.  Quelle journée! 
 

The last activity in the instructional packets was a narrative the participants were 

asked to read with another subject. In the OB packet, participants were prompted to 

answer oral comprehension questions on the narrative. At all times the output-based 

instruction focused the participants on producing the targeted forms.  The whole output-

based instructional packet is provided in Appendix B.  Below the output-based 

instruction activity #6 is presented. 
 

Activity #6 for Output-Based Instruction 

Emilie raconte son week-end.   

1. With a partner, read the following narrative.  Emilie tells us about her weekend. 
 

Vendredi soir, je suis sortie avec des amis.  Nous sommes allés au cinéma pour 
voir Le Seigneur des Anneaux  Nous avons aimé ce film parce que c’est un beau film 
d’aventures avec beaucoup d’effets spéciaux. 

Samedi après-midi, ma mère et moi, nous voulions aller faire une promenade et 
peut-être aussi faire les boutiques mais il a commencé à pleuvoir. Comme il y avait 
heureusement de bonnes émissions à la télé ma mère et moi, nous sommes restées à la 
maison et nous avons regardé la télé.  Ma mère aime beaucoup les émissions de variétés 
mais moi je préfère les feuilletons.  Samedi soir, nous ne sommes pas sorties parce qu’il 
pleuvait toujours et qu’il faisait vraiment mauvais temps.  Nous avons préparé un bon 
dîner à la maison et ensuite je suis allée dans ma chambre pour vérifier mon email et 
dialoguer en direct avec des copains en Italie et aux Etats-Unis.  

Dimanche, le temps était toujours pluvieux. Le matin, je suis allée à la salle de 
sports pour faire un peu d’exercice.  Ensuite, je suis rentrée déjeuner avec ma famille et 
l’après-midi, j’ai fait mes devoirs pour la fac. J’ai dû surfer l’internet pour un projet dans 
mon cours d’histoire. C’était long mais j’ai pu trouver beaucoup d’informations. J’ai 
aussi téléphoné à ma meilleure amie, Séverine, et nous avons étudié ensemble. 
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2.  Oral questions: Listen to the following questions and answer with complete sentences. 
Questions: 
1. Est-ce que Emilie est sortie vendredi soir? 
2. Qu’est-ce qu’ils ont fait? 
3. Quel film est-ce qu’ils ont vu? 
4. Est-ce qu’ils ont  aimé le film? Pourquoi? 
5. Est-ce que Emilie et sa mère sont sorties samedi après-midi? 
6. Quel temps il a fait samedi? 
7. Qu’est-ce qu’elles ont fait? 
8. Quel temps est-ce qu’il faisait samedi soir? 
9. Samedi soir, qu’est-ce que Emilie et sa mère ont fait? 
10. Est-ce que Emilie a écrit des emails? 
11. Est-ce qu’elle a téléchargé des chansons? 
12. Dimanche, quel temps  est-ce qu’il faisait? 
13. Dimanche matin, qu’est-ce que Emilie a fait? 
14. Est-ce qu’elle a déjeuné  avec des  amis? 
15. Est-ce qu’elle a dormi dimanche après-midi? 
16. Est-ce qu’elle a trouvé des informations? 
17. Qu’est-ce que Emilie et Séverine ont fait? 

The last activity of the PI packet presented the participants with the same French 

narrative as in the OB packet, but instead of questions, participants were asked to listen to 

oral statements and determine which statement was true or false.  The whole processing 

instructional packet is provided in Appendix C.  Below Part 2 of the processing 

instruction activity #6 is presented. 

 
Activity #6 for Processing Instruction (Part 2) 

2. Listen to the following statements and decide if they are true or false. 
 

1. Emilie n’est pas sortie vendredi soir. 
2. Emilie et ses amis sont allés au cinéma. 
3. Il ont vu Harry Potter. 
4. Ils ont aimé le film. 
5. Samedi après-midi, Emilie et sa mère sont allées faire une promenade. 
6. Samedi après-midi, il a plu. 
7. Elles ont regardé la télé. 
8. Samedi soir, il faisait mauvais temps. 
9. Elles sont allées au restaurant. 
10. Emilie a écrit des emails et téléchargé des chansons. 
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11. Dimanche, il faisait beau. 
12.  Emilie a fait du sport. 
13. Elle a déjeuné avec des amis. 
14. Dimanche après-midi, elle a dormi. 
15. Elle a surfé l’internet. 
16. Elle n’a pas trouvé d’informations sur l’internet. 
17. Séverine et Emilie ont étudié ensemble. 

 

It should be emphasized that at no point did the processing instruction involve the 

production of passé composé or imparfait verb forms by the participants since, according 

to the processing instruction theory, focusing on the output cannot alter the developing 

interlanguage. 

Important pedagogical factors were carefully controlled for. For example, 

vocabulary items were the same for both types of instruction.  The amount of practice 

that learners received, i.e., the number of times participants produced a verb form in the 

output-based group vs. the number of times the participants interpreted a verb form in the 

processing group was also the same.  The structuring of the class (whole class vs. pair 

work) was also similar for both types of instruction (see Table 3.1). 

 

Table 3.1 Structure of Activities in the Instructional Packets 

    OB instruction   PI Instruction 
Number of Tasks   9    9 
Number of Items   80    80 
Number of Visuals  1    1 
Number ofVideos   1    1 
Number of Pair activities  5    5 
 

3.4 PRETEST AND POSTTESTS 

There were three versions of the same test: A, B, C, the only task variation being 

the absence of a written composition in the pretest.  For all tests, the interpretation task 
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was always administered before the production task.  After the pretest, both groups 

received version B as posttest 1 and version C as posttest 2. 

A pretest/posttest procedure was used as the means of assessing the effect of 

instruction.  The pretest consisted of both an interpretation and a production task.  The 

two posttests consisted of a written interpretation task, a controlled written production 

task and a written composition. 

The interpretation tasks for all tests consisted of a twenty-five sentence narrative.  

For each of the three interpretation tasks, the participants were asked to watch a different 

French commercial and imagine themselves as witnessing the particular events portrayed 

in each video.  Next, they were given a set of sentences relating to the video narration.  

Each sentence contained both a passé composé and an imparfait form of the verb.  The 

participants were asked to choose the appropriate past tense and circle the corresponding 

form of the verb.  The high frequency verbs used in each interpretation task had already 

been taught in previous lessons.  All tasks included regular, irregular and reflexive verbs.  

A few low frequency verbs were included and glossed.  In each task, a sentence using the 

‘quand’ construction was included.  Each clip was shown three times and translation for 

unknown vocabulary terms was provided.  The task was to be completed in ten minutes.  

The interpretation tasks used in all three tests are provided in Appendix D.  A sample of 

the interpretation task is presented below. 

 
Sample of Interpretation Task 

Qu’est-ce qui s’est passé? (10 minutes) 
Step 1: Read over the vocabulary and the sentences below. 
Step 2: Watch the video clip (French commercial). It will be shown 3 times . 
Step 3: Imagine that this is a real story and that you witnessed those events 
yesterday. You are now telling the story to a friend. For each sentence, decide 
which tense is appropriate and circle the corresponding form of the verb. (25 
sentences). Translation for new vocabulary words is provided. 
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1. La femme a été  /  était dans un café. 
2. Elle a été  /  était blonde. 
3. Elle a été  /  était jolie. 
4. Il a commencé  /  commençait à pleuvoir. (to start raining) 
5. Elle s’est levée  /  se levait. 
6. La chaise est tombée  /  tombait. 
7. Elle est entrée  /  entrait dans un musée. 
8. Il a fait  /  faisait sombre. (dark) 
9. Le gardien a dormi  /  dormait. (guard) 
10. Elle a été  /  était seule dans la pièce. 
11. Elle a mis  /  mettait son manteau sur la chaise. (coat) 
12. Elle a vu  / voyait les coquillages. (sea shells) 
13. Elle a pris  /  prenait un coquillage. 
14. Elle a écouté  / écoutait le coquillage.  

 

The controlled written production task of all tests was also based on the retelling 

of a narrative presented in three different French commercials.  The participants were 

given a fifteen-sentence paragraph with the verbs in the infinitival form.  The 

participants’ task was to complete the paragraph by selecting the correct aspect of the 

verb and by conjugating the verbs, either in the passé composé or in the imparfait.  The 

production tasks also included verbs of high and lower frequency, regular, irregular and 

pronominal verbs, as well as a sentence using the ‘quand’ construction.  The participants 

had ten minutes to complete the task.  The written controlled production tasks materials 

used can be found in Appendix E.  A sample of the controlled production task is shown 

below. 
 

Sample of the controlled production task 

 Qu’est-ce qui s’est passé? (10 minutes) 
Step 1: Read over the sentences focusing on the infinitives that are provided. 
Step 2: Watch the video clip (French commercial). It will be shown 3 times. 
Step 3: Imagine that this is a real story and that you witnessed those events 
yesterday. You are now telling the story to a friend.  
Complete your account by conjugating the verbs in parentheses either in the passé 
composé or in the imparfait.  
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Il y ___________________________________ 

1 
(avoir) une valise sur la route. 

Elle ___________________________________________________ 
2 

(être) rouge. 
Le camion ______________________________________________ 

3 
(rouler) vite. 

Le chauffeur ______________________________________ 
4 

(ne pas voir) la valise. 
Il _________________________________________________ 

5
 (s’arrêter = to stop) 

trop tard et il _____________________________________ 
6
 (rouler) sur la valise. 

Le chauffeur _________________________________________ 
7
 (sortir) du camion. 

Il ______________________________________ 
8
 (se dépêcher) pour voir la valise. 

La valise ___________________________________ 
9
 (ne pas être) cassée (broken). 

Il _________________________________ 
10 

(regarder) la valise, quand une femme 
_______________________ 

11
 (venir) près de lui. 

Il _________________________________________________ 
12

 (être) surpris. 
Elle _______________________________________________ 

13
 (être) belle. 

Elle ____________________________________________ 
14

 (prendre) sa valise  
et elle _________________________________________ 

15
 (aller) vers le camion. 

 

The interpretation and production tasks for both the pretest and posttests were 

completed by a group of six French native speakers to establish a baseline for scoring the 

participants’ data.  Importantly, the native speakers data was found extremely useful to 

identify items in both interpretation and production tasks for which either past tense —

passé composé or imparfait— was acceptable. 

The third task used in both posttests involved a written production task in the 

form of a composition which was assigned as homework and was due the following class 

meeting.  All participants in all groups had the same amount of time to complete their 

personal narrative.  For each posttest, the assignment was given on Thursday and was due 

on the following Monday.  The participants were asked to write a personal story about 

past events using passé composé and imparfait.  To control for length, the number of 

sentences to be written was limited to twenty.  The composition topics for all of the 

written personal narratives are given in Appendix F.  An example of a composition topic 

is presented below. 
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Example of written production task (personal narrative) 

This week, you have read many stories. Now, it is your turn! 
Tell a personal story in the past. 
Topic: Write about the best thing that ever happened to you or the most beautiful 
event in your life.  In your composition, talk about the circumstances and the 
events. 
Write exactly 20 sentences (20 verbs).  Use the imparfait and the passé composé. 

 
 

3.5 INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURES AND DATA-COLLECTION  

Posttest 1 was administered the day after instruction ended.  The written 

controlled production task was assigned for homework on the same day and was to be 

turned in on the following Monday.  Posttest 2 was administered one month after the last 

day of instruction.  The controlled production task was also assigned on that same day 

and collected on the following Monday. The timeline of the study is presented in Table 

3.2.  

 

Table 3.2 Timeline for Classroom Study 

 
Pretest  Instruction  Posttest 1  Posttest 2 Questionnaire 
  2 class periods 
First day of

 
2

nd
 and 3

rd
 day  4

th
 day of 5th  4th day of 15

th
 and 17

th
  

5
th

 week of of 5
th

 week  week. Composition 9
th

 week. week  
semester    assigned and  Composition  

   collected on 1
st
 day assigned and 

   of 6
th

 week  collected on  
        1

st
 day of 10

th
  

week 
 
 

The administration of a delayed posttest one month after instruction was to 

determine whether instruction had more than an immediate impact on the learners’ 
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developing system.  Subjects were requested to be present for both of the posttests in 

addition to the pretest in order to be included in the study. 

Subjects in the two treatment groups received instruction on the aspectual 

distinction as part of their regular syllabus.  For both groups, explicit instruction 

consisted of two class days with one homework assignment (video recount activity).  All 

experimental instruction, pretesting and posttesting were performed by the researcher.  

For both groups, experimentation and testing took place in the participants’ regular 

classrooms and during their regular class hours. 
 

3.6 SCORING CRITERIA  

Scores were used in two different sets of statistical analysis.  With respect to the 

interpretation tests, the subject’s scores were calculated by awarding one point to each 

correct response for a total of twenty-five points.  Incorrect responses received a score of 

zero.  

An accuracy scoring system was used for the participants’ scores on both the 

controlled production tests and the composition tests (personal narratives) which were 

calculated as follows: (A) 3 points: correct aspectual choice; correct conjugation; (B) 2 

points: correct aspectual choice, incorrect conjugation; (C) 1 point: incorrect aspectual 

choice, correct conjugation; and (D) 0 point: incorrect aspectual choice, incorrect 

conjugation.  The 4 point scale was selected for scoring to show effects of instruction on 

the learners’ developing interlanguage, when this impact did not result in native-like use.  

In other words, this scoring system takes into account the approximate nature of 

interlanguage and acknowledges that some errors are worse than others.  Each production 

test consisted of fifteen items and had a possible total of forty-five points.  Both 

compositions had twenty items and a possible total of 60 points.  For each production 
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test, along with the overall score, the total numbers of As, Bs, Cs were calculated as raw 

scores in order to make it possible to examine the participants’ choice between the passé 

composé and imparfait as well as the accuracy of the verbal forms.   

For this study, errors coded as “-form” on the imparfait forms included mainly 

errors in conjugation.  Errors coded on the passé composé forms were comprised of the 

absence of the auxiliary verbs, the wrong choice of auxiliary verb and errors in 

conjugation.  Errors on endings of past participles included the absence of the é for past 

participles of –er verbs.  Errors that were deemed irrelevant to the present study were: 

omission of the gender/number agreement on the past participles, and errors in the 

placement of negation particles.  With the exception of endings of past participles, minor 

misspellings such as missing or incorrect accents were also ignored as not relevant to the 

present study.  The accuracy scoring system is further illustrated below in Table 3.3 using 

verbs taken from the sample production test. 
 

Table 3.3 Scoring Procedures for the Production and the Composition Tasks 

Code A B C D 
 +aspect 

+form 
 

+aspect 
-form 

-aspect 
+form 

-aspect 
-form 

Value 3 points 2 points 1 point 0 point 

avoir 
(imparfait) 

avait avais a eu eu / a 
est eu 

être 
(imparfait) 

était étais a été est eu 
est été 

rouler 
(passé 
composé) 

a roulé a roule 
est roulé 

roulait roulé  
roulais 
 

sortir 
(passé 
composé) 

est sorti 
s’est sorti 

a sorti 
est sort 

sortait sort 
sorti 
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Scores for the interpretation and production tasks were calculated from the pretest 

and each posttest.  Scores for the composition tasks (personal narrative) were calculated 

from the two posttests.  Scores were then compared between groups.  Examples of scores 

are shown in Tables 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6 below. 

Table 3.4 shows two samples of scores for the interpretation task. For example, 

Subject 1 had a score of 18 on the pretest, a score of 20 on the immediate posttest and a 

score of 23 on the delayed posttest. 

 

Table 3.4 Examples of Scores for the Interpretation Task 

Interpretation Task 

Subject Pretest Posttest 1 Posttest 2 

S1 18 20 23 

S2 11 24 21 

 

Table 3.5 shows the way in which the production scores were tabulated.  The 

numbers of As (3 points for correct aspect and correct form), Bs (2 points for correct 

aspect and incorrect form), Cs (1 point for incorrect aspect and correct form) and the total 

scores for each subject on each task were calculated. The total number of Ds (incorrect 

aspect, incorrect form) are not reported as only accurate or partly accurate responses were 

calculated and used in the analysis. 
 

Table 3.5 Examples of Scores for the Production Task 

Production Task 

Subject Pretest   Posttest 1  Posttest 2   

 #A #B #C Score #A #B #C Score #A #B #C Score 

S1 6 4 4 30 10 2 3 37 14 1 0 44 

S2 7 3 3 30 9 6 0 39 11 2 2 39 
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Table 3.6 shows the way in which the composition scores were tabulated.  The 

numbers of As, Bs, Cs and the total scores for each subject on each task were calculated. 

Similarly to the production data, the total number of Ds were not used in the analysis. 
 

Table 3.6 Examples of Scores for the Composition Task 

Composition Taskc 

Subject Posttest 1  Posttest 2   

 #A #B #C Score #A #B #C Score 

S1 16 2 1 53 16 4 0 56 

S2 17 2 1 56 14 4 0 50 

 
 

3.7 ANALYSIS  

In all of the analyses, the independent variables were (1) Instruction Type, 

(output-based or input processing) and (2) Time (pretest, posttest 1, posttest 2).  The 

dependent variables were the scores on the three different types of tasks (interpretation 

task, controlled production task, and the free composition task). 

Raw scores of the interpretation tests (pretest, posttest 1, posttest 2) were 

tabulated and a two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with repeated measures was 

performed.  Instruction Type was the between-participants factor, whereas Time (pretest, 

posttest 1, posttest 2) was the within-participants factor. 

Raw scores of the controlled production pretests and posttests and the personal 

narratives were tabulated and a two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with repeated 

measures was performed.  Instruction Type was the between-participants factor whereas 

Time (pretest, posttest 1, posttest 2) was the within-participants factor. 

The statistical software used in the analyses in this study was SPSS. Details of the 

data analysis will be presented in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER 4 - RESULTS 

4.0 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter presents the analyses of the results from the data collection described 

in Chapter Three and a discussion of the results.  The data were broken down according 

to task type: interpretation task, controlled written production task and the composition 

task.  The first section provides the results of the comparison of pretest scores to 

determine whether there were any initial differences among the groups.  The second, 

third and fourth sections provide the descriptive statistics, including the mean, standard 

deviation, minimum and maximum scores, and score ranges for both groups, i.e., output-

based instruction (OB) and processing instruction (PI) for each task, and for each test 

(pretest, posttest 1 and posttest 2).  Those sections also include an analysis of the 

interpretation data, as well as a preliminary analysis of the production data and the 

composition data based on the overall scores.  The next section presents the descriptive 

statistics and the analysis of the production data and  the composition data based on the 

accuracy scores.  The last sections present a summary and a discussion of the results. 

 

4.1 COMPARISON OF PRETEST SCORES 

This section presents the descriptive data and a comparison of the pretests for the 

interpretation task and the production task.  Table 4.1 lists the means, standard 

deviations, minimum and maximum scores, and score ranges for both groups.  The means 

for total scores for each task were similar across groups and not significantly different 

from each other.  An homogeneity test of the standard deviations was conducted and 

showed that the standard deviations were not significantly different between the groups. 
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Table 4.1 Descriptive Statistics for the Pretests (Number of Subjects, Means, Standard 
Deviations, Minimum and Maximum Score, and Score Ranges for Each Task) 

 

Pretest Group N Mean SD Min. Max. Range 

Interpretation OB 
PI 

18 
17 

15.83 
17.24 

4.26 
4.25 

8 
8 

23 
25 

15 
17 

Production OB 
PI 

18 
17 

30.50 
28.53 

8.20 
8.80 

11 
5 

39 
38 

28 
33 

 

A follow-up univariate simple-effects analysis of variance on the pretests alone 

was conducted in order to determine whether there were any initial differences among the 

groups.  The analysis on the pretests for the interpretation task (p= .33) and the 

production task (p= .49) revealed no statistically significant differences between the 

groups before instruction. These results suggest that the groups could be considered 

comparable and it could be ruled out that any observed treatment effects would be due to 

initial difference between groups (See Tables 4.2 and 4.3). 
 

Table 4.2 ANOVA Table for Pretests for Interpretation Data 

 

Source SS df MS F p 
Instruction  17.18 1 17.18 .94 .33 
Error (Instruction) 597.55 33 18.10   

 
 

Table 4.3 ANOVA Table for Pretests for the Production Data 

 

Source SS df MS F p 
Instruction  33.95 1 33.95 .47 .49 
Error (Instruction) 2384.73 33 72.26   
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4.2 DATA FOR THE INTERPRETATION TASK 

4.2.1 Descriptive Statistics for the Interpretation Task 

Table 4.4 presents the results including the means, standard deviations, minimum 

and maximum scores, and score ranges for both groups for the interpretation data.  This 

table shows that for the interpretation data, both the OB and PI groups improved from 

pretest to posttest 1.  This improvement was maintained for both groups from posttest 1 

to posttest 2.  For each test, the standard deviations did not differ significantly for either 

group. 
 

Table 4.4 Descriptive Statistics for the Interpretation Task 

 

 
Interpretation 
Task 

Group N Mean SD 
 
Min. 

 
Max. 

 
Range 

Pretest OB 18 15.83 4.26 8 23 15 
 PI 17 17.24 4.25 8 25 17 
Posttest 1 OB 18 23.17 1.54 19 25 6 
 PI 17 21.59 1.93 18 24 6 
Posttest 2 OB 18 20.61 2.93 13 25 12 
 PI 17 20.88 2.20 16 24 8 

 

4.2.2  Statistical Analysis of the Interpretation Data 

A statistical analysis was conducted in order to determine the possible effects of 

instruction type on how learners interpret utterances containing the passé composé and 

the imparfait and to address Hypothesis 1, which states that both the input processing 

group (PI) and the output-based group (OB) will improve from pretest to immediate 

posttest but that the processing group (PI) will improve more and the differential gains 

between the groups will be significant, and Hypothesis 4 which states that on the 
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interpretation task, the gains of the PI group will be maintained over time but not the 

gains of the OB group.  Scores of the interpretation pretest and posttests were tabulated 

and a two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with repeated measures was performed.  

Instruction type (OB, PI) was the between-subjects factor and Time (pretest, posttest 1, 

posttest 2) was the within-subject factor.  The results of the ANOVA for the 

interpretation task shown in Table 4.5 revealed a significant effect for Time (p =.000). 

This indicates that both instruction types had a significant effect on test performance.  

Although on posttest 1, the mean of the OB group was higher than that of the PI group, 

there was no significant effect for Instruction Type (p = .96) and no significant 

interaction effect between Instruction Type and Time (p = .09).  This indicates similar 

improvement for both groups (See Table 4.5).  Figure 4.1 gives a visual representation of 

the results. 

 

Table 4.5 ANOVA Table for Interpretation Data 

 

Source SS df MS F p 
Within-subjects Effects 
Time 

635.85 2 416.73 41.33 .00 

Error (Time) 507.61 50.35 10.08   
Between-subjects Effects 
Instruction Type 

.026 1 .026 .002 .96 

Error (Instruction Type) 414.60 33 12.56   
Instruction Type x Time 39.58 1.526 25.94 2.57 .09 
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Figure 4.1 Interaction Plot for Instruction Type and Time for the Interpretation Data 
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In sum, the results of the analysis of the interpretation data suggest that both 

output-based instruction and processing instruction had a positive effect on how learners 

interpreted the aspectual distinction between the passé composé and the imparfait.  There 

was no statistically significant effect for Instruction across the timepoints between the 

two groups.  Consequently, Hypothesis 1 is not supported.  The effects of the processing 

instruction were retained over time as both group maintained their gains on posttest 2.  

Therefore, Hypothesis 4 is partially supported. 

 

4.3 DATA FOR THE PRODUCTION TASK: TOTAL SCORES 

4.3.1 Descriptive Statistics for the Production Task 

Table 4.6 presents the results including the means, standard deviations, minimum 

and maximum scores, and score ranges for both groups for the overall scores for the 
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production data.  This table shows that for the production data, both the OB and PI 

groups improved from pretest to posttest 1.  This improvement was maintained from 

posttest 1 to posttest 2.  For each test, the standard deviations did not differ significantly 

for either group. 

 

Table 4.6 Descriptive Statistics for the Production Task: Total Scores 

 
Production Task 
Total Scores 

Group N Mean SD 
 
Min. 

 
Max. 

 
Range 

Pretest OB 18 30.50 8.20 11 39 28 
 PI 17 28.53 8.80 5 38 33 
Posttest 1 OB 18 39.61 4.20 31 45 14 
 PI 17 39.18 4.77 25 45 20 
Posttest 2 OB 18 38.44 4.42 28 45 17 
 PI 17 39.35 2.71 35 44 9 

 

4.3.2  Statistical Analysis of the Production Data 

A statistical analysis was performed to determine the possible effects of 

instruction type on the way learners produce sentences containing the passé composé and 

the imparfait and to address Hypothesis 2, which states that on the production task both 

the input processing group (PI) and the output-based group (OB) will improve from 

pretest to immediate posttest and there will be no significant difference between the 

differential gains of each group, and Hypothesis 4 which states that on the production 

task, the gains of both groups will be maintained over time.  Scores of the production 

pretest and posttests were tabulated and a two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with 

repeated measures was performed.  Instruction type (OB, PI) was the between-subjects 

factor, and Time (pretest, posttest 1, posttest 2) was the within-subject factor.  The results 
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of the ANOVA for the production task shown in Table 4.7 revealed a significant effect 

for Time (p = .00).  This indicates that both instruction types had a significant effect on 

test performance.  However, there was no significant effect for Instruction Type (p = .75) 

and no significant interaction effect between Instruction Type and Time (p = .38).  This 

indicates that there were no significant difference between the improvement of the OB 

group and that of the PI group.  Figure 4.2 gives a visual representation of the results. 

 

Table 4.7 ANOVA Table for Production  Data: Total Scores 

Source SS df MS F p 
Within-subjects Effects 
Time 

2167.07 1.66 1302.46 55.58 .00 

Error (Time) 1286.68 54.90 23.43   
Between-subjects Effects 
Instruction type 

6.52 1 6.529 .09 .75 

Error (Instruction Type) 2213.12 33 67.06   
Instruction Type x Time 36.29 1.66 21.81 .93 .38 
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Figure 4.2 Interaction Plot for Instruction Type and Time for the Production Data: 
Total Scores 
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In summary, the results of the analysis of the production data suggest that both 

output-based instruction and processing instruction had a positive effect on learners’ 

written production of the aspectual distinction between the passé composé and the 

imparfait.  There was no statistically significant effect for Instruction across the 

timepoints between the two groups, which means that the two groups performed 

similarly.  Consequently, Hypothesis 2 is supported.  The effects of treatment were 

retained over time for both groups as the means for both groups on posttest 2 were not 

significantly different from the means on posttest 1.  Therefore, Hypothesis 4 is 

supported. 
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4.4 DATA FOR THE COMPOSITION TASK: TOTAL SCORES 

4.4.1 Descriptive Statistics for the Composition Task 

Table 4.8 presents the results including the means, standard deviations, minimum 

and maximum scores, and score ranges for both groups for the total scores on the 

composition data.  The means for each posttest show that both groups performed at a high 

level.  This improvement was maintained from posttest 1 to posttest 2.  For each test, the 

standard deviations did not differ significantly for either group. 

 

Table 4.8 Descriptive Statistics for the Composition Task: Total Scores 

 

Composition Task  
Total Scores 
 

Group N Mean SD 
 

Min. 
 

Max. 
 

Range 

Posttest 1  OB 18 51.0 5.50 40 59 19 
 PI 17 53.0 5.48 37 59 22 
Posttest 2  OB 18 52.1 4.26 39 57 17 
 PI 17 50.7 7.17 27 59 32 

 

4.4.2  Statistical Analysis of the Composition Data 

A statistical analysis was performed to determine the possible effects of 

instruction type on the way learners produce a narrative containing the passé composé 

and the imparfait and to address Hypothesis 3, which states that on the composition task 

both the processing group (PI) and the output-based group (OB) will perform similarly on 

the immediate posttest and there will be no significant difference between the differential 

gains of each group, and Hypothesis 4 which states that on the composition task, the 

gains of both groups will be maintained over time.  Scores of the composition posttests 

were tabulated and a two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with repeated measures 
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was performed.  Instruction type (OB, PI) was the between-subjects factor and Time 

(pretest, posttest 1, posttest 2) was the within-subject factor.  The results of the ANOVA 

for the composition task shown in Table 4.9 revealed that there was no significant effect 

for Time (p = .54).  The high means on both posttests for each group indicate that both 

instruction types had a significant effect on test performance.  However, there was no 

significant effect for Instruction Type (p = .84) and no significant interaction effect 

between Instruction Type and Time (p = .09).  This indicates that there were no 

significant differences in the performance of the OB group and the PI groups.  Figure 4.3 

gives a visual representation of the results. 

An examination of the means for each group at each timepoint suggested that the 

OB group increased slightly while the PI group decreased slightly, a follow-up analysis 

was conducted on both posttests in order to determine any difference in the way each 

groups performs on the posttests.  However, after exploring the interaction further by 

conducting follow-up pairwise comparisons of time within each group, using Sidak's 

adjustment for multiple comparisons, no difference was found across time for either the 

OB group (p = .43) or the PI group (p. = .11).  Thus, neither group changed significantly 

between posttest 1 and posttest 2. 

 

Table 4.9 ANOVA Table for the Composition Data: Total Scores 

 

Source SS df MS F p 
Within-subjects Effects 
Time 

6.74 1 6.741 .37 .54 

Error (Time) 588.83 33 17.84   
Between-subjects Effects 
Instruction type 

1.86 1 1.86 .04 .84 

Error (Instruction Type) 1541.41 33 46.71   
Instruction Type x Time 52.45 1 52.45 2.94 .09 
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Figure 4.3 Interaction Plot for Instruction Type and Time for the Composition Data: 
Overall Scores 
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In summary, the results of the first analysis of the composition data suggest that 

both output-based instruction and processing instruction had positive effect on learners’ 

use of the aspectual distinction between the passé composé and the imparfait in a 

personal narrative.  There was no statistically significant effect for Instruction across the 

timepoints between the two groups, which means that there was no significant difference 

between the gains of each group.  Consequently, Hypothesis 3 is supported.  The effects 

of treatment were retained over time for both groups as the means for each group on 

posttest 2 were not significantly different from the means on posttest 1.  Therefore, 

Hypothesis 4 is supported. 
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4.5 SUMMARY OF RESULTS  

Table 4.10 summarizes the results of the analysis of the data for all tasks.  Both 

output-based instruction and processing instruction had significantly positive effects on 

the acquisition of the French aspectual distinction and the acquisition of the passé 

composé and imparfait verbal paradigms. Both instruction types had effects on the 

developing system of the learners and these effects proved to be retained over a month 

period.  Both output-based instruction and processing instruction had significant effects 

on how learners performed on the interpretation, controlled written production, and the 

composition tasks. 
 

Table 4.10 Summary Results of Instructional Effects in Terms of Tasks for the 
Aspectual Distinction in French.   

 

Tasks Instruction Immediate Effects 
Posttest 1 

Effects Over Time 
Posttest 2 

Sig. Diff? 

Interpretation OB Yes Yes No  
 PI Yes Yes  
Production OB Yes Yes No 
 PI Yes Yes  
Composition OB Yes Yes No 
 PI Yes Yes  

 

4.6 DATA FOR THE PRODUCTION TASK: ACCURACY SCORES 

As explained in Chapter 3.0 (Section 3.7), an accuracy scoring system was used 

for the subjects’ scores on both the controlled production tests and the composition tests 

(personal narratives). These scores were calculated as follows: Code A: 3 points for  

correct aspectual choice and  correct conjugation; Code B: 2 points for correct aspectual 

choice and incorrect conjugation; Code C: 1 point for incorrect aspectual choice and 
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correct conjugation; Code D: 0 point for incorrect aspectual choice and incorrect 

conjugation.  The 4 point scale was selected for scoring to show effects of instruction on 

the learners’ developing interlanguage, when those effects did not result in native-like 

use.  This scoring system takes into account the approximate nature of interlanguage and 

allows for a distinctive analysis of two types of error, either on aspect choice, or on 

conjugation form, or on both. 

In order to examine separately the effects of each type of instruction on the 

subjects’ aspectual choice (passé composé vs. imparfait) and the accuracy of the 

conjugated verbal forms, three sub-analyses for the production task were performed on 

the data for correct aspectual choice and the data for correct conjugation to determine 

whether the OB group and the PI group would perform differently: (1) an analysis on the 

total numbers of As (3 point-score for correct aspect and correct conjugation), (2) an 

analysis on the combined numbers of As (3 point-score for correct aspect and correct 

conjugation) and Bs (2 point-score for correct aspect and incorrect conjugation) to assess 

correct aspectual choice only, and (3) an analysis on the combined numbers of Bs (2 

point-score for correct aspect and incorrect conjugation) and Cs (1 point-score for 

incorrect aspect and correct conjugation) to assess production of accurate conjugation 

only.  Three two-way analyses of variance (ANOVA) with repeated measures were 

performed on the data.  Instruction type (OB, PI) was the between-subjects factor and 

Time (pretest, posttest 1, posttest 2) was the within-subject factor. 

 

4.6.1 Descriptive Statistics for Accuracy Production Scores: Verbal Forms that 
Received an A (3 Point-Score for Correct Aspect and Correct Conjugation) 

Table 4.11 presents the results including the means and standard deviations for 

both groups for the verbal forms that received an A (3 point-score for correct aspect and 
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correct conjugation) in the production data.  This table shows that for the verbal forms 

that received an A in the production data, both the OB and PI groups improved from 

pretest to posttest 1.  This improvement was maintained from posttest 1 to posttest 2.  
 

Table 4.11 Descriptive Statistics for Accuracy Production Scores: Verbal Forms that 
Received an A (3 Point-Score for Correct Aspect and Correct Conjugation) 

 

Production task  
Number of As  (3 points) 

Group N Mean SD 

Pretest  OB 18 7.89 3.23 
 PI 17 6.94 2.65 
Posttest 1  OB 18 11.89 2.51 
 PI 17 11.65 2.44 
Posttest 2  OB 18 10.83 2.57 
 PI 17 11.18 1.77 

 
 

4.6.2  Statistical Analysis of the Accuracy Production Data: Verbal Forms that 
Received an A (3 Point-Score for Correct Aspect and Correct Conjugation) 

A statistical analysis was performed on the verbal forms that received an A to 

determine the possible effects of instruction type on the way learners choose the correct 

aspect and produce the passé composé and the imparfait correct verbal forms.  Total 

numbers of As of the production pretest and posttests were tabulated to perform the 

analysis.  The results of the ANOVA for the production task shown in Table 4.12 

revealed a significant effect for Time (p = .00).  This indicates that both instruction types 

had a significant effect on test performance.  However, there was no significant effect for 

Instruction Type (p = .69) and no significant interaction effect between Instruction Type 

and Time (p = .34).  This indicates that there were no significant differences between the 

improvement of the OB group and that of the PI group.  Figure 4.4 gives a visual 

representation of the results. 
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Table 4.12 ANOVA Table for Accuracy Production Scores: Verbal Forms that 
Received an A (3 Point-Score for Correct Aspect and Correct Conjugation) 

 

Source SS df MS F p 
Within-subjects Effects 
Time 

377.89 2 188.94 55.28 .00 

Error (Time) 225.57 66 3.41   
Between-subjects Effects 
Instruction type 

2.08 1 2.08 .16 .69 

Error (Instruction Type) 431.77 33 13.08   
Instruction Type x Time 7.30 2 3.65 1.06 .34 

 

Figure 4.4 Interaction plot for Instruction Type and Time for Accuracy Production 
Data: Verbal Forms that Received an A (3 Point-Score for Correct Aspect 
and Correct Conjugation) 
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4.6.3 Descriptive Statistics for Accuracy Production Scores: Verbal Forms that 
Received an A and a B (3 and 2 Point-Score for Correct Aspect Only) 
 

Table 4.13 presents the results including the means and standard deviations for 

both groups for the verbal forms that received an A and a B (3 and 2 point-score for 

correct aspect only) in the production data.  This table shows that for the verbal forms 

that received an A and a B in the production data, both the OB and PI groups improved 

from pretest to posttest 1.  This improvement was maintained from posttest 1 to posttest 

2.   
 

Table 4.13 Descriptive Statistics for Accuracy Production Scores: Verbal Forms that 
Received an A and a B (3 and 2 Point-Score for Correct Aspect) 

 

Production task 
Number of As+Bs 
(3 and 2 pts) 

Group N Mean SD. 

Pretest OB 18 9.83 2.81 
 PI 17 9.17 3.00 
Posttest 1 OB 18 13.33 1.23 
 PI 17 13.35 1.53 
Posttest 2 OB 18 13.22 1.47 
 PI 17 13.41 .79 

 
 

4.6.4 Statistical Analysis of the Accuracy Production Data: Verbal Forms that 
Received an A and a B (3 and 2 Point-Score for Correct Aspect) 

A statistical analysis was performed on the combined total of verbal forms that 

received an A and a B to determine the possible effects of instruction type on the way 

learners choose the correct aspect between perfective (passé composé) and imperfective 

(imparfait).  Total numbers of As and Bs of the production pretest and posttests were 

tabulated to perform the analysis.  The results of the ANOVA for the production task 
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shown in Table 4.14 revealed a significant effect for Time (p = .00).  This indicates that 

both instruction types had a significant effect on test performance.  However, there was 

no significant effect for Instruction Type (p = .77) and no significant interaction effect 

between Instruction Type and Time (p = .45).  This indicates that there were no 

significant difference between the improvement of the OB group and that of the PI group.  

Figure 4.5 gives a visual representation of the results. 

 

Table 4.14 ANOVA Table for Accuracy Production Scores: Verbal Forms that 
Received an A and a B (3 and 2 Point-Score for Correct Aspect) 

 

Source SS df MS F p 
Within-subjects Effects 
Time 

341.14 1.51 224.68 69.63 .00 

Error (Time) 161.67 50.10 3.22   
Between-subjects Effects 
Instruction type 

.58 1 .58 .08 .77 

Error (Instruction Type) 228.40 33 6.92   
Instruction Type x Time 3.50 1.51 2.30 .71 .45 
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Figure 4.5 Interaction plot for Instruction Type and Time for Accuracy Production 
Data: Verbal Forms that Received an A and a B (3 and 2 Point-Score for 
Correct Aspect) 
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4.6.5 Descriptive Statistics for Accuracy Production Scores: Verbal Forms that 
Received an A and a C (3 and 1 Point-Score for Correct Conjugation Only) 

Table 4.15 presents the results including the means and standard deviations for 

both groups for the verbal forms that received an A and a C (3 and 1 point-score for 

correct conjugation only) in the production data.  This table shows that for the verbal 

forms that received an A and a C in the production data, both the OB and PI groups 

improved from pretest to posttest 1.  This improvement was maintained from posttest 1 to 

posttest 2.   
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Table 4.15 Descriptive Statistics for Accuracy Production Scores: Verbal Forms that 
Received an A and a C (3 and 1 Point-Score for Correct Conjugation) 

 

Production task 
Number of As+Cs 
(3 and 1 pts) 

Group N Mean Std. Dev. 

Pretest OB 18 10.83 3.39 
 PI 17 10.17 3.50 
Posttest 1 OB 18 12.94 2.15 
 PI 17 12.52 2.26 
Posttest 2 OB 18 12.00 2.37 
 PI 17 12.52 1.41 

 

4.6.6 Statistical Analysis of the Accuracy Production Data: Verbal Forms that 
Received an A and a C (3 and 1 Point-Score for Correct Conjugation) 

A statistical analysis was performed on the combined total of verbal forms that 

received an A and a C to determine the possible effects of instruction type on the way 

learners produce the correct conjugation for either of the past tenses, passé composé and 

imparfait.  Total numbers of As and Cs of the production pretest and posttests were 

tabulated to perform the analysis.  The results of the ANOVA for the production task 

shown in Table 4.16 revealed a significant effect for Time (p = .00).  This indicates that 

both instruction types had a significant effect on test performance.  However, there was 

no significant effect for Instruction Type (p = . 79) and no significant interaction effect 

between Instruction Type and Time (p = .42).  This indicates that there were no 

significant difference between the improvement of the OB group and that of the PI group.  

Figure 4.6 gives a visual representation of the results. 
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Table 4.16 ANOVA Table for Accuracy Production Scores: Verbal Forms that 
Received an A and a C (3 and 1 Point-Score for Correct Conjugation) 

 

Source SS df MS F p 
Within-subjects Effects 
Time 

96.77 2 48.38 12.36 .00 

Error (Time) 96.77 2 48.38   
Between-subjects Effects 
Instruction type 

.85 1 .85 .06 .79 

Error (Instruction Type) 424.05 33 12.85   
Instruction Type x Time 6.87 2 3.43 .87 .42 

 
 

Figure 4.6 Interaction plot for Instruction Type and Time for Accuracy Production 
Data: Verbal Forms that Received an A and a C (3 and 1 Point-Score for 
correct conjugation) 
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In summary, the results of the analysis of the accuracy production data suggest 

that both output-based instruction and processing instruction had positive effects on the 

way subjects choose aspect (passé composé vs. imparfait) and the accuracy of the 
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conjugated verbal forms in the controlled written production task.  There was no 

statistically significant effect for Instruction across the timepoints between the two 

groups, which means that the two groups performed similarly.  The effects of treatment 

were retained over time for both groups as the means for either group on posttest 2 were 

not significantly different from their means on posttest 1.   

 

4.7 DATA FOR THE COMPOSITION TASK: ACCURACY SCORES 

In order to examine separately the effects of each type of instruction on the 

subjects’ aspectual choice (passé composé vs. imparfait) and the accuracy of the 

conjugated verbal forms, three sub-analyses for the composition (personal narrative) task 

were performed on the data for correct aspectual choice and the data for correct 

conjugation to determine whether the OB group and the PI group performed differently: 

(1) an analysis on the total numbers of As (3 point-score for correct aspect and correct 

conjugation), (2) an analysis on the combined numbers of As (3 point-score for correct 

aspect and correct conjugation) and Bs (2 point-score for correct aspect and incorrect 

conjugation) to assess correct aspectual choice only, and (3) an analysis on the combined 

numbers of Bs (2 point-score for correct aspect and incorrect conjugation) and Cs (1 

point-score for incorrect aspect and correct conjugation) to assess production of accurate 

conjugation only.  Three two-way analyses of variance (ANOVA) with repeated 

measures were performed on the data.  Instruction type (OB, PI) was the between-

subjects factor and Time (pretest, posttest 1, posttest 2) was the within-subject factor. 
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4.7.1 Descriptive Statistics for Accuracy Composition Scores: Verbal Forms that 
Received an A (3 Point-Score for Correct Aspect and Correct Conjugation) 

Table 4.17 presents the results including the means and standard deviations for 

both groups for the verbal forms that received an A (3 point-score for correct aspect and 

correct conjugation) in the composition data.  This table shows that for the verbal forms 

that received an A in the composition data, the means for both the OB and PI groups 

appear to be similar on posttest 1 and on posttest 2.   

 

Table 4.17. Descriptive Statistics for Accuracy Composition Scores: Verbal forms that 
Received an A (3 Point-Score for Correct Aspect and Correct Conjugation) 

 

Composition task:  
Number of As (3 points) 

Group N Mean SD. 

Posttest 1 OB 18 14.83 3.24 
 PI 17 15.29 3.46 
Posttest 2 OB 18 15.27 2.56 
 PI 17 14.35 3.39 

 

4.7.2  Statistical Analysis of the Accuracy Composition Data: Verbal Forms that 
received an A (3 Point-Score for Correct Aspect and Correct Conjugation) 

A statistical analysis was performed on the verbal forms that received an A to 

determine the possible effects of instruction type on the way learners choose the correct 

aspect and produce the passé composé and the imparfait correct verbal forms in their 

personal narratives.  Total numbers of As of the production pretest and posttests were 

tabulated to perform the analysis.  The results of the ANOVA for the composition task 

shown in Table 4.18 revealed no significant effect for Time (p = .65).  There was no 

significant effect for Instruction Type (p = .80) and no significant interaction effect 

between Instruction Type and Time (p = .21).  This indicates that there were no 
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significant differences between the improvement of the OB group and that of the PI 

group.  Figure 4.7 gives a visual representation of the results. 

 

Table 4.18 ANOVA Table for Accuracy Composition Scores: Verbal Forms that 
Received an A (3 Point-Score for Correct Aspect and Correct Conjugation) 

 

Source SS df MS F p- 
Within-subjects Effects 
Time 

1.07 1.00 1.07 .20 .65 

Error (Time) 170.69 33 5.17   
Between-subjects Effects 
Instruction type 

.94 1 .94 .06 .80 

Error (Instruction Type) 494.83 33 14.99   
Instruction Type x Time 8.39 1 8.39 1.62 .21 

 
 

Figure 4.7 Interaction plot for Instruction Type and Time for Accuracy Composition 
Data: Verbal Forms that Received an A (3 Point-Score for Correct Aspect 
and Correct Conjugation) 
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4.7.3 Descriptive Statistics for Accuracy Composition Scores: Verbal Forms that 
Received an A and a B (3 and 2 Point-Score for Correct Aspect only) 
 

Table 4.19 presents the results including the means and standard deviations for 

both groups for the verbal forms that received an A and a B (3 and 2 point-score for 

correct aspect only) in the composition data.  This table shows that for the verbal forms 

that received an A in the composition data, the means for both the OB and PI groups 

appear to be similar on posttest 1 and on posttest 2.  The gain was maintained from 

posttest 1 to posttest 2. 
 
 

Table 4.19 Descriptive Statistics for Accuracy Composition Scores: Total of Verbs that 
Received a 3 and 2 Point Score for Correct Aspect 

 

Composition task  
Number of As + Bs  
(3 and 2 pts) 

Group N Mean SD. 

Posttest 1 OB 18 17.05 2.10 
 PI 17 18.29 1.72 
Posttest 2  OB 18 17.50 1.86 
 PI 17 17.00 2.76 

 
 

4.7.4 Statistical Analysis of the Accuracy Composition Data: Verbal Forms that 
Received an A and a B (3 and 2 Point-Score for Correct Aspect) 

A statistical analysis was performed on the combined total of verbal forms that 

received an A and a B to determine the possible effects of instruction type on the way 

learners choose the correct aspect between perfective (passé composé) and imperfective 

(imparfait) in their personal narratives.  Total numbers of As and Bs of the production 

pretest and posttests were tabulated to perform the analysis.  The results of the ANOVA 

for the production task shown in Table 4.20 revealed no significant effect for Time (p = 
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.32).  There was no significant effect for Instruction Type (p = .53) but there was a 

significant interaction effect between Instruction Type and Time (p = .05).  This indicates 

that there were a significant difference between the improvement of the OB group and 

that of the PI group.  As an examination of the means for each group at each timepoint 

suggested that the OB group increased slightly on posttest 2 while the PI group 

decreased, a follow-up analysis was conducted on both posttests in order to determine 

any difference in the way each groups performs on the posttests.  A follow-up pairwise 

comparisons of time within each group was conducted, using Sidak's adjustment for 

multiple comparisons.  No significant difference was found across time for the OB group 

(p = .460) but a significant difference was shown for the PI group (p. = .042).  Thus, 

between posttest 1 and posttest 2, the PI group showed a significant loss of gains while 

the OB group maintained its gains.  Figure 4.8 gives a visual representation of the results. 

 

Table 4.20 ANOVA Table for Accuracy Composition Scores: Verbal Forms that 
Received an A and a B (3 and 2 Point-Score for Correct Aspect) 

 

Source SS df MS F p 
Within-subjects Effects 
Time 

3.15 1 3.15 .99 .32 

Error (Time) 104.98 33 3.18   
Between-subjects Effects 
Instruction type 

2.38 1 2.38 .39 .53 

Error (Instruction Type) 197.98 33 6.00   
Instruction Type x Time 13.21 1 13.21 4.15 .05 
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Figure 4.8 Interaction plot for Instruction Type and Time for Accuracy Composition 
Data: Verbal Forms that Received an A and a B (3 and 2 Point-Score for 
Correct Aspect) 
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4.7.5 Descriptive Statistics for Accuracy Composition Scores: Verbal Forms that 
Received an A and a C (3 point and 1 Point-Score for Correct Conjugation only) 

Table 4.21 presents the results including the mean and standard deviation for both 

groups for the verbal forms that received an A and a C (3 and 1 point-score for correct 

conjugation only) in the composition data.  This table shows that for the verbal forms that 

received an A and a C in the composition data, the means for both the OB and PI groups 

appear to be similar on posttest 1 and on posttest 2.  For the OB group the standard 

deviation decreased from posttest 1 to posttest 2 whereas the standard deviation for the PI 

group increased. 
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Table 4.21 Descriptive Statistics for Accuracy Composition Scores: total of verbs that 
Received an A and a C (3 and 1 Point-Score for Correct Conjugation) 

 

Composition task 
Number of As+Cs  
(3 and 1 pts) 

Group N Mean SD 

Posttest 1 OB 18 16.88 2.97 
 PI 17 16.47 2.45 
Posttest 2 OB 18 17.05 1.73 
 PI 17 16.52 2.76 

 
 

4.7.6  Statistical analysis for Composition Scores: Total of Verbs that Received a 3 
and 1 Point-Score (Correct Conjugation) 
 

A statistical analysis was performed on the verbal forms that received an A and a 

C to determine the possible effects of instruction type on the way learners produce the 

correct conjugation for either of the past tenses, passé composé and imparfait.  Total 

numbers of As and Cs on the two posttests were tabulated to perform the analysis.  The 

results of the ANOVA for the composition task shown in Table 4.22 revealed no 

significant effect for Time (p = .81).  There was no significant effect for Instruction Type 

(p = .50) and no significant interaction effect between Instruction Type and Time (p = 

.91).  This indicates that there was no significant difference between the improvement of 

the OB group and that of the PI group.  Figure 4.9 gives a visual representation of the 

results. 
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Table 4.22 ANOVA Table for Accuracy Composition Scores: Verbal Forms that 
Received an A and a C (3 and 1 Point-Score for Correct Conjugation) 

 

Source SS df MS F p 
Within-subjects Effects 
Time 

.22 1 .22 .056 .81 

Error (Time) 131.72 33 3.99   
Between-subjects Effects 
Instruction type 

3.89 1 3.89 .44 .50 

Error (Instruction Type) 287.47 33 8.71   
Instruction Type x Time .051 1 .051 .01 .91, 

 

Figure 4.9 Interaction Plot for Instruction Type and Time for Accuracy Composition 
Data: Verbal Forms that Received an A and a C (3 and 1 Point-Score for Correct 
Conjugation) 
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In summary, the results of the analysis of the accuracy composition data suggest 

that both output-based instruction and processing instruction had positive effects on the 

way subjects choose aspect (passé composé vs. imparfait) and the accuracy of the 
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conjugated verbal forms in the personal narrative composition task.  There was no  

statistically significant effect for Time and no statistically significant effect for 

Instruction across the timepoints between the two groups, which means that the two 

groups performed similarly.  Although the effects of treatment were retained over time 

for both groups, there were a significant difference between the gains of the PI group and 

the OB group on posttest 2 for the use of correct aspect. That is, the means show that 

while both groups performed similarly on posttest 2, the gains of the PI group decreased 

more than the gains of the OB group for correct aspect between posttest 1 and posttest 2.  

 

4.8 SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR THE ACCURACY SCORES 

Both output-based instruction and processing instruction resulted in improved 

performance and had significantly positive effects on the acquisition of the French 

aspectual distinction and the acquisition of the passé composé and imparfait verbal 

conjugations.  The results show that after treatment, native-like use of aspect and tense  

significantly increased as well as correct aspect choice and accuracy of the past tense 

conjugations.  Both instruction types had effects on the developing system of the learners 

and these effects proved to be retained over a month period.  Tables 4.23 and 4.24 

summarizes the results of the analysis of the accuracy scores for the production and the 

composition.   
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Table 4.23 Summary Results of Instructional Effects for the Accuracy Scores on the 
Production Task for the Aspectual Distinction in French.   

 

Accuracy codes Instruction 
Type 

Immediate Effects 
Posttest 1 

Effects Over Time 
Posttest 2 

Sig. 
Diff? 

A (correct aspect and 
conjugation) 

OB Yes Yes No 

 PI 
 

Yes Yes  

A+B (correct aspect 
only) 

OB Yes Yes No 

 PI 
 

Yes Yes  

A+C (correct 
conjugation only) 

OB Yes Yes No 

 PI 
 

Yes Yes  

 

Table 4.24 Summary Results of Instructional Effects for the Accuracy Scores on the 
Composition Task for the Aspectual Distinction in French   

 

Accuracy codes Instruction 
Type 

Immediate  
Effects 

Posttest 1 

Effects  
Over Time 
Posttest 2 

Sig. Diff? 

A (correct aspect and 
conjugation) 

OB Yes Yes No 

 PI 
 

Yes Yes  

A+B (correct aspect 
only) 

OB Yes Yes Yes 
PI loss > OB 

 PI 
 

Yes Yes  

A+C (correct 
conjugation only) 

OB Yes Yes No 

 PI 
 

Yes Yes  
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With regards to the four hypotheses proposed in section 2.6, the results of the 

statistical analyses suggest the following: 

 

(1) Hypothesis 1:  On the interpretation task, both the PI group and the OB 

group will improve from pretest to immediate posttest but the processing group will 

improve more and the differential gains between the groups will be significant. 

Not supported.  This hypothesis was based on previous research on processing 

instruction vs. ouput based instruction in which the PI group made significant gains from 

pretest to the first posttest on the interpretation task while the OB group did not.  The 

present study did not show the same findings.  The results indicate that both the output-

based instruction and the processing instruction groups performed better after treatment 

on the first posttest.  Both types of instruction had significant effects on the interpretation 

of the aspectual differences between the passé composé and the imparfait by French as a 

foreign language subjects, but the processing instruction did not prove to be superior to 

the output-based instruction (traditional grammar instruction) as the differential gains 

between the groups were not significant across timepoints.  Although learners in the 

output-based group only focused on production rather than interpreting and 

comprehending input, the output-based instruction had a significant impact on the 

learners’ developing system and they were able to access their new knowledge for 

interpretation purposes. 

 

(2) Hypothesis 2: On the production task, both the PI group and the OB group 

will improve from pretest to immediate posttest, and there will be no significant 

difference between the differential gains of each group. 
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Supported.  This hypothesis was based on previous research on processing 

instruction vs. ouput based instruction in which both the OB and the PI groups made 

significant gains on the production task and were not significantly different from each 

other.  The present study showed the same findings.  The results indicate that both the 

output-based instruction and the processing instruction groups performed better after 

treatment on the first posttest. Both types of instruction had significant effects on the 

production of the aspectual differences between the passé composé and the imparfait.  

Subjects in the output-based instruction group did equally well as the subjects in the 

processing instruction group.  The differential gains between the groups were not 

significant.  That is, even though learners in the processing group only focused on 

interpreting and comprehending input rather than producing output, the processing 

instruction had a significant impact on the learners’ developing system, and they were 

able to access their new knowledge for production purposes.  The PI group appears to 

have received what was necessary to improve on the production task, thus showing that 

output practice may not be required for significant gains to be made on production tasks 

focused on the French past aspectual distinction.  As shown by the results, significant 

improvement on output-based tasks can be attained by PI alone.  

 

(3) Hypothesis 3: On the composition task, both the PI group and the OB 

group will perform similarly on the immediate posttest, and there will be no significant 

difference between the differential gains of each group. 

Supported.  The results indicate that both the output-based instruction and the 

processing instruction groups performed at a high level after treatment on the first 

posttest and their improved performance was maintained through the second posttest on 

the production of the aspectual differences between the passé composé and the imparfait 
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in the composition task (personal narrative).  Subjects in the output-based instruction 

group did equally well as the subjects in the processing instruction group.  The 

differential gains between the groups were not significant.  Again, results show that the 

processing instruction had a significant impact on the learners’ developing system as they 

were able to use what they had learned for production purposes and that significant 

improvement on output-based tasks can be attained by PI alone.  

 

(4) Hypothesis 4: On the interpretation task, the gains of the PI group will be 

maintained over time, but not the gains of the OB group.  On the production task and the 

composition task, gains of both groups will be maintained over time.  

Partially supported.  This hypothesis was based on previous research on 

processing instruction vs. ouput based instruction in which both the PI group maintained 

their gains on the interpretation, the production and the composition task while the OB 

group maintained the improved gains on the production and the composition task.  The 

present study showed some of the same findings.  The results indicate that both the 

output-based instruction and the processing instruction groups performed better after 

treatment on the first posttest and that improvement was maintained through the second 

delayed posttest.  The results indicate that the positive effect of both output-based 

instruction and processing instruction held over time for all tasks and there was no 

significant difference between the groups, except for the composition accuracy scores.  

The PI group showed a significant loss of gains on the correct aspect only measure 

(As+Bs) between posttest 1 and posttest 2 while OB group maintained its gains.  Despite 

this difference, both groups performed equally well overall and both types of instruction 

had similar impact on the learners’ interlanguage development. 
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 In summary, the statistical analyses for the interpretation, the controlled 

production and the composition (personal narrative) tests indicate that OB and PI 

instruction had very similar effects on how learners interpreted and produced the past 

aspectual distinction in French. 

 

4.9 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

This section discusses the results of the study conducted to investigate whether 

output-based instruction and processing instruction have an impact on the acquisition of 

the perfective/imperfective aspectual distinction in French and whether the two 

instruction types had different effects.  The research design examined whether output-

based instruction and processing instruction would bring improvement to the learners’ 

performance on the discourse-level tasks (narratives) involving the  

perfective/imperfective aspectual distinction in French.  Specifically, the study focused 

on the impact of attempting to alter learner’s processing of the aspectual distinction in 

French and the use of the passé composé and the imparfait verb tenses.  Two different 

types of instruction were compared: output-based instruction, which focused learners’ 

attention on producing the aspectual distinction between the French passé composé and 

imparfait verbal forms, and processing, which directed learners’ attention to interpreting 

or comprehending the linguistic forms.   

The statistical analyses for the interpretation, the controlled production and the 

composition (personal narrative) tests do not show a significant difference between the 

output-based instruction and processing instruction.  The results of the present study 

deviate from those of previous research that has compared the differential effects of 

processing instruction and output-based instruction (VanPatten and Cadierno, 1993; 

Cadierno, 1995; Buck, 2000; VanPatten and Wong, 2003) as processing instruction did 
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not prove to be superior to the output-based instruction.  More specifically, the results of 

the interpretation task and the production task do not resemble VanPatten and Cadierno’s 

(1993).  In that study, the processing group made significant gains on the interpretation 

test in the posttesting phase while the traditional group did not. The gain was maintained 

for the month that post-testing was conducted.  On the production test, both the 

traditional and processing groups made significant gains but were not significantly 

different from each other.  These gains were maintained over the month posttesting 

phase.  None of the aforementioned studies included a personal narrative/composition 

task. 

The only significant difference between the results of the OB and the PI groups 

occurred for the accuracy scores of the composition task for correct aspect, which show 

that there was a significant loss of gains for the PI group.  My hypothesis is that the 

difference on this restricted data set is due to a single subject’s score dipping.  Given the 

small number of subjects, a change in outcome on the statistical analyses would be 

expected.  The findings of the present study show that both types of instruction had very 

similar effects on how learners interpreted and produced the French aspectual distinction 

and the passé composé and imparfait verb conjugations.   

The first explanation for why output-based instruction was found as effective as 

processing instruction group is the complex nature of the grammatical point.  The first 

guideline for the design of structured input activities is to present one thing at a time, that 

is, to present only one form-meaning connection in an activity (Lee and Van Patten, 

1995; VanPatten, 1996).  As the aspectual distinction between the passé composé and the 

imparfait in French encompasses many grammar points (formation of passé composé, 

formation of imparfait, construction of coherent narrative, and choice of appropriate 

aspect) and therefore requires the learners to process many form-meaning connections at 
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a time, it could be argued that processing instruction is not effective in teaching such a 

grammatical item. Similarly, DeKeyser and Solaski (1996) argue that the degree of 

morphosyntactic complexity of the target grammar structure may have an impact on the 

results of a comparative study between processing instruction and output-based 

instruction and that VanPatten and Cadierno’s study (1993) may not be generalizable to 

all grammatical items.  Given the functional complexity of the French aspectual 

distinction and the formal complexity of the passé composé and imparfait verbal 

paradigms, processing instruction may not be any better suited to the teaching of the 

French perfective/imperfective aspectual distinction than more discrete grammar points 

examined in previous research such as Spanish object pronouns or the French causative 

construction.   

A second explanation for why output-based instruction was found as effective as 

processing instruction group may be related to the participants’ previous linguistic 

knowledge.  Both the OB and the PI groups were heterogeneous as they included false 

beginners who had studied from 2 to 4 years of French in highschool and true beginners.  

Some subjects had near-perfect scores on the pretests showing that they had already 

learned the aspectual distinction in French.  It can be argued that removing the high 

scoring subjects from the data pool would have resulted in a stronger overall statistical 

effect. 

Another possible explanation may be related to the characteristics of processing 

instruction itself.  As most PI research has been focused on sentence-level processing, 

(object pronouns in Spanish, the ser/estar contrast in Spanish, the French Causative, the 

Italian future, and the simple present vs. present progressive present in English), it might 

be argued that PI is not more advantageous for linguistic structures that operate at the 

discourse level and are pragmatically conditioned such as the tense/aspect system 
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including the notions of foreground vs. background and narrative structure as explained 

by Bardovi-Harlig (1992b, 1994, 1995a, 1998; See Chapter 2).  Blyth (2005, p. 235) 

notes that the L2 temporal/aspectual system might not be effectively handled by PI. 

The guidelines for creating structured input activities that require a focus on one 
grammatical form at a time present a sticky problem for tense-aspect distinctions 
whose meanings are only fully grasped in opposition to each  other.  As 
discourse-analytic approaches to tense-aspect distinctions make abundantly clear, 
the narrative foreground (perfective aspect) is defined  in part by it opposition to 
its functional counterpart, the background(imperfective aspect) and vice-versa. 

Challenging this view, VanPatten (2004, pp. 318-319) contends that research 

conducted using discourse-level production tasks including oral and written video 

narration (VanPatten & Sanz, 1995; Sanz 1997, 2004) and guided compositions (Cheng, 

2002, 2004), has shown that PI is effective at improving learners’ performance on 

discourse-based production tasks.  He also argues that although PI has not yet been 

assessed on discourse-based interpretation tasks, it can be hypothesized that if PI has 

positive effects on discourse-level production, it will have positive effects on discourse-

level interpretation tasks. 

Another explanation for why the OB group performed as well as the PI group is 

the nature of the PI treatment itself.  As described in Chapter 1, processing instruction 

identifies specific processing strategies that L2 learners rely on during processing (Lee 

and Van Patten, 1995; VanPatten, 1996; VanPatten, 2004) and is designed to address the 

ineffective processing strategies of learners as they process L2 input.  As described in 

Chapter 1, the goal of processing instruction is to identify and circumvent an inefficient 

or erroneous processing strategy by designing structured input activities to address the  

issue.  For example, the First-Noun Principle, stating that learners tend to process the first 

noun or pronoun they encounter in a sentence as the subject or agent, has been a clearly 

proven processing strategy for speakers of languages that are exclusively SVO (subject-
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verb-object) like English.  Languages like Spanish have a more flexible syntax, allowing 

for SVO, SOV or OVS, and consequently English learners of Spanish will often 

misinterpret Spanish sentences, a behavior that will have an effect on the acquisition of 

languages features such as object pronouns in Spanish or the French Causative 

construction.  Research has led to another important strategy, the Primacy of Meaning 

Principle, stating that learners process input for meaning before they process it for form 

and one of its sub-principle, the Lexical Preference Principle, stating that learners will 

tend to rely on lexical items as opposed to grammatical form to get meaning when both 

encode the same semantic information (VanPatten, 2004).  Very often in any language, 

an utterance will contain two or three elements that convey the same information.  In a 

sentence such as Yesterday, my friends went to the movies, both the adverb yesterday and 

the verbal form express past tense.  Studies have shown that learners rely on lexical 

markers in the input to assign tense rather than on verbal morphology (Van Patten, 1995; 

VanPatten, 1996; VanPatten, 2000).  Although aspect marking strategies and the effects 

of the Primacy of Meaning Principle and the Lexical Preference Principle on the way L2 

students process past tense utterances or discourse have been reported in L2 production in 

Romance languages (Sanz and Fernandez, 1992; Lee, Cadierno, Glass, and VanPatten, 

1997; Lee, 1999; Bardovi-Harlig, 2000 as discussed in Chapter 2), a clear processing 

problem of the French tense/aspect system has yet to be identified and proven for L2 

English learners.  Blyth (2005, p.235) points out that the need for more research to help 

design better processing instruction activities to teach the aspectual distinction in French. 

The problem with the application of structured input activities to the instruction of 
Romance aspect is that they are not based on empirical studies of bilingual 
processing.  Rather, most applications of processing instruction have been based 
on linguistic descriptions of observed learner production errors. […] Until 
research confirms that there is a clear discrepancy in L1/L2 processing, 
processing instruction is theoretically questionable. 
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Although the results do not show the superiority of processing instruction over 

output-based instruction, they show that the PI group in the present study performed at 

the same high level as the PI groups in previous studies; thus it can be argued that the 

positive effects of processing instruction are indeed generalizable to a grammatical item 

as complex as the contrast between the passé composé and the imparfait in French.  The 

main difference between this study and the previous ones is in fact the high performance 

of the OB group on all tasks which caused both groups to be statistically similar.  One 

reason that may explain why the output-based group performed at the same level as the 

PI group is the nature of the output-based instructional materials in this study.  In 

previous studies (VanPatten and Cadierno, 1993; Cadierno, 1995; Buck, 2000; VanPatten 

and Wong, 2003), the output-based instruction, labeled traditional instruction, involved 

mechanical drills, then meaningful  drills, and communicative practice.  As described in 

Lee and Vanpatten (1995), one of the main characteristics of traditional language 

instruction used in most PI studies is the sequencing of exercises.  First, participants were 

presented with mechanical drills, followed by meaningful drills and finally 

communicative activities (Paulston 1971).  This classification is based on whether or not 

the learners need to understand what is said to them or what they are producing 

themselves to complete the exercise or activity successfully.  As noted in Chapter 1, a 

typical mechanical drill such as a substitution drill has only one correct answer. For 

example, a classic mechanical drill will direct the learners to change the present form of 

the verb in a sentence to the passé composé form: e.g.: Julie danse maintenant� Julie a 

dansé hier.  (Julie is dancing now � Julie danced yesterday).  In meaningful drills, 

students must attend to the meaning of the elicitation and their own answers, yet only one 

answer is also correct and is already known to all the participants in the group.  For 

example, students will be shown a series a pictures depicting what a character did the day 
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before, and the students will be directed to use the passé composé to describe each 

picture.  A communicative drill requires attention to meaning, has no correct or incorrect 

answer, and the information contained in the participant’s utterance is new and unknown 

to the person asking the question and the group.  For example, a typical communicative 

activity will be composed of a series of questions of what the learners did the day before 

such as: Hier soir, est-ce que vous êtes sorti(e) avec des amis? (Last night, did you go out 

with friends?) 

In the present study, the output-based treatment did not include mechanical drills 

or a progression from mechanical to more communicative practice, but rather was 

constituted of a variety of meaningful and communicative activities alternating with each 

other. The output-based instruction provided therefore more meaningful and 

communicative practice than the traditional instruction treatment used in previous 

research on the effects of processing instruction.  Farley (2004b) investigates the effects 

of PI and Meaning-Based Output Instruction (MOI) on the acquisition of the Spanish 

Subjunctive and addresses the question of whether the findings in previous PI vs. 

traditional instruction studies were contingent on the fact that PI is entirely meaning 

based and traditional instruction is not (p. 143).  Similar to those of the present study, 

Farley’s results show that PI and MOI had comparable effects on how English learners 

interpreted and produced the Spanish subjunctive.  In both studies, the meaningful and 

communicative component in the output-based instructional treatment might have helped 

the learners make form-meaning connections since they were provided with opportunities 

to focus on both the form and the meaning of the input.  Furthermore, as concluded in 

Farley (2004b) and Cheng (2004), during a meaning-based output instruction of the type 

used in this study, that is meaning-based in nature; during the instructional treatment, the 

participants’ ouput, including that of the instructor, became input for the other learners 
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and presented them with “incidental structured input” (Farley, 2004, p 163) which 

presented them with opportunities to process and interpret input.  This could help explain 

why the OB group performed equally well as the PI group. 

In conclusion, it appears that the difficulty of comparing and duplicating studies 

need to be emphasized.  Studies often use the same labels for very different treatments. 

Farley (2004b) and VanPatten and Wong (2003) state that comparative studies often lead 

to different findings depending on how the researchers operationalize the treatments and 

the assessments.  

With respect to the general question of the teachability and learnability of the 

tense/aspect system in L2 French, the data presented in this chapter suggest that meaning-

based instruction, whether input or output–oriented, appear to have a great impact on the 

learners’ developing system.  Some further conclusions and implications are discussed in 

Chapter 5. 
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CHAPTER 5 - CONCLUSION 

5.0 INTRODUCTION 
 

In this chapter, some conclusions are made regarding the findings of the present 

study and theoretical and pedagogical implications are discussed.  Finally, some 

limitations of the study are outlined and future directions for research are suggested. 

 

5.1 CONCLUSIONS AND THEORETICAL AND PEDAGOGICAL IMPLICATIONS 

First, this experiment shows that instruction has a positive impact on second 

language acquisition, and particularly on the acquisition of tense-aspect by adult learners.  

Furthermore, types of instruction that prompt the learners to connect form and meaning 

show immediate results after treatment.   

As the output-based instruction group was exposed during the treatment phase to 

production activities focusing on the perfective/imperfective aspectual distinction, it had 

a clear advantage on the production task.  However, the processing instruction group 

performed equally well as the output-based group which supports VanPatten’s input 

processing model of acquisition (VanPatten 1984, 1985, 1990, 1992, 1995, 1996, 2002, 

2004) explaining how learners use input to derive intake, which becomes part of their 

developing system.  The findings of this study support the claim that processing 

instruction has proven effective in helping the learners to develop both their receptive and 

productive abilities.  Similarly, although learners in the output-based group only focused 

on production rather than interpreting and comprehending input, the output-based 

instruction had a significant impact on the learners’ developing system and they were 

able to access their new knowledge for interpretation purposes. 
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The results of the present study are important in contributing to research on 

processing instruction.  Previous studies have shown that PI has beneficial effects on the 

acquisition of grammatical structures such as object pronouns in Spanish, the ser/estar 

contrast in Spanish, the French Causative, the Italian future and the simple present vs. 

present progressive in English, whose complexity does not compare to the complexity of 

the tense/aspect system in French.  The results of this study are particularly significant in 

showing that the PI group made significant gains on both interpretation and production 

tasks focusing on the perfective/imperfective distinction in French.  As the complexity of 

this grammatical point was shown from linguistic and discursive perspectives, this 

experiment demonstrates that PI has significantly beneficial effects on the acquisition of a 

highly complex grammatical feature and provides an empirical basis for the use of PI for 

the acquisition of the tense/aspect system.   

In the present study, either type of instruction, output-based or processing, may 

have helped the learners make form-meaning connections and may have had a significant 

impact on the learners’ developing system.  Consequently, this study raises the question 

about the roles of input and output in second language acquisition.  As the results of this 

experiment do not allow us to posit that input is more beneficial than output, a most 

important question emerges which is to define the nature of the input and the ouput that is 

most valuable in language instruction.  VanPatten (2002a) points out that the proponents 

of PI “never claimed that input is better than output in general, nor that output plays no 

role in SLA”(p. 795).  As noted earlier,Swain (1991) in her evaluation of French 

immersion programs in Canada found that although immersion learners of French often 

reach a nativelike comprehension of the L2, their “productive skills remain far from 

nativelike, particularly with respect to grammatical competence.”  Long and Robinson 

(1998), citing Swain’s results, conclude that to promote both fluency and accuracy, 
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“exposure” alone is not sufficient and that “additional saliency for the problematic 

features seems to be required” achieved through focus on form techniques (p. 21).  Long 

(1991) argues against a ‘focus on forms’, i.e., methodology in which discrete grammar 

points are the focus of the lessons, presented one at a time, and where meaning and 

communication is often overlooked in instruction.  Instead, he favors a ‘focus on form’ 

approach, such as structured input activities which includes forms, meaning and function.  

The ultimate aim of focus on form (FonF) methodologies and techniques is to teach 

language by drawing attention to form through communication.  Commenting on Farley’s 

(2004b) study, VanPatten (2002a) concludes as well that it is reasonable to think that 

because both processing instruction and meaning-based output instruction are meaning-

oriented, “it is the meaning-oriented nature of instruction that is most important.  As long 

as classes and materials are meaning-oriented and avoid mechanical and display 

language, acquisition is fostered and PI is no better than any other meaning-based output 

instruction with a form focus.” (p 798).  The results of the present study are consistent 

with Farley (2004b) and suggest that approaches to grammar instruction which 

incorporate activities that focus on both form and meaning, whether they are input based 

or output-based appear to be highly efficient.  Meaning-based output-oriented instruction 

and processing instruction both illustrate how to integrate meaning-focused and form-

focused instruction in one methodology. 

It is important to reiterate that the results of processing instruction in this study 

are consistent with previous PI research which has shown that PI achieved significant 

effects on both interpretation and productions tasks.  As Farley (2004b) points out, the 

same claim cannot be made about any type of output-based instruction, even if in the 

present study the output-based instruction had similar results to those of PI.  As Farley 

(2004b) also notes, further research is needed to show evidence that meaning-based 
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output instruction has significant positive effects on learners’ interpretation and 

production of various grammatical features. 

The results of this experiment have both theoretical and pedagogical implications.  

Many researchers (Krashen, 1982, 1985; Ellis 1990; Doughty; 1991, Larsen-Freeman & 

Long 1991, Gass, 1997; VanPatten, 1995, 1996, 2002b, 2004b, among others) have 

provided evidence that input is essential to SLA.  However, in this study the output-based 

group performed as well, if not better than the PI group, as shown by the findings that 

both groups made significant gains on immediate and delayed posttests as compared to 

pretests, for interpretation, controlled production and composition.  Therefore, it can be 

concluded that output can, like PI, lead to linguistic development, as long as it is 

meaningful and conducive to making form-meaning connections.  The results of the 

present study emphasize the importance of both input and output in second language 

acquisition.  One pedagogical implication suggested by this study is that L2 learners 

would benefit the most by being presented with a type of instruction that includes both 

processing instruction using structured input activities and meaning-based output 

practice.  The combination of both processing instruction and meaning based output 

instruction will provide respectively structured input and incidental input leading possibly 

to strong form-meaning connections and a more significant impact on the learners’ 

developing system.  This combined approach should prove efficient in building fluency 

and accuracy at all stages of instruction of the tense/aspect system in French.   

As discussed earlier, the results of this study have also implications regarding the 

nature of replication studies.  As noted at the end of chapter 4, Farley (2004b) and  

VanPatten and Wong (2003) state that comparative studies conducted by different 

researchers often lead to different findings depending on how the researchers 

operationalize the treatments and the assessments.  Although the present study was 
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originally designed to replicate VanPatten and Cadierno (1993), the nature of the output-

based treatment materials greatly differed from the one used in the original study.  

VanPatten and Cadierno’s output treatment, labeled traditional grammar instruction, 

involved an explicit explanation of the form in focus, the complete paradigm of the 

forms, and then was followed by mechanical, then meaningful, then communicative 

practices.  As discussed earlier in Chapter 4, the output-based treatment in the present 

study did not include mechanical drills or a progression from mechanical to more 

communicative practice, but rather was constituted of a variety of meaningful and 

communicative activities alternating with each other.  It may be argued that grammar 

instruction has evolved since the 1980’s and that traditional instruction as defined by Lee 

and VanPatten may have become obsolete as grammar instruction widely used in 

language textbooks and classrooms rarely includes mechanical practice and is thus more 

meaning-based.  This position would support employing a meaning-oriented output 

instruction in lieu of a traditional grammar type of instruction to update PI research by 

contrasting it to a more meaningful and communicative output instruction of a type used 

in second language classes today.  Although VanPatten  (2002a) maintains that traditional 

grammar is still “the dominant grammar instruction type used in foreign language 

instruction in the United States, if not around the world” (p.794), he emphasizes the need 

for conceptual replication studies which compare processing instruction with different 

types of output-based instruction. 

 

5.2 LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

Two important limitations of the study are related to the subject pool.  First, the 

results of the present experiment are based on a small sample size (n=35), and second, the 

learners are all from the same university, i.e., the learners are from the same language 
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program and have received the same type of language instruction.  Consequently, the 

results can only be applied to the participants of this study and generalizations regarding 

the findings and conclusions, as for most classroom-based research, of this study to a 

wider population should be made with caution.  It should be pointed out, however, that 

previous studies on input processing (VanPatten and Cadierno, 1993; VanPatten & Sanz, 

1995; Cadierno, 1995; Buck, 2000; VanPatten and Wong, 2003, Sanz 1997, 2004, Cheng, 

2002, 2004; Farley 2004b) have reported findings consistent with those of the present 

study.  Notably, they provided evidence that processing instruction has significantly 

positive effects on  the learners’ performance on interpretation and production tasks and 

the development of learners’ interlanguage.  Furthermore, the present study reports the 

same results as Farley (2004b), showing that meaning-based output instruction was as 

effective as processing instruction.  Although these results are promising, further research 

on the effects of PI and output-based instruction is needed on bigger samples of 

participants and on learners of French from other language programs and with various 

types of exposure to French. 

A third limitation is the duration of the treatment, which lasted two days and of 

the duration of the instructional effects which were measured only over a period of one 

month.  Further research on the instructional effects of processing instruction and output-

based instruction could include extending the treatment for a longer period of time to 

examine the long-term effects of processing instruction and output-based instruction over 

one or two semesters. Such a study would give valuable insights into the stages of 

development of the learners’ interlanguage.  Finally, another limitation is the absence of a 

control group in this study. 

Further research is needed to investigate the impact of processing instruction and 

output-based instruction on more spontaneous oral language production as the learners 
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were required to complete only written interpretation and production tests.  Thus, the 

results do not provide evidence that processing instruction or output-based instruction 

would yield significant gains on oral tasks involving the passé composé/imparfait 

distinction.  Different assessment tasks such as oral interviews would require learners to 

produce different types of output in less processing time during real-time production.  

Previous research has shown that processing instruction had beneficial effects on the oral 

production of the L2 learners.  VanPatten and Sanz (1995) investigated the effects of PI 

on the acquisition of object pronouns in Spanish in comparison to a control group using 

the same materials as in VanPatten and Cadierno (1993) and included written and oral 

production tasks (sentence-level test, question-and-answer test, and a video narration 

test).  The results showed that although the PI group improved on all the tasks, it 

performed significantly better on the written tests but did not achieve a significant 

difference on the oral tests.  Another study, Sanz and Morgan-Short (2004) using 

computer-assisted language learning (CALL) found similar results.  They examined the 

effects of PI (structured input) and the role of explicit information using the same 

assessment tasks used in VanPatten and Sanz (1995).  The results showed that the 

participants improved significantly on all the tasks, including the video retelling.  There 

were no delayed post-test given, so no information was available about long-term 

retention.  Although processing instruction has been shown to have beneficial effects on 

both written and oral tasks for the object pronouns in Spanish, it is necessary to examine 

this issue for oral tasks involving the tense/aspect system in French. 

It would be interesting to further investigate the factors that caused the output-

based instruction group to perform similarly to the processing group on the interpretation 

task.  As Farley (2004b) suggests, a study using computer-assisted language learning that 

would compare the effects of processing instruction and those of an “input-free” 
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meaning-based ouput instruction.  Participants would be isolated from each other and 

would be receiving instruction and input via a computer program that would also record 

their oral or written ouput.  This type of instruction delivery will provide output practice 

only, preventing the participants to be exposed to incidental input.  Such a study could 

shed light on the effects of PI vs. output-based instruction on the acquisition of the 

tense/aspect system in French  

Concerning the Aspect Hypothesis or the Primacy of Aspect Hypothesis 

(Andersen, 1991; Weist et al., 1984, Robison, 1990), and the Discourse Hypothesis 

(Bardovi-Harlig, 1992b, 1994, 1998), further investigation would be needed to study the 

effects of processing instruction and output-based instruction.  The Aspect Hypothesis 

predicts that perfective morphology is first used with verbs which are inherently 

punctual, namely achievement verbs, before gradually spreading first to accomplishment 

verbs, second to activity verbs, and finally to stative verbs.  As regards imperfective 

morphology, the Aspect Hypothesis states the opposite development pattern: stative verbs 

are marked first, before activity verbs, which in turn, are marked before accomplishment 

verbs, and finally achievement verbs.  The Discourse Hypothesis predicts that (1) the 

perfective past, the passé composé, occurred to a greater extent in the foreground than in 

the background with different lexical types of predicates and (2) The imperfective past, 

the imparfait, demonstrated the reverse tendency, occurring to a greater extent in the 

background.  Although such a study will require a longitudinal research design that 

would be more complex to operationalize, it would provide insights into the intermediate 

stages of interlanguage development at particular points in time and could give valuable 

information as to the long-term effects of processing instruction or output-based 

instruction. 
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As discussed in Chapter 2, classroom studies have not explored the role of input 

in relation to the Distributional Bias Hypothesis (DBH) and, further research would also 

be valuable in examining the effects of PI and OB in relation to the DBH as it is the one 

hypothesis that specifically posits the role of input in the acquisitional process of tense 

and aspect.  The DBH states that L2 learners reflect the distributional bias of native 

speakers’ input regarding predicate categories and morphological inflections and that the 

predominant use of a particular inflection with certain types of verbs in the input leads 

the learners to adopt a restricted hypothesis regarding the use of that inflection and  is 

related to the issue of frequency in the input.  For example, the input may lead learners to 

form simplistic and thus erroneous form-meaning connections (i.e., imperfective aspect = 

stative verbs and perfective aspect = achievement verbs).  It also may lead the learners 

and to have difficulty with non-prototypical uses, particularly with stative verbs in the 

perfective aspect to express a sudden change of state.  The current study was designed to 

accommodate the Distributional Bias Hypothesis and followed Blyth’s recommendation 

(2005) on the need for the input to supply the students with input that contains more 

nonprototypical usage. The instructional materials provided the learners with non 

prototypical combinations of tense and aspect such as stative verbs in the perfective 

aspect to express a sudden change of state.  Specifically, an analysis of the compositions 

(personal narratives) according to the DBH parameters and the nonprototypical usage 

would give greater insights on the impact of instruction on the development of the 

learners’ interlanguage 

Finally, as discussed in Howard (2004) for L2 French, Adamson et al. (1996) for 

L2 Spanish, Bayley (1996) and Langman and Bayley (2003) for L2 Chinese and 

Hungarian, prior research found an effect for verb (ir)regularity as irregular verbs were 

more frequently marked for past time than regular verbs.  Further investigation and 
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analyses on the effects of PI and OB on linguistic factors related to tense/aspect marking 

such as markedness and verb irregularity would be valuable to examine the potential 

impact of PI or OB instruction on the acquisition of the verb (ir) regularity in French L2. 

There is an ongoing debate in the second/foreign language literature on the effects 

of instruction in classroom language acquisition and the roles of input and output in 

second language acquisition.  Previous research has shown that the role of input in 

making form-meaning connections in SLA is fundamental.  Clearly more research is 

needed which examines the role that output plays in acquisition and the present study can 

contribute to this discussion.  Concerning the respective roles of input and output, I will 

give the final words to VanPatten (VanPatten, 2004b) who advises the SLA community 

to move beyond the “input vs. output debate” (p.29) and emphasizes that input and output 

have their respective roles in SLA and that while “input is necessary for acquisition… 

input+output may be better” (p. 43). 
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Language Background Questionnaire 
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Language Background Questionnaire 

 
1. Today’s date  (MM/DD/YY): ____________________________________ 

2. Your instructor’s name (please circle)  Kelton   Megharbi 

3. First name:___________________________  Last 
name:______________________________ 

 
4. Gender   M  F 
 
5. Your date of birth (MM/DD/YY):_______________________________ 
 
6. Your place of birth (city/province or state/country): _________________________ 
 
7. If you were not born in the US, how old were you when you arrived? __________ 
8. If you were not born in the US, what is your date of arrival in the US? __________________ 
 
9. What is your mother’s first language? ____________________________________ 
 
10. What is your father’s first language? ____________________________________ 
 
11. What is your first language? ___________________________________________ 
 
12. Did you study French in highschool?   Y  N 
13. If yes, how many years?______________________ 
 
14. At UT, are you a : freshman / sophomore / junior / senior  (circle one) 
 
15.  When was your first semester studying French at UT? ______________________ 
 
16. How many semesters have you been studying French at UT? _________________ 
17. What final grade did you get in FR 506? _____________ 
 
18. Have you studied any other language in highschool? Y N 
19. If yes, which one(s) and for how many years? ____________________ 
 
20. Have you studied any other language in college?  Y N 
21. If yes, which one(s) and for how many years? _________________ 
 
22. Do you know any other language(s) in addition to English? Y  N 
23. If yes, which one(s)? ______________________________________________________ 
24. If yes, how well do you speak it?  How did you learn it?  

________________________________________________________________________ 

25. Do you have any learning disability?  Y  N 
If yes, please specify: ______________________________________________________ 
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APPENDIX B 

Output-Based Instructional Packet 
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OB 
9.5 Narration: Passé composé vs. Imparfait 
 

DAY 1 
Exercice A :  Posez les questions suivantes à un partenaire.  Prenez des notes et reportez 
ses réponses à la classe 
 
1. Quand vous étiez petit(e), est-ce que vous regardiez Sesame Street à la télé? 
2. Est-ce que vous surfiez souvent l’internet au lycée (in highschool)? 
3. Quand vous aviez 5 ans, est-ce que vous aimiez les films d’épouvante? 
4. Quand vous aviez 10 ans, est-ce que vous aimiez les dessins animés? 
 
5. Hier soir, est-ce que vous êtes sorti(e) avec des amis? 
6. Est-ce qu’il a plu la semaine dernière à Austin? 
7.  Est-ce que vous êtes allé(e) en France l’été dernier? 
8.  Est-ce que vous avez acheté des livres récemment? 
 
 
Task 1 (b):   Look at the questions again and explain why is the imparfait used in the first 
4 questions and the passé composé used in the last 4 questions. 
 
 

LE PASSE COMPOSE ET L’IMPARFAIT DANS LA MEME PHRASE 
 

If action A interrupts action B or happens while action B is already in progress, which 
verb is in the passé composé and which one is in the imparfait ? 
 

Exemples:  Mes parents habitaient à Paris quand je suis né(e). 
Le professeur parlait quand je suis entré(e) dans la classe. 
Il pleuvait ce matin quand j’ai quitté la maison. 
J’étais très fatigué(e) quand je suis rentré(e) hier soir 
 

Use the imparfait to say what was going on when something else occurred.  
To say what happened and what interrupted the first activity use the passé composé. 
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Exercice B.  Avec un partenaire 
 
Quand ils sont rentrés, … 
Deux couples ont laissé leurs enfants avec une nouvelle baby-sitter le week dernier.  
Quand les parents sont rentrés, qu’est-ce qu’il se passait?  
 
A. Regardez le dessin et dites qui faisait les choses suivantes selon le modèle. 
Modèle:  porter les vêtements de sa mère. 
  Quand ils sont rentrés, Annick portait les vêtements de sa mère. 
 
1. embrasser (to kiss) son petit ami  5. dormir sur le canapé 
2. parler au téléphone    6. jouer à des jeux vidéo 
3. fumer     7. manger quelque chose sur la table 
4. jouer dans l’escalier   8. dessiner (to draw)sur le mur 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
B. Maintenant avec un partenaire, répondez aux questions suivantes : 
 
1. Quelle heure est-ce qu’il était quand les parents sont rentrés? 
2. Qu’est-ce que les deux pères portaient quand ils sont rentrés? 
3. Combien d’enfants est-ce qu’il y avait dans la maison? 
4. Qui était avec la baby-sitter? 
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Passé composé vs. imparfait in a narrative 
 
The passé composé is used in French in answer the question 'What happened?' On the 
other hand, you will usually put a verb in the imparfait if it answers the question 'What 
was going on when something else happened?' Generally, the passé composé is used to 
relate events while the imparfait is used to describe what was going on in the past, states 
of being in the past, or past habits.  

All this takes on special importance in narration of past actions, when both tenses often 
occur in the same story. Narrating a story entails both describing a setting (habitual 
actions, atmosphere, places and people) and recounting a plot or a series of events, 
actions, changes of feelings or thoughts. In general, all stories have a well delineated 
plot line of events, the foreground, and a background of supporting details and 
description. Some literary texts might subvert this rule but this is out of a conscious effort 
to surprise or unsettle their reader.  

Exercice C: Voici l’histoire de Tex.  

Quand Tex était tout petit, il 
habitait dans la banlieue de 
Houston avec sa famille. Ce petit 
tatou, curieux de nature, aimait 
toujours faire de longues 
promenades avec ses amis pour 
explorer les coins et recoins de la 
banlieue, surtout les autoroutes! 

  

When Tex was very small, he lived 
in the suburbs of Houston with his 
family. This little armadillo, 
curious by nature, always loved to 
take long walks with his friends to 
explore the nooks and crannies of 
the suburbs, above all the 
highways! 

Un jour, pendant une promenade, il 
s'est perdu. Heureusement, après 
des heures et des heures, il a 
trouvé l'entrée de aéroport Bush 
International. Fasciné par le bruit et 
le mouvement, il s'est précipité 
vers les avions. Tandis qu'il 
examinait un avion de plus près, 
un homme l'a brusquement pris et 
il l'a jeté à l'intérieur avec les 
bagages. Huit heures plus tard, 
l'avion est arrivé à Paris, où Tex 
commencerait sa nouvelle vie 
française! 

  

One day, during a walk, he got lost. 
Fortunately, after hours and hours, 
he found the entrance to the Bush 
International Airport. Fascinated 
by all the noise and motion, he 
rushed to the planes. As he was 
examining a plane more closely, a 
man abruptly took him and threw 
him inside with the baggage. Eight 
hours later, the plane arrived in 
Paris, where Tex would start his 
new French life! 

Tex a passé le reste de son enfance 
en France. En fait, il est devenu 
cent pour cent français. Quand il 
était adolescent, il se considérait 
comme un disciple de Sartre. Il ne 
connaissait rien au baseball et 
détestait tout ce qui était 
américain. Mais en 1998, tout d'un 

  

Tex spent the rest of his childhood 
in France. In fact, he became one 
hundred per cent French. When he 
was an adolescent, he considered 
himself a disciple of Sartre. He 
knew nothing about baseball and 
he detested everything American. 
But in 1998, all of a sudden, his 
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coup sa vie a changé quand il a 
découvert que ses parents 
étaient . . . américains. 

life changed when he discovered 
that his parents were . . . American. 

 
 
1. Quel temps sont utilisés dans le 1er paragraphe? Dans le 2ème? Dans le 3ème?    
Expliquez pourquoi? 
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Exercice D.  La narration au passé: une histoire triste. Vous allez regardez une 
publicité pour une voiture Renault et ensuite raconter la scène comme si vous en aviez été 
témoin hier soir .  Avec un partenaire, décidez quel temps choisir entre le passé composé 
et l’imparfait et complétez les phrases ci-dessous en conjuguant le verbe à la forme 
correcte. 
 
 
1. Ce/C’_________________ (être)une nuit d’hiver à Paris. 

2. Il ______________________ (pleuvoir).  

3. Il ______________ froid. (faire) 

4. Il ___________ (être) une heure du matin.  

5. Un couple ____________________ (rentrer) d’une soirée élégante. 

6. Ils ______________________(être) très bien habillés.. 

7. Le monsieur _______________(conduire) et ________________ (chanter). 

8. Il n’y _______________(avoir) pas beaucoup de traffic sur la route. 

9. La femme __________________ (trouver) une barrette dans la voiture. 

10. Il y ___________________ (avoir) un cheveu blond dans la barrette. 

11. Elle ______________________ (se fâcher) 

12. Il _________________________ (arrêter) la voiture. (arrêter = to stop) 

13. Elle _____________________(sortir) de la voiture furieuse. 

14. Il ____________________ (la regarder). 

15. Elle ____________________(fermer) la porte de la voiture.  

16. Elle __________________ (rayer) (rayer=to scratch ) la voiture avec la barrette. 

17. Elle ______________________ (donner) un coup de pied à la voiture. 

18. Elle ____________________ (cogner = to knock) sur la vitre (une vitre=window ) 

19. Il ______________________________ (baisser) sa vitre. 

20. Elle _________________________(prendre) les clés de la voiture. 

21. Elle ________________ (faire) semblant (to pretend) de jeter (to throw) les clés dans la 

Seine. 

22. Il ____________________ (sortir) de la voiture pour chercher ses clés. 

23. Quand il  __________________ (regarder) dans l’eau, elle ______________ (monter) dans la 

voiture. 

24. Elle ________________ (partir) toute seule avec la voiture et il _______________(rester)  

tout seul sur le pont. 
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DAY 2   
 

9.5 Narration: Passé composé vs. imparfait 
 
Exercise E. Lisez cette histoire en anglais.  
Entourez (circle) les verbes  qui seraient à l’imparfait en français et soulignez 
(underline) les verbes qui seraient au passé composé. 
 

Last summer, I went to France with my family.  Everyone was very excited when we 
arrived at the airport.  While my mother checked the luggage and my father handled the tickets, 
my little sister Mary ran away.  My parents dropped everything and tried to catch her, but she 
ducked behind the counter.  Finally, a manager grabbed her and brought her back to us.  She was 
crying because she was sad she was leaving her dog for two weeks.  Everyone comforted her and 
she went on the plane and left with a smile. 

 
Exercice F.  Un événement important dans la vie d’Olivier.   
 
I.  On identifie les événements principaux.  Ecoutez le récit suivant qui décrit un évènement 
important dans la vie d’un jeune homme, Olivier.  Ecoutez et identifiez l’événement 
principal de chaque des quatre paragraphes. 
 
First paragraph    Second Paragraph 
a.  The narrator got his first job.  a.  His grandfather gave him some money. 
b.  He bought a car.    b.  He bought a brand new car. 
c.  He won the lottery.   c.  He quit his job. 
 
Third paragraph    Fourth Paragraph 
a.  Someone stole his car.   a.  He walked to his father’s office. 
b.  His car broke down.   b.  He drove home. 
c.  He had a wreck.    c.  A girl stopped and picked him up. 
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II.  Anticipez le temps des verbes de cette histoire. 
 

Expressions Passé composé Imparfait 
1. acheter   

2. avoir dix-huit ans   

3. travailler   

4. gagner (to earn money)   

5. donner   

6. décider   

7. être   

8. faire   

9. aimer   

10. être   

11 tomber en panne (to break down)   

12 pleuvoir   

13. avoir   

14. s’arrêter (to stop)   

15. être   

16. conduire (to drive)   

17. raconter   

18. téléphoner   

 
III. Avec un partenaire, complétez les phrases suivantes avec les verbes conjugués au passé 
composé ou à l’imparfait.  Consultez le tableau pour considérer quel temps du verbe vous avez 
anticipez.  

 
Je me souviens du moment où je/j’_________________ 1 ma première voiture.  Quand 
je/j’__________________ 2 dix-huit ans, je/j’ ____________________ 3 pour mon père et je/j’ 
____________________ 4 très peu d’argent. 
 
Mais pour mon anniversaire, mon grand-père m’ ____________________5 huit mille francs.  
Donc, je/j’ ____________________ 6 d’acheter une vieille Renault.  Elle _______________ 7 
blanche et elle ____________________ 8 beaucoup de bruit (noise), mais moi, je/j’ l’ 
__________________9 bien. 
 
Deux jours après, quand je/j’ ___________________ 10 en route pour l’université, ma voiture 
____________________11 en panne)!  Il _________________ 12 et il y __________________13 

beaucoup de voitures sur la route. 
 
Heureusement, une jolie jeune fille ____________________ 14 pour m’aider.  Elle 
____________________ 15 très sympathique.  Elle me/m’ ____________________16 jusqu’au 
bureau de mon père. Je/J’ ______________________17 mon aventure à mon père et nous 
_______________________________18 à un mécanicien.  Quelle journée! 
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Exercice G.  Emilie raconte son week-end.   
1. Avec un partenaire, lisez l’histoire.  
 
Un week-end pluvieux; Emilie, la fille de Madame De Leusse, raconte son week-end. 
 
Vendredi soir, je suis sortie avec des amis.  Nous sommes allés au cinéma pour voir Le 
Seigneur des Anneaux  Nous avons aimé ce film parce que c’est un beau film d’aventures 
avec beaucoup d’effets spéciaux. 
Samedi après-midi, ma mère et moi, nous voulions aller faire une promenade et peut-être 
aussi faire les boutiques mais il a commencé à pleuvoir. Comme il y avait heureusement 
de bonnes émissions à la télé ma mère et moi, nous sommes restées à la maison et nous 
avons regardé la télé.  Ma mère aime beaucoup les émissions de variétés mais moi je 
préfère les feuilletons.  Samedi soir, nous ne sommes pas sorties parce qu’il pleuvait 
toujours et qu’il faisait vraiment mauvais temps.  Nous avons préparé un bon dîner à la 
maison et ensuite je suis allée dans ma chambre pour vérifier mon email et dialoguer en 
direct avec des copains en Italie et aux Etats-Unis.  
Dimanche, le temps était toujours pluvieux. Le matin, je suis allée à la salle de sports 
pour faire un peu d’exercice.  Ensuite, je suis rentrée déjeuner avec ma famille et l’après-
midi, j’ai fait mes devoirs pour la fac. J’ai dû surfer l’internet pour un projet dans mon 
cours d’histoire. C’était long mais j’ai pu trouver beaucoup d’informations. J’ai aussi 
téléphoné à ma meilleure amie, Séverine, et nous avons étudié ensemble. 
 

2.  Questions orales: Ecoutez les questions de votre professeur et répondez avec des 
phrases complètes. 
 
Questions to be asked by the instructor: 
 
1. Est-ce que Emilie est sortie vendredi soir? 
2. Qu’est-ce qu’ils ont fait? 
3. Quel film est-ce qu’ils ont vu? 
4. Est-ce qu’ils ont  aimé le film? Pourquoi? 
5. Est-ce que Emilie et sa mère sont sorties samedi  après-midi? 
6. Quel temps il a fait samedi? 
7. Qu’est-ce qu’elles ont fait? 
8. Quel temps est-ce qu’il faisait samedi soir? 
9. Samedi soir, qu’est-ce que Emilie et sa mère ont fait? 
10. Est-ce que Emilie  a écrit des emails? 
11. Est-ce qu’elle a téléchargé des chansons? 
12. Dimanche, quel temps  est-ce qu’il faisait? 
13. Dimanche matin, qu’est-ce que Emilie a fait? 
14. Est-ce qu’elle a déjeuné  avec des  amis? 
15. Est-ce qu’elle a dormi dimanche après-midi? 
16. Est-ce qu’elle a trouvé des informations? 
17. Qu’est-ce que Emilie et Séverine ont fait? 
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Processing Instructional Packet 
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PI 
FR 507  
 
9.5 Narration: passé composé vs. imparfait 
 
Exercise A. VRAI ou FAUX?  Avec un partenaire, lisez les phrases suivantes et décidez 
si elles  sont sont vraies ou fausses pour vous?  
 
1. Quand vous étiez petit(e), vous regardiez Sesame Street à la télé. 
2. Vous surfiez souvent l’internet au lycée (in highschool). 
3. Quand vous aviez 5 ans, vous aimiez les films d’épouvante. 
4. Quand vous aviez 10 ans, vous aimiez les dessins animés 
 
5. Hier soir, vous êtes sorti(e) avec des amis.  
6. Il a plu la semaine dernière à Austin. 
7.  Vous êtes allé(e) en France l’été dernier. 
8.  Vous avez acheté des livres récemment. 
 
 
Look at the questions again and explain why is the imparfait used in the first 4 questions 
and the passé composé used in the last 4 questions? 
 
 

LE PASSE COMPOSE ET L’IMPARFAIT DANS LA MEME PHRASE 
 
If action A interrupts action B or happens while action B is already in progress, which 
verb is in the passé composé and which one is in the imparfait ? 
 

Exemples:  Mes parents habitaient à Paris quand je suis né(e). 
Le professeur parlait quand je suis entré(e) dans la classe. 
Il pleuvait ce matin quand j’ai quitté la maison. 
J’étais très fatigué(e) quand je suis rentré(e) hier soir 
 

Use the imparfait to say what was going on when something else occurred.  
To say what happened and what interrupted the first activity use the passé composé. 
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Exercice B  
 
Quand ils sont rentrés, … 
 
Deux couples ont laissé leurs enfants avec une nouvelle baby-sitter le week dernier.  
Quand ils sont rentrés, qu’est-ce qu’il se passait?  
 
1. Avec un partenaire , faites correspondre les phrases dans la colonne A et la colonne B.  
 
Regardez le modèle: 

 Quand ils sont rentrés, Annick…  portait les vêtements de sa mère 

 

A B 
1. Quand ils sont rentrés, Julie… a. fumait avec son ami 

2. Quand ils sont rentrés, la baby-sitter… b. mangeait quelque chose sur la table. 

3. Quand ils sont rentrés, Marc .. c. jouait à des jeux vidéo 

4. Quand ils sont rentrés, le chien.. d. jouait dans l’escalier 

5. Quand ils sont rentrés, Brigitte… e. dessinait sur le mur 

6. Quand ils sont rentrés, le chat… f. dormait sur le canapé. 

7. Quand ils sont rentrés, le bébé.. g. embrassait son petit-ami 

8.  Quand ils sont rentrés, Tri… h. parlait au téléphone 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Maintenant avec un partenaire, regardez bien la scène et complétez les phrases: 
 
1. Quand les parents sont rentrés, il était __________________________ (l’heure). 
2.  Les parents étaient __________________________________________.(adjectifs) 
3. Il y avait _____________________ enfants dans la maison. 
4. La baby-sitter était avec _____________________________________. 
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Passé composé vs. imparfait in a narrative 
 
The passé composé is used in French in answer the question 'What happened?' On the 
other hand, you will usually put a verb in the imparfait if it answers the question 'What 
was going on when something else happened?' Generally, the passé composé is used to 
relate events while the imparfait is used to describe what was going on in the past, states 
of being in the past, or past habits.  

All this takes on special importance in narration of past actions, when both tenses often 
occur in the same story. Narrating a story entails both describing a setting (habitual 
actions, atmosphere, places and people) and recounting a plot or a series of events, 
actions, changes of feelings or thoughts. In general, all stories have a well delineated 
plot line of events, the foreground, and a background of supporting details and 
description. Some literary texts might subvert this rule but this is out of a conscious effort 
to surprise or unsettle their reader.  

Exercice C: Voici l’histoire de Tex.  

Quand Tex était tout petit, il 
habitait dans la banlieue de 
Houston avec sa famille. Ce petit 
tatou, curieux de nature, aimait 
toujours faire de longues 
promenades avec ses amis pour 
explorer les coins et recoins de la 
banlieue, surtout les autoroutes! 

  

When Tex was very small, he lived 
in the suburbs of Houston with his 
family. This little armadillo, 
curious by nature, always loved to 
take long walks with his friends to 
explore the nooks and crannies of 
the suburbs, above all the 
highways! 

Un jour, pendant une promenade, il 
s'est perdu. Heureusement, après 
des heures et des heures, il a 
trouvé l'entrée de aéroport Bush 
International. Fasciné par le bruit et 
le mouvement, il s'est précipité 
vers les avions. Tandis qu'il 
examinait un avion de plus près, 
un homme l'a brusquement pris et 
il l'a jeté à l'intérieur avec les 
bagages. Huit heures plus tard, 
l'avion est arrivé à Paris, où Tex 
commencerait sa nouvelle vie 
française! 

  

One day, during a walk, he got lost. 
Fortunately, after hours and hours, 
he found the entrance to the Bush 
International Airport. Fascinated 
by all the noise and motion, he 
rushed to the planes. As he was 
examining a plane more closely, a 
man abruptly took him and threw 
him inside with the baggage. Eight 
hours later, the plane arrived in 
Paris, where Tex would start his 
new French life! 

Tex a passé le reste de son enfance 
en France. En fait, il est devenu 
cent pour cent français. Quand il 
était adolescent, il se considérait 
comme un disciple de Sartre. Il ne 
connaissait rien au baseball et 
détestait tout ce qui était 
américain. Mais en 1998, tout d'un 

  

Tex spent the rest of his childhood 
in France. In fact, he became one 
hundred per cent French. When he 
was an adolescent, he considered 
himself a disciple of Sartre. He 
knew nothing about baseball and 
he detested everything American. 
But in 1998, all of a sudden, his 
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coup sa vie a changé quand il a 
découvert que ses parents 
étaient . . . américains. 

life changed when he discovered 
that his parents were . . . American. 

 
 
1. Quel temps sont utilisés dans le 1er paragraphe? Dans le 2ème? Dans le 3ème?    
Expliquez pourquoi? 
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Exercice D.  La narration au passé: une histoire triste.  Vous allez regardez une 
publicité pour une voiture Renault et ensuite raconter la scène comme si vous en aviez été 
témoin hier soir.  Pour chaque phrase, décidez quel temps du passé est approprié entre le 
passé composé and the imparfait et entourez (circle) la forme correspondante. (25 
phrases).  
 

1. C’a été  /  c’était  une nuit d’hiver à Paris. 

2. Un couple est rentré  /  rentrait d’une soirée élégante. 

3. Ils ont été  /  étaient très bien habillés. 

4. Le monsieur a conduit  /  conduisait et a chanté  /  chantait. 

5. Il a été  /  était une heure du matin. 

6. Il n’y a pas eu  /  n’y avait pas beaucoup de traffic sur la route. 

7. Il a plu  /  pleuvait. 

8. Il a fait  /  faisait froid. 

9. La femme a trouvé  /  trouvait une barrette dans la voiture. 

10. Il y a eu  /  y avait un cheveu blond dans la barrette. 

11. Elle s’est fachée  /  se fâchait. 

12. IL’homme a arrêté  /  arrêtait la voiture. (arrêter = to stop) 

13. La femme est sortie  /  sortait de la voiture furieuse. 

14. Elle a fermé  / fermait la porte de la voiture violemment. 

15. Elle a rayé  /  rayait la voiture avec la barrette. (rayer=to scratch ) 

16. Elle a donné  /  donnait un coup de pied à la voiture. (donner un coup de pied=to kick) 

17. Elle a cogné  /  cognait sur la vitre. (cogner sur la vitre =knock on the window ) 

18. Il a baissé  /  baissait sa vitre.  

19. Elle a pris  /  prenait les clés de la voiture. 

20. Elle a fait  /  faisait semblant (to pretend) de jeter (to throw) les clés dans la Seine. 

21. Il est sorti  /  sortait de la voiture pour chercher ses clés. 

22. Quand il a regardé  /  regardait dans l’eau, 

23. elle est montée  /  montait dans la voiture. 

24. Elle est partie  /  partait toute seule avec la voiture. 

25. Il est resté  /  restait seul sur le pont. 
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DAY 2 
 

9.5 Narration: passé composé vs. imparfait 
 
Exercise E.  Lisez cette histoire en anglais.  
Entourez (circle) les verbes  qui seraient à l’imparfait en français et  
soulignez (underline) les verbes qui seraient au passé composé. 
 
 

Last summer, I went to France with my family.  Everyone was very excited when we 
arrived at the airport.  While my mother checked the luggage and my father handled the tickets, 
my little sister Mary ran away.  My parents dropped everything and tried to catch her, but she 
ducked behind the counter.  Finally, a manager grabbed her and brought her back to us.  She was 
crying because she was sad she was leaving her dog for two weeks.  Everyone comforted her and 
she went on the plane and left with a smile. 

 
Exercice F.  Un événement important dans la vie d’Olivier.   
 
I.  On identifie les événements principaux.  Ecoutez le récit suivant qui décrit un évènement 
important dans la vie d’un jeune homme, Olivier.  Ecoutez et identifiez l’événement principal de 
chaque des quatre paragraphes. 

 
First paragraph    Second Paragraph 
a.  The narrator got his first job.  a.  His grandfather gave him some money. 
b.  He bought a car.    b.  He bought a brand new car. 
c.  He won the lottery.    c.  He quit his job. 
 
Third paragraph    Fourth Paragraph 
a.  Someone stole his car.   a.  He walked to his father’s office. 
b.  His car broke down.   b.  He drove home. 
c.  He had a wreck.    c.  A girl stopped and picked him up. 
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II.  Anticipez le temps des verbes de cette histoire. 
 
Expressions Passé composé Imparfait 
acheter   

avoir dix-huit ans   

travailler   

gagner (to earn money)   

donner   

décider   

être   

faire   

aimer   

être   

tomber en panne (to break down)   

pleuvoir   

avoir   

s’arrêter (to stop)   

être   

conduire (to drive)   

raconter   

téléphoner   

 
 
III. Avec un partenaire, construisez l’histoire d’Olivier.  Entourez la forme du verbe qui convient 
pour chaque phrase. 
 
Je me souviens du moment où j’ai acheté / j’achetais ma première voiture.  Quand j’ai eu / 
j’avais dix-huit ans, j’ ai travaillé / je travaillais pour mon père et j’ai eu / j’avais très peu 
d’argent. 
 
Mais pour mon anniversaire, mon grand-père m’ a donné / me donnait huit mille francs.  Donc, 
j’ai décidé / je décidais d’acheter une vieille Renault.  Elle a été / était blanche et elle a fait / 
faisait beaucoup de bruit (noise), mais moi, je l’ai aimée / je l’aimais bien. 
 
Deux jours après, j’ai été / j’étais en route pour l’université, et ma voiture est tombée / tombait 
en panne! Il a plu / pleuvait et il y a eu / il y avait beaucoup de voitures sur la route. 
 
Heureusement, une jolie jeune fille s’est arrêtée / s’arrêtait pour m’aider.  Elle a été / était  très 
sympathique.  Elle m’a conduit / me conduisait jusqu’au bureau de mon père. J’ai raconté / je 
racontais mon aventure à mon père et nous avons téléphoné / téléphonions à un mécanicien.  
Quelle journée! 
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Exercice G.  Emilie raconte son week-end.   
1. Avec un partenaire, lisez l’histoire.  
Un week-end pluvieux; Emilie, la fille de Madame De Leusse, raconte son week-end. 
 
Vendredi soir, je suis sortie avec des amis.  Nous sommes allés au cinéma pour voir Le 
Seigneur des Anneaux  Nous avons aimé ce film parce que c’est un beau film d’aventures 
avec beaucoup d’effets spéciaux. 
 
Samedi après-midi, ma mère et moi, nous voulions aller faire une promenade et peut-être 
aussi faire les boutiques mais il a commencé à pleuvoir. Comme il y avait heureusement 
de bonnes émissions à la télé ma mère et moi, nous sommes restées à la maison et nous 
avons regardé la télé.  Ma mère aime beaucoup les émissions de variétés mais moi je 
préfère les feuilletons.  Samedi soir, nous ne sommes pas sorties parce qu’il pleuvait 
toujours et qu’il faisait vraiment mauvais temps.  Nous avons préparé un bon dîner à la 
maison et ensuite je suis allée dans ma chambre pour vérifier mon email et dialoguer en 
direct avec des copains en Italie et aux Etats-Unis.  
 
Dimanche, le temps était toujours pluvieux. Le matin, je suis allée à la salle de sports 
pour faire un peu d’exercice.  Ensuite, je suis rentrée déjeuner avec ma famille et l’après-
midi, j’ai fait mes devoirs pour la fac. J’ai dû surfer l’internet pour un projet dans mon 
cours d’histoire. C’était long mais j’ai pu trouver beaucoup d’informations. J’ai aussi 
téléphoné à ma meilleure amie, Séverine, et nous avons étudié ensemble. 
 

2. Ecoutez les phrases suivantes et décidez si elles sont vraies ou fausses selon le texte. 

Sentences for instructor to read: 

1. Emilie n’est pas sortie vendredi soir. 
2. Emilie et ses amis sont allés au cinéma. 
3. Il ont vu Harry Potter. 
4. Ils ont aimé le film. 
5. Samedi après-midi, Emilie et sa mère sont allées faire une promenade. 
6. Samedi après-midi, il a plu. 
7. Elles ont regardé la télé. 
8. Samedi soir, il faisait mauvais temps. 
9. Elles sont allées au restaurant. 
10. Emilie a écrit des emails et téléchargé des chansons. 
11. Dimanche, il faisait beau. 
12.  Emilie a fait du sport. 
13. Elle a déjeuné avec des amis. 
14. Dimanche après-midi, elle a  dormi. 
15. Elle a surfé l’internet. 
16. Elle n’a pas trouvé d’informations sur l’internet. 
17. Séverine et Emilie ont étudié ensemble. 
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APPENDIX D 

Assessment Materials 
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INTERPRETATION TEST (VERSION A)    Your name: _______________________ 
 
Qu’est-ce qui s’est passé? (10 minutes) 
Step 1: Read over the vocabulary and the sentences below. 
Step 2: Watch the video clip (French commercial). It will be shown 3 times . 
Step 3: Imagine that this is a real story and that you witnessed those events yesterday. 
You are now telling the story to a friend. For each sentence, decide which past tense is 
appropriate between the passé composé and the imparfait and circle the corresponding 
form of the verb (25 phrases). Translation for new vocabulary words is given.  
 

15. La femme a été  /  était dans un café. 

16. Elle a été  /  était blonde. 

17. Elle a été  /  était jolie. 

18. Il a commencé  /  commençait à pleuvoir. (to start raining) 

19. Elle s’est levée  /  se levait. 

20. La chaise est tombée  /  tombait. 

21. Elle est entrée  /  entrait dans un musée. 

22. Il a fait  /  faisait sombre. (dark) 

23. Le gardien a dormi  /  dormait. (guard) 

24. Elle a été  /  était seule dans la pièce. 

25. Elle a mis  /  mettait son manteau sur la chaise. (coat) 

26. Elle a vu  / voyait les coquillages. (sea shells) 

27. Elle a pris  /  prenait un coquillage. 

28. Elle a écouté  / écoutait le coquillage.  

29. Le coquillage est tombé  /  tombait. 

30. Le coquillage s’est cassé  /  se cassait. (to break) 

31. Le gardien s’est réveillé  /  se réveillait. 

32. Elle a eu une idée  / elle avait une idée. 

33. Elle a remplacé  /  remplaçait le coquillage. 

34. Elle a écrit  /  écrivait quelque chose. 

35. Le gardien a regardé  /  regardait le coquillage. 

36. Elle a pris  /  prenait son manteau. 

37. Quand elle est partie  /  partait, 

38. il a plu  / pleuvait encore (still). 

39. Le guardien a écouté  /  écoutait le coquillage. 
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PRODUCTION TEST (VERSION A)   Your name: _______________________ 

 

Qu’est-ce qui s’est passé? (10 minutes) 
Step 1: Read over the sentences focusing on the infinitives that are provided. 
Step 2: Watch the video clip (French commercial). It will be shown 3 times. 
Step 3: Imagine that this is a real story and that you witnessed those events yesterday. 
You are now telling the story to a friend.  
Complete your account by conjugating the verbs in parentheses either in the passé 
composé or in the imparfait.  
 
 

Il y _________________________________ 
1 
(avoir) une valise rouge sur la route. 

Elle ____________________________________________________ 
2 
(être) rouge. 

Le camion ______________________________________________ 
3 
(rouler) vite. 

Le chauffeur _____________________________________ 
4 
(ne pas voir) la valise. 

Il ________________________________________________ 
5
 (s’arrêter = to stop) trop tard 

et  il _________________________________ 
6
 (rouler) sur la valise. 

Le chauffeur ________________________________________ 
7
 (sortir) du camion. 

Il ______________________________________ 
8
 (se dépêcher) pour voir la valise. 

La valise _________________________________ 
9
 (ne pas être) cassée (broken). 

Il _________________________________ 
10 

(regarder) la valise, quand une femme 

_______________________ 
11

 (venir) près de lui. 

Il ____________________________________________________ 
12

 (être) surpris. 

Elle ___________________________________________________ 
13

 (être) belle. 

Elle ____________________________________________ 
14

 (prendre) sa valise  

et  elle ________________________________________ 
15

 (aller) vers le camion. 
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INTERPRETATION TEST (VERSION B)    Your name: _______________________ 
Qu’est-ce qui s’est passé? (10 minutes) 
Step 1: Read over the vocabulary and the sentences below. 
Step 2: Watch the video clip (French commercial) 3 times. 
Step 3: Imagine that this is a real story and that you witnessed those events yesterday.  
You are now telling the story to a friend.  For each sentence, decide which past tense is 
appropriate between the passé composé and the imparfait and circle the corresponding 
form of the verb (25 phrases). Translation for new vocabulary words is given.  
 

1. Il a fait  /  faisait beau. 

2. Une femme a roulé  /  roulait en voiture avec un jeune homme.  

3. La voiture a été  /  était bleue. 

4. Elle a été  /  était rousse. 

5. Elle a été  /  était contente. 

6. Il a été  /  était jeune. 

7. Il a mangé  /  mangeait un chewing-gum. 

8. Quand elle a regardé  /  regardait la route, 

9. Il y a eu  /  avait une voiture devant. 

10. C’a été  / était la voiture de son mari. 

11. Elle a tiré  /  tirait la manette. (pull the lever) 

12. Elle a caché  / cachait le jeune homme.(hide) 

13. Elle s’est arrêtée  /  s’arrêtait au feu rouge. (red light) 

14. Elle a dit  / disait bonjour à son mari. 

15. Il a été surpris / était surpris de voir sa femme. 

16. Il a eu  / avait des cheveux blancs. 

17. Ils se sont parlé  /  se parlaient. 

18. Elle a montré  /  montrait les chemises à son mari. (shirts) 

19. Il lui a dit  /  disait au revoir. 

20. Le mari est parti  /  partait. 

21. Elle a tiré  /  tirait la manette à nouveau. (again) 

22. Le jeune homme s’est redressé  /  se redressait. (sat up) 

23. Le mari a aussi tiré  /  tirait la manette.  

24. Il y a eu  /  avait aussi un jeune homme avec le mari. 

25. Il a porté  /  portait un chapeau de cow-boy. 
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PRODUCTION TEST (VERSION B)  Your name: _______________________ 
 
Qu’est-ce qui s’est passé? (10 minutes) 
Step 1: Read over the sentences focusing on the infinitives that are provided. 
Step 2: Watch the video clip (French commercial) 3 times. 
Step 3: Imagine that this is a real story and that you witnessed those events yesterday.  
 
You are now telling the story to a friend.  
Complete your account by conjugating the verbs in parentheses either in the passé 
composé or in the imparfait.  
 
 

Il ______________________________________ 
1
(pleuvoir). 

Il y_________________________________ 
2
 (avoir) un couple dans une voiture. 

La voiture _______________________________ 
3
 (être) rouge. 

Ils _____________________________________ 
4
 (se disputer). 

L’homme _______________________________ 
5
 (sortir) de la voiture. 

Il ______________________________________ 
6
 (ne pas parler) à sa femme. 

La femme _______________________________ 
7
 (être) triste. 

Il ______________________ 
8
 (marcher) sous la pluie, quand il _____________ 

9
 (voir) une 

affiche publicitaire. 

Il ____________________________________ 
10

 (penser) à sa femme. 

Il ____________________________________ 
11

 (se dépêcher) pour la trouver. 

Il ____________________________________ 
12

 (voir) la voiture. 

Sa femme _______________________ 
13

 (être) dans un embouteillage (traffic jam). 

Elle __________________________________ 
14

 (être) surprise de le voir. 

Il ______________________________________ 
15

 (embrasser= to kiss) sa femme. 
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COMPOSITION TEST (VERSION B)  Your name: _______________________ 
 
Cette semaine vous avez lu beaucoup d’histoires. Maintenant, c’est votre tour! 
Racontez une histoire personnelle au passé. 
Sujet: Racontez le plus beau moment de votre vie. Dans votre composition, parlez des 
circonstances et des évènements.  
 
Ecrivez exactement 20 phrases (20 verbes). Utilisez l’imparfait et le passé composé. 
(Points will be taken off if you write more or less than 20 sentences) 
 
1.______________________________________________________________________. 

2. _____________________________________________________________________. 

3. _____________________________________________________________________. 

4. _____________________________________________________________________. 

5. _____________________________________________________________________. 

6. _____________________________________________________________________. 

7. _____________________________________________________________________. 

8. _____________________________________________________________________. 

9. _____________________________________________________________________. 

10. ____________________________________________________________________. 

11. ____________________________________________________________________. 

12. ____________________________________________________________________. 

13. ____________________________________________________________________. 

14. ____________________________________________________________________. 

15. ____________________________________________________________________. 

16. ____________________________________________________________________. 

17. ____________________________________________________________________. 

18. ____________________________________________________________________. 

19. ____________________________________________________________________. 

20. ____________________________________________________________________. 
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INTERPRETATION TEST (VERSION C)    Your name: _______________________ 
 
Qu’est-ce qui s’est passé? (10 minutes) 
 
Step 1: Read over the vocabulary and the sentences below. 
Step 2: Watch the video clip (commercial) online as many as you need to. 
Step 3: Imagine that this is a real story and that you witnessed those events yesterday.   
 
You are now telling the story to a friend. For each sentence, decide which past tense is 
appropriate between the passé composé and the imparfait and circle the corresponding 
form of the verb (25 phrases). Translation for new vocabulary words is given.  
Open the internet and follow the directions. 
Video 2:  Type “www.adeater.com” – Click on “film library” – Enter brand: Minute 
Maid  
Click on 1

st
 link Minute Maid France – Click on MPEG – Use arrow to adjust the video 

screen if necessary. 
 

1. C’a été le matin  /  C’était le matin. 
2. L’officier s’est habillé  /  s’habillait quand 
3. La jeep est arrivée  /  arrivait. 
4. Il est allé  /  allait dans la cuisine. 
5. Sa famille a été  /  était dans la cuisine. 
6. Sa femme lui a donné  /  donnait un verre de jus d’orange. 
7. Elle a souri  /  souriait. (to smile) 
8. Les enfants ont pris  /  prenaient le petit-déjeuner. 
9. Il a dit  /  disait au revoir à sa famille. 
10. Il est sorti  /  sortait dehors. (outside) 
11. Sa femme est sortie  /  sortait derrière lui. 
12. ll a fait  /  faisait beau. 
13. Une voiture rouge est passée  /  passait, 
14. quand il a bu  /  buvait son jus. 
15. L’officier a été  /  était amusé. (amused) 
16. ll s’est approché  /  s’approchait de la jeep. 
17. Un soldat l’a attendu  /  l’attendait. (private) 
18. La voiture rouge est revenue  /  revenait. 
19. Il y a eu  /  avait 4 hommes dans la voiture. 
20. Ils ont chanté  /  chantaient. 
21. Ils ont porté  /  portaient des costumes. 
22 L’officier a fini  /  finissait son jus d’orange. 
23. Il a donné  /  donnait le verre au soldat. 
24 Il a sauté  /  sautait dans la voiture rouge. 
25. La voiture est partie /  partait. 
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PRODUCTION TEST (VERSION C)    Your name: _______________________ 
 
Qu’est-ce qui s’est passé? (10 minutes) 
Step 1: Read over the sentences focusing on the infinitives that are provided. 
Step 2: Watch the video clip (commerc. It will be shown 3 times. 
Step 3: Imagine that this is a real story and that you witnessed those events yesterday. 
You are now telling the story to a friend.  
Complete your account by conjugating the verbs in parentheses either in the passé 
composé or in the imparfait.  
 
Video 2: Go to “www.adeater.com” – Click on “film library” – Enter brand: Minute 
Maid  
Click 2

nd
 link Minute Maid France – Click on MPEG – Use arrows to adjust video 

screen if necessary. 
 
C’_________________________________________________

1
 (être) le matin. 

Il y _______________________________________
2
 (avoir) un coq (rooster) sur le mur. 

Le petit garçon ________________________
3
 (entrer) dans la chambre de ses parents. 

Ses parents ____________________________________
4
 (dormir). 

Il ____________________________________________ 
5
(réveiller) son père. 

Ils ___________________________________________
6
 (aller) dans la cuisine. 

Le père ______________________________________ 
7
(être) fatigué. 

Il _____________________________________ 
8
(prendre) le jus d’orange dans le frigo. 

Il ___________________________________________ 
9
(boire) un grand verre de jus. 

Le soleil _____________________________________ 
10

(se lever= to rise). 

Le père _________________________________________ 
11

(regarder) le coq. 

Quand le coq ______________________________________
12

(se préparer) à chanter, l’homme 

___________________________________ 
13

(chanter) à sa place. 

Le coq ______________________________________ 
14

(avoir) peur. (to be scared) 

L’homme ____________________________________ 
15 

(être) content. 
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COMPOSITION TEST (VERSION C)     Your name: _______________________ 
Sujet:  
Racontez (1) un moment (a time) de votre vie où vous avez eu très peur ou (2) un 
moment de votre vie où une chose bizarre, étrange s’est passée. 
Parlez des circonstances et des évènements.  
Ecrivez exactement 20 phrases (20 verbes). Utilisez l’imparfait et le passé composé. 
(Points will be taken off if you write more or less than 20 sentences) 
 
1.______________________________________________________________________. 

2. _____________________________________________________________________. 

3. _____________________________________________________________________. 

4. _____________________________________________________________________. 

5. _____________________________________________________________________. 

6. _____________________________________________________________________. 

7. _____________________________________________________________________. 

8. _____________________________________________________________________. 

9. _____________________________________________________________________. 

10. ____________________________________________________________________. 

11. ____________________________________________________________________. 

12. ____________________________________________________________________. 

13. ____________________________________________________________________. 

14. ____________________________________________________________________. 

15. ____________________________________________________________________. 

16. ____________________________________________________________________. 

17. ____________________________________________________________________. 

18. ____________________________________________________________________. 

19. ____________________________________________________________________. 

20. ____________________________________________________________________. 
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APPENDIX E 

Consent Form 
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POST-HOC CONSENT FORM 

 
 Students enrolled inFR 507 class, Fall 2003. 
 

During this past semester I conducted a study to try to determine what 
instructional technique works better to teach students differences between the passé 
composé and the imparfait.  Students in one class received instruction that focused on 
production activities.  Students in another class received instruction that focused on 
interpretation, i.e., comprehending the input.  Prior to the lessons on this topic, all 
students performed an interpretation task and a production task based on videos (French 
commercials).  After the lessons all students performed an interpretation task, a 
production task based on videos and, a personal narrative.  These were performed twice, 
one day after the instruction and again one month after the instruction.  Your 
participation in these tasks was required as part of the course material.  

 
I would like to include your responses to these tasks, along with your responses to 

a brief questionnaire as part of the data for my doctoral dissertation, and I need your 
permission to do so.  If you are willing to allow me to use your responses for this 
research purpose, please complete the questionnaire attached to this form and return the 
form and the questionnaire to me.   

Your name will not be linked to your responses in any presentation of the results 
of this study.  Your decision to allow me to use your responses is voluntary and will not 
affect your standing in the course or your relationship with the University of Texas at 
Austin.   If you have any questions about the study you may call me, Nora Megharbi at 
454-6424 or call my dissertation supervisor, Professor Carl Blyth at 471-5531.  If you 
have any questions or concerns about the ethical aspects of this research, call Professor 
Clarke Burnham, chair of the University of Texas at Austin Institutional Review Board 
for the Protection of Human Research Participants, at 232-4383. 

 
Sincerely, 
 
Nora Megharbi 
 
I am willing to allow Nora Megharbi to use my class data as part of her research study. 
 
________________________________________   ______________________________ 
Signature                           Date            Printed Name 
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